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ABSTRACT

EFFICIENT REPRESENTATION, MEASUREMENT, AND RECOVERY OF SPATIAL AND

SOCIAL NETWORKS

Massive penetration of networks such as social and communication networks and the growth

of networked systems are leading to a colossal number of connections and data underneath. Tech-

niques are needed for analysis of network measurements to extract network features and patterns

of interest. Network analytics can be used, for example, to predict how a network evolves for

customer interaction analysis to provide a better user experience, and to make effective business

decisions based on client engagements. Ideally, one should have the complete set of measurements

associated with a network so that the analysis would lead to results that are applicable to real-world

networks. However, computational, communication, and storage limitations do not allow that for

large-scale networks of interest. Thus, a network needs to be sampled for its connectivity or sub-

structures to facilitate analysis. However, extensive sampling can be computationally expensive

to carry out for analysis or even unviable due to access restrictions, e.g., due to private or cen-

sored nodes. Also, currently practiced sampling techniques such as random-walk are susceptible

to slow-mixing problem. Sparse or locally targeted sampling techniques do not allow the recovery

of the complete information of the original network while missing information may lead to altered

network characteristics and biased research results.

The limitations identified above give rise to the need for techniques to correctly predict miss-

ing connectivity data as well as to represent and store networks in coherent yet compressed ways

that preserve the original network characteristics for unbiased network experiments. As certain

network features are derived from the complete network measurements, missing data or local sam-

ples affect the accuracy of such estimates. Efficient prediction and graph representation techniques
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could facilitate network analytics from smaller sets of measurements with improved accuracy, low

storage, ease of access as well as manageable computational costs.

Our goal is to make the most use of the available network measurements and extract infor-

mation about network characteristics, connectivity, and constraints to make informed predictions

about the missing node-pair distances. Accordingly, this research is aimed at deriving and demon-

strating novel techniques to efficiently measure and represent networks, and for accurate recovery

of network topology from partially measured network structures. The techniques need to be scal-

able in their computation, and graceful in their degradation with limited measurements.

We tackle the network analysis problem from two sides: a) efficiently representing complete

graph data in compact formats and b) predicting missing network measurements using partially

observed distances. Specifically, we introduce the novel concepts of reconstruction set and link

dimension of graphs for lossless compression and reconstruction. This helps to represent graphs

with a small set of path measurements rather than the complete adjacency or distance matrices. We

also develop models to learn the network topology via path measurements and explore distance

vector properties of the network. This network information is then leveraged to make informed

predictions about network connectivity. This helps to retain original network characteristics even

while completing graphs from partial data, in terms of links and distances, using deterministic

methods such as low-rank matrix completion as well as non-deterministic prediction methods such

as neural networks.

We present link dimension, a novel graph dimension based on a subset of nodes for defining

distance vectors that completely capture the graph topology. Several definitions for dimensions of

a graph exist, such as metric dimension and edge dimension, to identify the least integer ‘n’ such

that there exists a representation of the graph in n dimensions. Link dimension is however the only

dimension that captures the complete topology of the graph and allows for its exact reconstruction.

We also propose a greedy algorithm to find such defining nodes in the network by identifying the

nodes that capture most of the information about nodes as well as the links. Several interesting

properties of link dimension are also derived along with the bounds for link dimension for several
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graph families. Ability to recover or estimate the network topology from a small fraction of pair-

wise distances among nodes or even a few random distance measurements is essential when the

network measurements are expensive or infeasible. We use low-rank matrix completion to recover

topology of spatial networks from a very small fraction of distance measurements. We present

results for networks of different shapes, with a range of 20% to 80% of observed measurements.

This technique is especially useful in sensor networks which are constrained with respect to their

storage and computational capabilities, each node has access to only partial information about the

network. It is helpful to know the connectivity, boundaries, and the overall topology of the sensor

networks especially in applications such as routing, segmentation, and anchor selection.

Not all networks are embedded in 2D or 3D physical spaces. Graphs such as friendship net-

works, product graphs, and software module connectivity are non-spatial. Such graphs can be

measured in terms of inter-node distances, i.e., connected nodes are said to be at one hop-distance.

We leverage triangle inequality as applied to distances on a graph to compute bounds on the miss-

ing distance entries and perform bounded matrix completion on directed as well as undirected

social networks. The proposed prediction techniques are evaluated for real-world social networks

(such as Facebook, Email, Collaboration networks, Twitter). The low-rank matrix completion

based prediction technique is evaluated for 20% to 80% missing node-pair distances in a given

network. Results for low-rank matrix completion show that even at 40% of missing node-pair

distances, the network distances can be accurately predicted while preserving the original network

characteristics.

Many real-world networks are known to exhibit scale-free phenomenon, where the degree dis-

tribution follows the power law, at least asymptotically. In order to learn this complex relationship

between node distances, we turn to neural networks as a foundation of a new prediction model.

However, neural networks need complete data to train on which is not available when only a

fraction of distances is measured in a network. We use the concepts of domain adaptation to em-

ploy a novel technique of using synthetic networks to pre-train the autoencoder. We make use of

the scale free phenomenon observed in real-world networks and generate artificial networks that
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also embody this power law in their degree distribution. Training on these preferentially attached

synthetic networks helps in learning about the scale-free networks, even if the training data was

not derived from the real-world networks. This helps to make accurate predictions on real-world

networks when only ultra-sparse measurements are observed. This aids in two ways: a) we can

generate ample amounts of training data and b) we can make sure that the training data is sim-

ilar in characteristics with the real-world network we want to eventually predict on. This helps

to improve the prediction accuracy of our non-deterministic approach over the deterministic one

when the fraction of observed measurements decreases. The neural network-based model achieves

efficient prediction performance with graceful degradation over ultra-sparsely sampled networks.

While Low-rank Matrix Completion predicts missing network distances within 15% of error when

20% of distances are missing, neural network-based model gives an estimation error of within 20%

when 90% of entries are missing.

In summary, the lossless graph representation can aid faster processing, compact storage, and

novel solutions for networking algorithms. Conversely, the ability to predict missing connectivity

information from a relatively small set of distance measurements enables inference of hidden con-

nectivity information and provides a foundation for developing novel network mining algorithms.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Social networks are growing rapidly with the increased ease of accessing the Internet. Every

minute of the day, Uber gives around 700 rides, Skype users make 110k calls, and Youtube users

upload 300 hours of video content [1]. With the growing connections and data underneath, it is be-

coming more and more important to analyze such network structures. This gives us the motivation

to manage such large networks, extract meaningful insights, and efficiently gain an understanding

of the interconnections among components which can consequently help us to make more informed

decisions. However, with more data comes a few challenges, such as, measurement complexity,

storage, processing, and accessing data from storage with low latency.

Networks can be represented as graphs where nodes can be users in a network like LinkedIn

and link can be the connection between any two given users. networks an be spatial (such as road

transportation network where nodes are places and links are paths between places) or non-spatial

(such as Facebook network with users as nodes and friendships between users as links). The

distance between two nodes can be calculated as the Euclidean distance in spatial networks in the

given coordinate system. However, this is not applicable to non-spatial networks but they can be

measured in terms of hops. Two nodes are said to be one hop apart if there is a direct link between

them. For example, if two individuals are directly connected on LinkedIn, they would be one hop

apart from each other and if they are connected via a common friend and are not directly connected,

they would be two hops apart from each other. Even when we know the adjacency information of

all nodes, there can be multiple ways of traveling from node A to node B. Thus, distance from

node A to B is usually calculated as the shortest path distance, i.e., the minimum number of hops

required to take from node A to reach node B. Shortest path lengths can be calculated by algorithms

such as Dijkstra’s, Bellman-Ford, Depth First Search (DFS), and Breadth First Search (BFS) which

have computational complexity of at least O(e + n) or O(e + nlog(n)) where e is the number of

edges and n is the number of nodes in the given network. As the real-world networks today
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can be as large as millions and billions of nodes with trillions of edges, the shortest hop-distance

between all node pairs may not be available due to limitations in time, accessibility, or resources.

Several network analysis applications - routing, topology extraction, node separation, centrality

computation, mutual friend detection, link prediction, community detection - rely on computing

these shortest node-pair distances. Thus, our focus stays on using shortest node pair distances as

our network data throughout this research while utilizing the known measurements and predicting

the unknown shortest node pair distances.

In this chapter, we address the influence of network analysis and current challenges that mo-

tivate us towards this research in Section 1.1. Section 1.2 introduces the reader to the main con-

tributions of this work and proposed approach towards designing efficient solutions for existing

challenges. Section 1.3 explains the impact of this work with a few real-world examples and Sec-

tion 1.4 presents the outline of this dissertation.

1.1 Motivation

Various social factors such as weather conditions, economy, human behavior, and geography

interact when they participate in networks. For instance, a retail network with nodes as shops and

their sales data and links as distances between shops are affected by average annual income of

people in the nearby area, weather condition, etc. Similarly, an airline path network can tell us

about the popular destinations, frequency of travelers, off-seasons, and remote locations. When

one or more factors change, we should be informed about its effect on the airline network so that

appropriate measures can be taken. For instance, during holiday season airlines can make adequate

number of flights available, lower fares for less popular destinations can be offered to encourage

travel, or keep passengers well informed if the weather conditions are adverse. This information

can be extracted by (1) measuring the network with respect to its nodes (airports) and edges (flight

paths), and (2) analyzing the network characteristics and dependencies on different factors. The

same applies to studying the spread of contagious diseases, understanding individual behavior in

friendship networks, detecting purchase patterns for each user in e-commerce, analyzing seasonal
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animal interactions in zoology, etc. Social network analysis has numerous applications. This

extends to networks that are spatial, i.e., can be characterized by their geographic localization, such

as sensor networks, mobile networks [2], transportation networks [3], the Internet of Things (IoT)

[2], power grids, etc. Such networks can be embedded in 2D or 3D physical spaces unlike social

networks. Characterizing and studying the topology, structure, and evolution of such networks is

crucial in fields like epidemiology, cell communication, and urbanism to name a few.

Graphs represent many underlying structures of real-world networks such as connections among

criminals, protein interactions, brain neurons, and networks in general, thus, network analysis

through graphs has gained popularity in numerous fields, including computer science, biology,

social psychology, demography, communication studies, economics, geography, history, organiza-

tional studies, and political science. Network science thus has a range of applications from recom-

mender systems in Netflix, resource allocation, and behavior analysis of social network users [4–6]

to interaction analysis of terrorist groups [7]. Business intelligence, security systems, and customer

analysis in marketing [8] have also been exploiting network analysis methods to make better deci-

sions.

Though more data may give an illusion of more information, it is not the reality due to several

challenging factors in the current network analysis infrastructure:

Challenges:

As researchers typically need at least a subset of nodes and edges to make meaningful con-

clusions about a complete network, collecting network data plays a foundational role in network

analysis [9]. Many network measurement and sampling techniques collect data over the online in-

frastructure for analysis as it provides access to a great pool of participants, is less expensive, main-

tains user privacy, and gives an increased sense of control over which information to share [10].

However, network sampling techniques suffer from several limitations which cause problems for

accurate network analysis.

Questionnaires, surveys [11], crawling [12], random sampling, snowball sampling, and salt-

ing [13, 14] are some of the widely used data collection techniques for social networking applica-
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tions. As the online networks can be very large (as of 2016, Facebook has around 1.59 billion active

users [15]) complete data collection can be computationally expensive. While network crawling

or sampling, because of user anonymity, it may not be possible to follow up with the participants

in the case of missing data. Some networks have public and private nodes which restrict access to

user information resulting in incomplete data. Thus, the number of users and information about

each user often create a trade-off based on how much data is allowed to be accessed. Sampled large

graphs, static and especially dynamic graphs are too huge to store because dynamic networks need

to be sampled multiple times as they evolve with time. This makes efficient real-time processing

extremely difficult. Ego networks, e.g., consist of a focal node (“ego”) and the nodes to whom ego

is directly connected to (these are called “alters”) plus the ties, if any, among the alters [16]. These

networks are good to study a subset of a large network when information about a particular phe-

nomenon is desired, however, different participants have different levels of importance depending

on the phenomenon to be studied. Ego networks can be oversimplified and thus, may not support

community study or network structure as a whole. Snowball sampling [13, 17, 18], a sampling

technique in which selected samples are asked to assist in identifying other potential samples and

the process is continued like flooding until desired number of samples are collected, is subject to

numerous biases such as nodes with large number of connections have more control over the sam-

pling process. This may cause the weaker ties [19] to appear of less influence whereas in actuality

it may be the exact opposite.

For many such networks associated with incomplete data collection, the hop-distances acquired

or the links observed are only partial entries in the complete distance or adjacency matrix of the

graph represented by such networks. As shown in [20], missing data can have a significant im-

pact on the ability to estimate structural properties (clustering coefficient, average path length)

of a social network. Study in [21] presents effects of various data removal strategies on charac-

teristics (e.g., proximity index, node, and edge coverage) of multi-layered networks, in which a

holistic view of multiple networks is taken. Work done in both the experiments attest that missing

or incomplete data changes the representative network significantly to affect its original network
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Figure 1.1: Challenges in analyzing large and small networks

or node feature values creating a gap between network data and meaningful network analysis.

Estimating the missing entries and completing the available partial data as per the original net-

work characteristics would bridge this gap to make efficient use of the current network processing

algorithms.

We give an overview of challenges in analyzing small as well as large networks in Figure

1.1. While large networks have constraints such as storage space, computational and measurement

costs, small network analysis face issues such as inaccessibility of data and incompatibility of

missing entries with existing algorithms. We cater to these problems of processing large networks

by proposing a new way of sampling large networks, in which the compact data can be used to

reconstruct the original network for conducting experiments without assumptions.

This also sheds light on the flaws of network representation methods. Networks are generally

represented as graphs that can be stored in the form of an adjacency matrix to stockpile all the edges

in the network. However, with time, due to easy access to the Internet, and the increasing avail-

ability of online applications, networks are growing and changing fast, generating a huge amount

of data. Consequently there is a need to represent and store networks in a way that preserves
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the original network characteristics for uncompromising network experiments while reducing the

computational costs and meeting measurement constraints.

1.2 Contributions

The goal of this research is to develop solutions for existing challenges in network topology

analysis in the absence of complete network measurements. towards this end, we focus on two

areas, namely, a) efficient compact representation of completely measured networks and b) ac-

curate estimation of missing network distances while preserving original network characteristics.

After completion of this work, we will be able to present methods to reconstruct the partially avail-

able network data concordant with the original network characteristics. We also propose a novel

network representation scheme for compressed and effective modeling as well as storage of net-

work topology. We will be investigating both spatial and social (both undirected and directed)

networks for reconstruction and make useful conclusions about the network properties from avail-

able data.

We intend to work on the listed areas above by dividing them into following sub-problem areas

which eventually build towards our efficient network recovery and modeling goals: a) efficient

network modeling, b) deterministic prediction schemes for spatial networks, d) deterministic pre-

diction schemes for social networks, e) using neural networks and pre-training for prediction with

ultra-sparse samples, and f) efficient pre-training for neural networks with ultra-sparse samples.

We briefly explain these areas and our proposed methods towards achieving a possible solution.

These objectives are aligned with our main objective of efficient network representation and recov-

ery.

Here, we summarize our contribution towards solving the aforementioned problem statements.

1. Efficient network modeling: (Chapter 4)

This chapter presents modeling of network data using node-pair distances. Main concepts are

introduced along with properties of network data. We also present a novel network sampling

scheme for compact and lossless graph representation.
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2. Deterministic prediction schemes for spatial networks: (Chapter 5)

We introduce a deterministic method, based on Low-rank Matrix Completion, to reconstruct

network topology from partial node-pair distance measurements. We focus on spatial net-

works that can hold geometric localization. Our main contributions are: (1) leveraging the

low-rankness of distance matrices to extract network information from partial measurements

to predict missing node-pair distances and (2) topology reconstruction for several 2D and

3D benchmark sensor networks.

3. Deterministic network reconstruction for social networks: (Chapter 6)

This chapter demonstrates the use of Low-rank Matrix Completion to predict missing node-

pair distances in undirected as well as directed social networks. The method is tested on

real-world social networks such as Facebook, Twitter, Election Blogs, Software modules

network, and Emails.

4. Using pre-trained autoencoders for network reconstruction: (Chapter 7)

Here, we introduce and demonstrate a non-deterministic method for predicting missing node-

pair distances in social networks. Concept of pre-training is used for transfer learning. We

solve the problem of lack of sufficient training data by using artificial data similar to the

network we are predicting on.

5. Designing an improved pre-training method for neural networks: (Chapter 8)

This chapter introduces an improved pre-training method. We build an Oracle that dictates

ideal pre-training parameters from very few distance samples. We compare the prediction

performance of model pre-trained on accurate parameters for model pre-trained with inac-

curate parameters and models without pre-training. The model is evaluated by prdicting

distances in real-work social networks (Facebook, Email, Train bombing) with only 1% of

known distances.

Our research is motivated from the listed challenges in analyzing large networks. Accordingly,

we cater to the current issues by designing efficient sampling techniques and robust network
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Figure 1.2: Concept map of proposed solutions and interdependence of involved aspects

completion methods. Several other objectives will also be achieved to complement the proposed

analysis techniques. Figure 1.2 provides a concept map of proposed solutions and their intercon-

nections.

1.3 Impact and applications

Inability to obtain complete data affects several areas such as estimating original network char-

acteristics, ability to use existing network processing algorithms with partial measurements, and

utilizing known network measurements to make decisions about the network. Thus, our imputation

methods make an impact in numerous applications. Some of them are listed here, with examples.

Distributed systems:

Systems such as sensor networks or the Internet of Things (IoT) are a collection of several small

devices that are equipped with limited computational and energy resources. Storing and processing

the complete network distances is not feasible in such cases. The proposed sampling techniques

make it possible for each distributed system node to process only partial network distances and

still be able to predict the network topology or efficient routing paths.
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Recommender systems:

Our methods can be applied to any data that can be represented in the form of graphs. Imagine all

the things being sold on an e-commerce platform (ex. Amazon, eBay, Flipkart, etc.). If we were

to compute the distance between each object using their features - such as product domain, season

this product is sold most in ex. Christmas, rainy season, etc. - we could compute a graph where

each node is a product and the links represent similarity or distance between each product. But we

might not know all the features for all the products, restraining us from computing all the product

distances. By predicting the missing node-pair distances, we could have a complete product graph

which can then be used to find the next best product recommendation for the user. Ex. - If a user

buys a raincoat, we might suggest her gumboots as gumboots are very close to raincoat in the com-

puted product graph. This can be applied to other systems such as entertainment shows (Netflix),

booking websites (Airbnb or flight tickets), etc.

Supporting existing applications:

In social network analysis, a lot of applications such as routing, link prediction, clustering, separa-

tion, etc. rely on distances between nodes. In order to make use of these existing applications, we

need to first have all the node-pair distances in the graph.

1.4 Outline

Chapter 2 provides a detailed literature review on current challenges in analyzing large net-

works and related network sampling and representation techniques. Chapter 3 lists our problem

statement and objectives. As we have worked on some aspects of theoretical analysis of network

data, we present our related findings in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 summarizes our work on the recov-

ery of network topology and other network properties of spatial networks. The extension of the

network recovery techniques to social networks is detailed in Chapter 6. Prediction using pre-
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trained autoencoders and improved pre-training method are discussed in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8

respectively. The summary of our research proposal and future work are presented in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review

In this chapter, we review the state-of-the-art research and methods which are related to our

problem statement or motivate our goals. The literature review focuses on four main areas, namely:

a) Challenges in analyzing large networks, b) Network sampling techniques, c) Network recon-

struction techniques, and d) machine learning and deep learning techniques for graph processing.

2.1 Challenges in analyzing large networks

Challenges in analyzing large-scale networks have been widely recognized. The main issues

while collecting and analyzing a large volume of network data measurements are related to the size

of the network, accessibility limitations that prevent complete connectivity information from being

observed, missing data due to measurement constraints, and scalability of network processing

techniques to large networks [22].

Real-world applications give rise to networks that are often comprised of several components

such as users, their connections, user interests, and location to name a few. Graphs are a popular

representation for such data because of their ability to represent the different entity and relationship

types, including the temporal relationships necessary to represent the dynamics of a data stream.

However, fusing such complex interdependent data into a single graph or multiple related graphs

and mining them are challenging tasks. Emerging massive data has made such tasks even more

challenging [23].

Big Data is characterized by its five V’s:

1. Volume: The data we are dealing with is “Big”. Size is referred to as volume.

2. Variety: Variety refers to the many types of data that are available. This consists of struc-

tured, unstructured, as well as semistructured data types, such as text, audio, and video.
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3. Veracity: Veracity refers to the inconsistencies and uncertainty in data collected. Various

sources may have different data dimensions, formats, as well as granularity which can make

data messy.

4. Velocity: Velocity is the fast rate at which data is received. Some internet-enabled products

operate in real-time and thus produce and require data processing in real-time.

5. Value: This refers to the value big data can provide and what organizations can do with

correct processing and analysis of big data. The value of data increases with the insights one

can gain from it.

While sampling such data (networks) even a small percentage of measurements can make up

a very large volume of measurements. On one hand, Big Data holds great promises for discover-

ing subtle population patterns and heterogeneities that are not possible with small-scale data. On

the other hand, the massive volume of the sampled data and high dimensionality of Big Data in-

troduces unique computational and statistical challenges, including scalability, storage bottleneck,

noise accumulation, spurious correlation, incidental endogeneity, and measurement errors. These

issues can lead to wrong statistical inferences and consequently wrong scientific conclusions. High

dimensionality combined with a large sample size creates issues such as heavy computational cost

and algorithmic instability [24].

The problem of estimating key parameters of large networks (e.g. online social networks) has

been actively considered in the context of the World Wide Web [25]. These problems become

challenging and interesting with the following possible realistic issues: i) the network is available

to us in its entirety and we can only query a node and obtain all its neighbors, ii) these queries are

expensive, and thus an algorithm has to make a small number of queries, and iii) it may not be

possible to access a uniformly random node in the network.

Visualization and analysis of dynamic networks is a challenge because network measures and

layout have to be recalculated for every point in time the network is analyzed. Given the dimension

of real-world dynamic networks, a complete recalculation would consume much time and memory.
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Two main challenges exist for dynamic network representation. The first challenge is to capture the

most relevant features of the dynamic network while eliminating spurious information that does

not improve understanding. The second challenge is to represent dynamic graphs efficiently so that

the massive volumes of data in these domains can be processed in a reasonable timeframe [26].

Lack of data for research purposes serves as a huge challenge in analyzing large networks.

Extremely large graphs are difficult to find outside of a small number of select institutions such as

Google and the National Security Agency (NSA). Facebook purports to have a real-world graph on

the order of one trillion edges [27], and the National Security Agency purports to have a real-world

graph with 70 trillion edges requiring one petabyte of storage [28], the largest publicly available

graph has around 128 billion edges [29, 30].

One of the approaches to overcome the lack of data is to evaluate the synthetic networks that

can be generated at arbitrary size scales [31, 32]. However, the synthetic data used for training

should be a reasonable approximation of the real-world data and should not have any missing

entries. We introduce a novel approach to train a prediction model with synthetically generated

graphs while keeping the synthetic data characteristics faithful with that of the test data. To the

best of our knowledge, this approach has not been used for graphs before.

While large graphs are typically sampled from, filtered, or abstracted to fit within memory re-

quirements, simply accessing and loading these graphs into memory can take hours. Moreover,

computationally complex algorithms, such as finding high-order motifs, or simply rerunning algo-

rithms under different experimental conditions, require considerable computational resources [23].

Thus, regardless of how big the data is, it very likely is incomplete and noisy. For example, cur-

rent maps of the Internet are known to be incomplete and significantly biased [26]. The challenge

is to improve the understanding of network characteristics from given measurements. Specifically,

given an incomplete and possibly biased view of the network, can we infer network properties

(at micro, mezzo, and macro levels) with provable accuracy? And can we design better graph

representation techniques or learning algorithms for graph mining tasks?
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2.2 Network sampling techniques

Network science research had been confined to small groups because large networks are in-

tractable until network sampling was introduced [33]. Sampling is the selection of a subset (a

statistical sample) of measurements from within a statistical population to estimate characteristics

of the whole population [34]. Two advantages of sampling are that the cost is lower and data

collection is faster than measuring the entire population.

A study done in [10] evaluates the use of an online data collection method to survey early sur-

vivors of childhood cancer about their health-related quality of life (HRQOL). It shows that web-

based, online data collection methods create opportunities to conduct research globally. However,

web-based research requires careful consideration of how the study will be advertised and how

data will be collected to ensure high-quality data and validity of the findings.

Research done in [12, 35] employ crawling as a network sampling technique where starting

from a random node, the network is crawled to obtain samples. While network crawling or sam-

pling, constraints such as user anonymity, and inaccessibility, may prevent follow up with the

participants in the case of missing data. Some networks have public and private nodes which re-

strict access to user information causing incomplete data. Evaluation of web crawling techniques

done in [36] shows that it is a biased and selective network sampling technique.

Snowball sampling, in which existing study subjects recruit future subjects from among their

acquaintances, is used to study hidden or specific populations. It is used in [37], for example, to

study a group of non-heterosexual women. Snowball sampling [13, 17, 18] is subject to numerous

biases such as users with a larger number of friends having more control over the sampling process.

This may cause the weaker ties [19] to appear less influential where as the fact can be exactly

opposite.

Ego networks consist of a focal node (“ego”) and the nodes to whom ego is directly connected

(these are called “alters”) plus the ties, if any, among the alters [16]. Work in [38] employs ego

networks to identify circles on a diverse set of data. However, different participants have different

levels of importance depending on the phenomenon to be studied. Ego networks can be over-
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simplified and thus, may not support community study or network structure as a whole. Uniform

sampling was proposed to obtain an unbiased nodal property distribution as of the original network

but it suffers from low efficiency and representativeness of the obtained subgraph [39]. Adaptive

uniform sampling (adpUNI) improves on the shortcomings of UNI sampling and presents a very

through assessment of their sampling technique for robustness, representativeness, and connectiv-

ity of the subgraph [40].

Statistical sampling is useful when sufficient data are not available, the cost of collecting and

analyzing every individual observation from a population is too high or time-consuming, or a

population is too large to reasonably analyze each observation. However, appropriate sample sizes

are contingent, for example, on the variable of interest. Samples that are measured with respect to

one variable may not contain enough observations to draw reliable inferences on other variables of

interest [41].

Synthetic network models provide possible solutions for two problems: (i) assessing the sta-

tistical significance of results in networks and (ii) measuring the performance of new algorithms

on extremely large graphs [28]. But there is widespread disagreement about the relevance of the

current state of synthetic generators. New models are constantly being proposed to accommodate

the latest observed features of real-world networks (see, for instance, [42]).

While these sampling techniques have helped extend network analysis to large networks, they

do not capture the graph information to guarantee or allow the reconstruction of the graph. The

sampled network is merely supposed to act as a prototype of the original network with deep simi-

larities to it.

Metric dimension [43] of a graph allows us to represent a node as unique distance tuples that

capture the node information. However, the link information is not necessarily captured. We pro-

pose a fundamentally new compressed representation method that allows us to represent nodes

with tuples and also reconstruct the original graph exactly. We intend to employ the current sam-

pling algorithms for optimum data collection so that if and when necessary, the unmeasured data/

facts can be accurately estimated from the sampled data. The proposed technique can be widely
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applicable to data that can be represented as graphs and can be employed to bring a fundamental

change in the way we process large networks.

Our work is similar in concept, and perhaps even further extends the ideas such as resolvability

in graphs with metric dimension and resolution set preserving node information of the given graph

[44]. Metric dimension allows us to select a set of nodes that result in distance vectors to the graph

nodes which uniquely identifies each node in the network [45]. However, metric dimension does

not guarantee a unique and complete reconstruction of all the edges in the graph and hence the

sampled distance measurements may not be able to reproduce the original graph.

Virtual coordinate (VC) system is widely used for sampling and network representation and

reconstruction in the case of sensor networks for regenerating topologies [46]. As the quality of

VCs generated is significantly affected by the selection of anchors, we can say that anchor selection

schemes play a vital role in network representation. We intend to design a basis for graphs that can

be used as anchors for generating robust VCs that can preserve and reproduce the original network.

2.3 Network reconstruction techniques

While considering the existing network sampling techniques, it is important to note that with

incomplete data collection, the hop-distances acquired or the links observed are only partial en-

tries in the complete distance or adjacency matrix of the graph represented by such networks.

As shown in [20], missing data can have a significant impact on the ability to estimate structural

properties (clustering coefficient, average path length) of a social network. Missing or incom-

plete data changes the representative network significantly, causing it to deviate from the original

network or node feature values, and therefore creates a gap between network data and meaningful

network analysis. Estimating the missing entries and completing the available partial data in accor-

dance with the original network characteristics bridges this gap to make efficient use of the current

network analysis techniques. Matrix completion is the task of filling in the missing entries of a

partially observed matrix [47]. Research in [48] uses matrix completion to investigate the network

completion problem, where it is assumed that only a small sample of a network (e.g., a complete or
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partially observed subgraph of a social graph) is observed, and to infer the unobserved part of the

network. Authors of [48] assume that besides the observed subgraph, side information about the

nodes such as the pairwise similarity between them is also provided. In contrast to the original net-

work completion problem where the standard methods such as matrix completion are inapplicable

due to the non-uniform sampling of observed links, the authors show that by effectively exploiting

the side information, it is possible to accurately predict the unobserved links.

The problem of predicting missing network measurements is cast in the Expectation Maxi-

mization (EM) framework where the authors use the observed part of the network to fit a model of

network structure, and then estimate the missing part of the network using the model, re-estimate

the parameters and so on [49]. Work in [50] uses matrix completion for uniformly sampled data

to improve on prior work by [51–53]. This general problem arises in several different settings

in information retrieval, social network analysis, and computational biology [54, 55]. Network

completion has been approached by other methods as well. Research in [56] presents a global

study on uncovering financial network structures from partial data. To infer biochemical interac-

tions from large-scale observations, such as transcriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics [57]

proposes to use a partial correlation analysis. Statistical methods for gene network reconstruction

using expression data are reviewed in [58].

The problem of link prediction has also been actively addressed by using machine learning

techniques [59]. There are several proximity based supervised machine learning techniques de-

signed to predict missing links in social networks where proximity indicates a similarity score

between two given nodes. Authors of [60] present experiments on large co-authorship networks

which suggest that information about future interactions can be extracted from network topology

alone, and that fairly subtle measures for detecting node proximity can outperform more direct

measures. Research in [61] shows empirically, that taking into account the bipartite nature of the

graph can enhance substantially the performances of prediction models we learn. Authors of [62]

work on efficient and accurate proximity estimation in large social networks with millions of nodes.

The paper presents two novel methods, proximity sketch and proximity embedding. They propose
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to achieve link prediction in two ways: a) by deriving theoretical model of relationships between

connected and non-connected nodes in the network, and b) with machine learning approach while

using virtual coordinates as a proximity measure in static networks. Our goal in this research is

not to predict links but the missing node-pair distances. Note, that links can be predicted as a

byproduct of our prediction schemes.

2.4 Pre-training neural networks for social network analysis

The conventional deep learning methods, such as convolutional neural networks and recurrent

neural networks, have mainly focused on the grid-structured inputs of image and audio. Lever-

aged by representation learning capabilities, deep learning-based techniques can detect structural

characteristics of graphs, giving promising results for graph applications. Transfer learning is most

effective when the source and target domains bear a high level of structural similarity in their graph

representations [63].

Recently, deep learning methods have been proposed to automatically extract structural char-

acteristics from graphs [64]. The localized SCNN model [65], which is a deep learning approach

can extract the properties of deformable shapes. The generalized SCNN model [66, 67], borrowed

the Fourier transform concept from the signal processing field to apply CNNs in a grid domain to

a graph-structured domain. In this model, the convolutional operation was redefined for graphs. A

CNN-based model for handling tree structures in the context of programming language processing

was introduced in [68].

More recently, the restricted Boltzmann machine [69] was used to learn structural features

from graphs in an unsupervised manner for classification [70]. For efficient and scalable semi-

supervised classification of graph-structured data, the first-order approximation of spectral graph

convolutions was utilized [71].

Graph-based autoencoder framework is used in [72] to perform matrix completion on a recom-

mender system matrix of user-item ratings. The model can make use of side information such as

features for users or items which improves the prediction accuracy. As training is solely dependent
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on the observed ratings, the loss function only optimizes over the observed ratings. In cold start

analysis, where a model is tested for missing ratings, 85% of entries are still known during estima-

tion. We improve on this by starting with data that has from 20% to 99% of entries missing. This

provides a huge flexibility of problems we can apply the proposed prediction scheme to. Medium

Gaussian SVM along with node proximity features are used in [73] to predict fake accounts in

network graphs.

Neural networks have proved to be useful in solving many prediction problems but neural net-

works often require a large amount of training data to perform well. Pre-training has alleviated

this issue with transfer learning, especially when the second task is much more difficult for train-

ing [74, 75]. However, relatively little is known about the pre-training behavior related to neural

networks used for social network analysis as social networks are difficult to measure or sample

completely due to their cost of measurement, privacy, or storage issues. The ever-increasing size

of social networks today only adds to this problem.

Our focus or contribution is not towards the generation of artificial graph data. However, it is

towards efficient training of the neural networks used in processing graph data. We base our models

solely on the observed entries in the matrix to be predicted and do not rely on node features. Having

said that, extending our work to employ node features might improve the prediction accuracy. This

can also be done by using feature-based models in an ensemble with our existing model.
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Chapter 3

Problem Statement

The field of network science has introduced network analysis to extract patterns from graphs

that are not in general noticed by humans and to manage network resources over time by gaining

insight into how the network is evolving. Network analysis helps us understand the patterns in any

network and its organization. A lot of companies (Netflix, Facebook, Google) use network anal-

ysis to understand how social factors interact and to help provide a better user experience over a

given platform. In fields such as immunology and bio-informatics interactions are recorded, repre-

sented, and analyzed as graphs. Many of these applications rely on knowing the network topology.

Network topology can be completely captured by the pairwise adjacency information among all

pairs, or equivalently the pairwise shortest path lengths. Figure 3.1 gives a brief illustration of how

spatial as well as non-spatial networks utilize node-pair distances in real-world. Looking at the

wide applications of network science and their dependence on distances, here, we introduce the

reader to the motivating factors for our research and give a systematic breakdown of the proposed

area of research.

Ideally, one should have the complete network measurements (adjacencies or distances) re-

garding the network being studied to be able to arrive at meaningful deductions about the original

network. However, it is not often possible to capture the entire topology of the graph due to fac-

tors such as accessibility constraints, storage limitations, and measurement complexities to process

complete large networks due to computing and storage limitations. Thus, various network sam-

pling techniques are used to approximate the original voluminous network data into a compressed

form.

Firstly, these sampling techniques focus on creating a representation of the original network

which will possess similar network characteristics. Whereas, we focus on sampling the network

to be able to reconstruct the original network from the compact sampled data. Secondly, the

gap created by missing node-pair distances in the state-of-the-art sampling techniques may affect
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Figure 3.1: Applications in spatial and non-spatial graphs that utilize node-pair distances

our ability to estimate original network features. Partial knowledge of distances influence the

effectiveness and accuracy of results, consequently creating the need to efficiently predict missing

node-pair distances and coherent but compressed models for network representation.

Both the issues mentioned above: a) accurate estimation of missing node-pair distances while

preserving original network characteristics and b) efficient compact representation of large net-

works, are critical for efficient analysis of a network at low measurement, computational, and

storage costs as well as to support existing network analysis applications. This poses some impor-

tant research questions to be answered:

• How can we recover the missing entries in a distance matrix from available network mea-

surements?

• How can we retrieve the missing network features from partially sampled node-pair dis-

tances?

• How much missing data can we tolerate and still effectively predict the missing entries?
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• How can we efficiently sample large real-world networks to preserve its intrinsic features?

• How can we model a graph in a compressed yet lossless manner so as to reconstruct the

graph to exactly its original form?

• What features (betweenness centrality, clustering coefficient, etc.) do virtual coordinates of

a network preserve about the network?

3.1 Goals

To find techniques for efficient recovery, measurement, and representation of large networks

we weave our solution to address listed research questions. We propose to achieve the following

goals towards missing data recovery and efficient compressed representation of large graphs.

Goal 1: Develop scalable sampling techniques for networks while preserving the intrinsic

network features.

Investigate techniques for sampling real-world networks which can efficiently represent the

original network and its features such as clustering coefficient and degree distribution. Sampling

distances to a set of anchors in sensor networks for preserving its topological properties works

well, however, selecting the best anchors for the given network is NP-complete and we cannot

directly map this technique to all networks. The goodness of anchors may depend on factors such

as betweenness, node degree, neighbor degree, etc. We propose to design an efficient compression

technique for very large networks. This is done by identifying the “defining” nodes and sampling

related measurements. These methods need to help reduce the storage cost as well as the compu-

tational expenses of large network analysis. The efficiency of our compression techniques is also

evaluated with respect to how well the network characteristics are preserved. We also explore con-

cepts beyond metric dimension for graphs, which only allows for unique node labeling, to novel

dimensionalities for complete lossless construction of graphs.
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Goal 2: Develop efficient algorithms and techniques to retrieve missing information from

the available partial data

Design techniques to analyze partial data in the form of distances, links, or node features to

study the network topology, patterns, and characteristics. Derive network properties from the

available data and relationship among the known entries. Such properties will be used to predict

accurate bounds on the missing entries. We use matrix completion algorithms to project approxi-

mate values of all the missing entries to provide complete data. Work on novel concepts to make

a posteriori conclusions in terms of probability about presence or absence of an unknown link

between any two given nodes, based on node features. We achieve this in two scenarios, a) with

knowledge of certain constraints on the given network and b) without any constraints.

Goal 3: Compare various techniques for their effectiveness in predicting missing data

Employ and test parametric as well as non-parametric techniques such as neural networks for

their effectiveness in predicting missing node pair distances. Evaluate the methods for their missing

data tolerance and outline the strengths and weaknesses of each method. Examine neural network

prediction models under various conditions to interpret the significance of obtained results. De-

velop techniques that exploit the known characteristics of the network to partially train the neural

network prior to fine tuning with actual measurements. Train neural networks with artificially gen-

erated graphs to push the operating missing data percentage of the model as high as possible.

3.2 Outcomes

1. Modeling and estimation of network data for topological properties (Goal 1)

(a) Network representation

A novel network sampling technique is presented for unique and complete reconstruc-

tion of graphs. The concept of “link dimension” provides the minimum cardinality of
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Figure 3.2: Overview of research

the anchor set required to capture the presence and absence of links between any two

given nodes. Context-specific alternatives for VCs have been developed.

(b) Virtual Coordinate properties and derivations

The distance measurements in a graph are investigated to derive relationships between

various entries in a distance matrix and adjacency matrix.

(c) Reconstruction of graphs

The concept of “link dimension” is extended to reconstruct the original graph, which

to a great extent is based on partially available data and/ or known constraints.

2. Extracting information from partial data using deterministic method (Goal 2)

(a) Recovery of missing hop-distance entries using matrix completion

We leverage the low-rank nature of distance matrices of social networks to predict the

unknown entries and fill the information gap formed by network sampling techniques.
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(b) Utilize bounds for missing distance entries by observing available entries for matrix

completion

By using the known data, upper and lower bounds on missing distance entries are com-

puted prior to performing matrix completion. We compare the performances for esti-

mating unknown entries in both cases, i.e., with and without the knowledge of bounds.

(c) Compression analysis for social network representation

Unconventional matrix completion friendly sampling techniques are investigated for

networks for efficient capture of intrinsic network features. The technique is analyzed

for its compression and performance.

3. Utilize neural networks to reconstruct distance matrix with ultra-sparse samples (Goal 3)

(a) Recovery of missing hop-distance entries using neural networks

We use vanilla autoencoders to learn a compact hidden representation of a network

which can be used to predict missing entries in its distance matrix. We leverage the

low-rank nature of distance matrices for social networks to predict the unknown entries.

(b) Generate synthetic graph data which is faithful to the target network we are predicting

on. We use synthetic data to pre-train the autoencoder as partial distances are not

sufficient to efficiently train a neural network.

(c) Design a system to estimate ideal parameters of the synthetic data to be generated for

the given partial network we need to predict on.

Thus, we presented the main areas of our research and our proposed approach towards de-

signing these solutions. Figure 3.2 gives a visual overview of our research. The objectives give a

systematic breakdown of our goals in terms of tasks completed.
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Chapter 4

Modeling and Estimation of Network Data for

Topological Properties

In this chapter, we focus on the structural aspects of a network. Thus, when we refer to the term

network data, we mean the structural data about the network such as node distances, connectivity

information, etc. Network data is typically presented in the form of an adjacency matrix and

distance matrix. In this chapter, we observe the relationship between different entries of these

matrices to derive network properties. This is important to uncover the hidden information which

can be leveraged to make better predictions about missing entries. From the properties derived,

accurate upper and lower bounds of unknown entries are estimated and the adjacency matrix can

be constructed from the partial data available. Construction of the adjacency matrix from partial

data is equivalent to constructing the original graph. The extent to which this can be achieved

depends on available entries of the distance matrix and known constraints about the graph. Here,

we also propose a novel lossless yet compressed sampling technique for graphs, “Link Dimension”.

4.1 Introduction

Algorithms for self-organization and data dissemination among sensor nodes play a crucial

role in the performance and life span of large-scale Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). Sensor

networks have found applications in various fields today. Virtual Coordinate system has been very

popularly used for localization of nodes in such networks. VCs, which are functions of hop-based

distances from a set of nodes in the network to all the nodes, are not dependent on satellite signals

(unlike GPS locations) nor the geographical distribution of the sensor nodes. They only depend on

the connectivity of the nodes. Due to low energy and low computational cost requirements, VC

systems have increased the ease of deployment of sensor networks in a lot of areas. However, VC

systems have faced a common problem in most of the areas, i.e., deducing the location of an event
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and structure of the original network. Extracting network topology from the existing information

has been one of the ways of knowing about the shape of the network and the location of the

sensors. Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) [76], Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [46], etc.

are various methods used to date for extracting a spatial graph of the network from lossy VC

matrix. The basic idea is to preserve the connection information in the networks to reconstruct the

original graph. The resultant matrix is expected to store not only the distances but also the links

between any two nodes in such a way that each node and its links from the original network can

be predicted from the matrix itself, in the most compact way possible.

Link mining is a subset of data mining techniques that explicitly consider these links when

building predictive or descriptive models of the linked data. Commonly addressed link mining

tasks include object ranking, group detection, collective classification, link prediction, and sub-

graph discovery [77].

In this article, we look into the intrinsic properties of VCs and predict the original graph using

merely the VCs. We call it the “Resurrection method”. Though we are presenting this method in

reference to sensor networks, it can be applied to any object which can be interpreted as a graph,

e.g. chemical compounds, social networks, neural networks, etc.

4.2 Graph representation

A graph is a collection of vertices and edges. Vertices and edges can be represented by several

structures, such as social networks, neural networks, chemical compounds, etc. Thus, graph theory

finds its applications in a lot of areas.

In networking, graphs can be used to represent a variety of networks using the nodes and

connections between them. Nodes can be sensors or computers and connections can be established

in a wired or wireless way, literal or virtual as in the cases of LAN and social networks. A graph

is represented in terms of matrices that store its characteristic features. A labeled (chemical) graph

may be associated with several matrices. Two very important graph-theoretical matrices are the

vertex-adjacency matrix (also known as simply the adjacency matrix) and the distance matrix.
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Consider a simple undirected connected graph G, defined by G = {V , E}, where V is the set

of nodes of cardinality N and E is the set of edges (links). G may be represented in terms of its

adjacency matrix A, where

A = [aij|aij = 1 if (i, j) ∈ E , 0 otherwise ] . (4.1)

Nodes i and j are said to be adjacent if aij = 1. Alternatively, G can be represented by its distance

matrix H ∈ Z
N×N , where the ijth element is given by hij , such that

H = [hij|hij = the number of links in the shortest path from node i to node j]. (4.2)

Let M = {A1, ...Am} be a subset of nodes, such that M ⊂ V , with cardinality m = |M|,

designated as landmarks. The ordered set of distances to each landmark from all i ∈ V forms

a distance vector matrix PM of size (N × m), where the ith row of PM is the distance vector

(DV) [78]

PM(i) = 〈hiA1
, hiA2

, .., hiAm
〉; i = {1, 2, .., N}. (4.3)

Note that hiAk
= 0 for i = Ak and hiAk

> 0 for i 6= Ak. PM consists of a subset of columns of H.

Distance vector based methods are attractive for many communication and social networking

operations and applications such as network discovery and verification [79], localization of nodes

in a network [80], robot localization problem [43,81], etc. In the context of networking, graphs are

termed as networks, landmarks as anchors, and distance vectors to landmarks for nodes as virtual

coordinates [77, 82, 83]. Virtual coordinate based techniques are used to overcome, for example,

uncertainties of physical distance measurements required for Cartesian coordinates caused by fad-

ing or interference of radio signals in wireless sensor networks [84] and in contexts such as social

networks where Cartesian coordinates are meaningless [85]. Conceptually, the adjacency matrix

(Eq. (7.1)) and the distance matrix (Eq. (8.6)) are equivalent in representing a graph as one can

be derived from the other. However, as explained in [79] using examples from communication
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networks, it is often realistic to obtain the distance (i.e., hij) between node pairs in many com-

munication networks, while it is difficult or impossible to obtain information about the presence

or absence of specific edges (i.e., aij) that are far away from the query node. Landmarks, for the

distance vector matrix P, are typically chosen randomly or based on heuristics [86], only to ensure

the uniqueness of coordinates of nodes without regard to the suitability of resulting DVs for the

reconstruction of the graph or to capture the topology. Topology or layout information is recov-

ered from these distance vectors using approximations such as low-rank matrix completion [87]

or by exploiting the statistical characteristics observed in the class of networks [88]. There is no

formal basis to relate the landmark selection and the corresponding distance vectors to the ability

to recover the network topology, a problem that we address in this paper.

With a sufficient number of landmarks, the rows of PM can uniquely label each node in G. A

set of such landmarks is called a resolution set, R, and the minimum possible cardinality of such

a set is called the metric dimension, β(G), of G. Let R̃ be such a minimum resolution set; thus

β(G) = |R̃|. The concept of metric dimension was presented in [43,89] and [44,46,90–92] among

others extended the results for different families of graphs.

Several variations of metric dimension and related generators have been introduced in the lit-

erature, for instance, resolving dominating sets [93, 94], independent resolving sets [95], local

metric sets [96], k-metric generators [97], and resolving partitions [98]. Among these, edge metric

dimension [99] and strong metric dimension [100], [92] are relevant to the concept introduced in

this paper.

Edge metric dimension for a graph G, edim(G), helps to uniquely distinguish each edge in

a graph using the distances of each edge from nodes in edge metric generator, S , where the dis-

tance between the node v, v ∈ V , and the edge e, e = (u, w) ∈ E, is defined as dG(e, v) =

min{dG(u, v), dG(w, v)}. Thus, the distance vectors corresponding to edim(G), PS , informs

about each of the edges in G [99].

Strong metric dimension, sdim(G), is the minimum cardinality of a strong resolution set [92,

100]. Node w strongly resolves two nodes u and v if u belongs to a shortest v − w path or if v
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belongs to a shortest u − w path. The node set S is a strong resolving set if every two distinct

nodes of G are strongly resolved by some vertex in S .

Although the existing approaches allow the representation of each node or each edge of G

with unique virtual coordinates, in general, multiple graphs satisfy the same set of coordinates,

and therefore the construction of the original graph from the distance vectors is not possible. We

address the construction of a graph from distance vectors to a small set of landmarks, an especially

important operation for large-scale networks as it dramatically reduces the complexity of network

measurement, topology extraction, and other network analytics [85, 88].

Section 4.1 presents the introduction and motivation for better graph representation schemes.

The data used for network representation and its properties are explained in Section 4.2 along with

the necessary terms in network connectivity. Section 4.3 talks about challenges encountered by

metric dimension for reconstructing a graph. Section 4.4 presents a graph reconstruction algorithm.

The novel concept of “Link Dimension” for lossless graph compression and exact reconstruction

is introduced. Subsequently, various properties and bounds on Link Dimension for different graph

families are derived in Section 4.5. Section 4.7 talks about ambiguity while reconstructing graphs

from their resolution sets and how Link Dimension solves this problem. Spectral moments and

their correlation with graph dimensions are studied for all possible graphs for a given number of

nodes in Section 4.8. Section 4.9 summarises the main contributions of this work.

4.3 Metric dimension and graph reconstruction

Let P
R̃

be the (N ×β(G)) matrix of unique distance vectors for R̃. Though the distances from

nodes in R̃ to other nodes allow unique representation of each node, we show that P
R̃

does not

guarantee the ability to reconstruct the original graph which a complete H or A does.

Theorem 1. The set of distance vectors, P
R̃

, corresponding to a minimum resolution set, R̃, of

graph G, does not guarantee exact recovery of G.

Proof. Consider the two graphs shown in Figures 4.2 [a] and 4.2 [b]. Note that each graph is

compatible with the unique DV set P
R̃
= {〈0, 1〉, 〈1, 0〉, 〈2, 1〉, 〈2, 2〉, 〈1, 2〉} corresponding to the
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.1: Edge metric dimension for graphs. Graphs in (a) and (b) have the same distance vectors
PS = {〈0, 2〉, 〈0, 1〉, 〈1, 0〉, 〈2, 0〉, 〈1, 1〉} generated from their edge metric generators (dark nodes). Each
edge is shown with its distance vector from nodes in their edge metric generator set.

minimum resolution set of nodes R̃ = {1, 2}. The presence or absence of edge (5,3) does not

change P
R̃

and conversely, the presence or absence of this edge cannot be ascertained from the

distance vectors in P
R̃

.

Similarly, edim(G) for graph in Figure 4.1 [a] is 2 corresponding to the edge metric generator

S = {2, 4} and thus PS = {〈0, 2〉, 〈0, 1〉, 〈1, 0〉, 〈2, 0〉, 〈1, 1〉}. For the graph in Figure 4.1 [b],

edim(G′) = 2 corresponding to S ′ = {2, 5} but the edges can be represented with the same PS .

Also, PS does not capture node information. Thus, PS does not allow exact reconstruction of

G. The question whether there exists an edge between any given pair of nodes cannot always be

answered using distance vectors corresponding to edge metric dimension or metric dimension of a

graph.

Having a unique graph G corresponding to PR of a resolution set R is desirable as PR then

provides an alternative compact representation of G. However, there is no formal foundation for

the number of distance measurements needed to construct a graph for problems such as topology

extraction [85, 88]. The difficulty arises due to edges such as (5,3). Next, we define terms invisi-

bility and ambiguity of such edges from two perspectives, that of selecting landmarks (i.e., R) for

a graph, and of constructing G from PR respectively, and illustrate them in Figure 4.2.
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Definition 1. Invisible edge: An edge (i, j) in a graph G is said to be invisible with respect to a

resolution set R when the removal or the addition of edge (i, j) from G does not affect any value

in PR.

Definition 2. Ambiguous edge: An edge (i, j) is ambiguous with respect to a distance vector set

PR, if ∃ two graphs G1 and G2 that satisfy PR, where (i, j) is present in one and absent in the

other.

Thus, a set of invisible (ambiguous) edges for G with E as the set of edges, can be formalized

in Eq. (4.4).
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(4.4)

Lemma 1. No edge connected to a landmark node is invisible (or ambiguous).

Proof. Landmark Ak ∈ M is the only node with the corresponding coordinate equal to zero, i.e.,

hiAk
= 0 ⇐⇒ i = Ak. Furthermore, hiAk

= 1 if and only if there is an edge between i and Ak.

Thus, no edge connected to an anchor is invisible.

To characterize the difference between distance vectors PR(i) and PR(j) for a pair of nodes i, j,

we define

δij = argmax
k

{δkij} ∀ k | Ak ∈ R, where, δkij = |hiAk
− hjAk

|. (4.5)

Lemma 2. An edge (i, j), i, j ∈ V , is invisible with respect to R only if i /∈ R, j /∈ R, and

δij = 1. Conversely, this is also a necessary condition for an edge (i, j) to be ambiguous w.r.t. a

given PR.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4.2: Ambiguous and invisible edges: Graphs in (a) and (b) both have R̃ = {1, 2} and P
R̃

=

{〈0, 1〉, 〈1, 0〉, 〈2, 1〉, 〈2, 2〉, 〈1, 2〉}. Thus, edge (3, 5) is invisible w.r.t. R̃, and w.r.t. P
R̃

edge (3, 5) is
ambiguous. Distance vectors of the two graphs are shown in (c) and (d) respectively, when node 3 is added
as a landmark, i.e., C = {1, 2, 3}. Edge (3, 5) is no longer invisible w.r.t. C, and given corresponding PC

each graph can be exactly constructed.

Proof. Nodes have unique distance vectors in the case of a resolution set, and thus δij 6= 0 for

i 6= j. From Lemma 1, for an edge to be invisible, i, j /∈ R. Consider edge (i, j), i, j /∈ R, and

a landmark Ak such that δkij = |hiAk
− hjAk

| > 1. Without loss of generality, let hiAk
≥ hjAk

. If

there is an edge (i, j), then there is a shorter path from Ak to i consisting of the shortest path from

Ak to j followed by the edge (i, j) and thus, hiAk
= hjAk

+ 1 which contradicts the assumption.

Thus, given δkij > 1, there can be no edge, invisible or otherwise, between nodes i and j.

Definition 3. Feasible links: An edge is feasible between nodes i and j if δkij 6> 1 ∀ k, i.e., δij 6> 1.
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Thus, the set of feasible edges is given by

F =

{

(i, j)

∣

∣

∣

∣

(i, j)|δij = 1

}

(4.6)

4.4 Construction set and link dimension

Next, we introduce the novel concepts of construction set and link dimension to facilitate the

exact representation and reconstruction of a graph via a set of distance vectors.

Definition 4. Construction Set and Link Dimension: A “construction set”, C, is defined as a set

of landmarks that allows the exact and unambiguous construction of G from the formed distance

vectors, PC , by imposing the condition that an edge exists between nodes i and j if and ony if

δij = 1. Such a construction set with minimum cardinality is a minimum construction set, C̃, and

its cardinality is called the “link dimension,” ξ(G) of G.

By definition, there exists a unique graph G associated with the distance vectors PC of a given

construction set C. For example, C̃ = {1, 2, 3} is a minimum construction set for each of the graphs

shown in Figure 4.2 [c] and 4.2 [d], and the corresponding P
C̃
s uniquely identify the respective

graphs. In contrast, R̃ = {1, 2} for graphs in Figure 4.2 [a] and 4.2 [b] result in the same PR.

However, there may be multiple minimum construction sets associated with G.

Theorem 2. The necessary and sufficient conditions for a set of landmarks M to be a construction

set, C, are a) M is a resolution set, and b) for each non-adjacent node pair i, j in G, ∃ at least one

landmark Ak, such that δkij > 1 ( i.e., δij > 1).

Proof. A construction set C cannot have any two nodes i and j with identical distance vectors, as

it would result in an ambiguous edge (i, j). Therefore no two distance vectors are identical and C

is a resolution set. Furthermore, if δij = 1 for a pair of non-adjacent nodes i, j, it is possible to

add the edge (i, j) without changing the distance vectors resulting in another graph satisfying the

distance vectors. Therefore, a construction set has to ensure that δij > 1 for any non-adjacent pair

of nodes. Therefore conditions (a) and (b) are necessary for a given M to be C. Now consider the
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sufficient conditions. If M is a resolution set, δij ≥ 1 for any pair of nodes. When condition (b)

is satisfied, δij = 1 only for adjacent pairs of nodes, and δij = 1 only for non-adjacent i and j.

Therefore the edges are uniquely defined and the corresponding graph is unique.

Corollary 0.1. The link dimension ξ(G) and the metric dimension β(G) of a graph G are related

by,

ξ(G) ≥ β(G). (4.7)

Proof. A minimum construction set C̃ is a resolution set, while a minimum resolution set does not

necessarily have a sufficient number of landmarks to ensure exact reconstruction of G (e.g., see

Figure. 4.2 [a], 4.2 [b]). A resolution set is not a construction set when there are edges that are

invisible to its landmarks.

4.4.1 Derivation of a construction set C from R

Given a resolution set R for a graph G, a construction set can be obtained as follows:

1. Identify the subset of feasible edges, F ′ such that for each edge (i, j) δij = 1, but the edge

does not exist in graph G:

F ′ =

{

(i, j)

∣

∣

∣

∣

(i, j) /∈ E and δij = 1

}

(4.8)

2. Select additional landmarks to resolve the edges in F ′.

A simple but not necessarily an optimal choice for resolving an edge (i, j) in F ′ is to select

either i or j as a landmark. Resolving multiple edges using one landmark will produce a more

compact solution for C. Algorithm 1 provides a greedy method for obtaining C from R. The

resultant set of landmarks, C, is a construction set for graph G. E.g. in Figure 4.2, C = {1, 2, 3};

however, C
′

= {3, 4, 5} is also a valid construction set. Starting with R = {1, 3} would lead to C

and starting with R
′

= {3, 5} would give us C
′

. This greedy approach results in a minimal C, i.e.,

removal of any node from this C set may cause ambiguous edge(s). Thus, we can treat |C| as an

upper bound on ξ(G). This method may or my not yield the minimum construction set, C̃.
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Table 4.1: Notation used in the text and algorithm

Notation Description

N Set of nodes
N = |N| Number of network nodes
ni ∈ N ith node
A ⊂ N Set of anchor nodes

M = |A|(M ≪ N) Number of anchors
Ai ∈ A, i = 1 :M ith anchor

hij Minimum hop-distance between nodes ni and nj

P(i) = [hiA1
, hiA2

, . . . , hiAM
] VCs of node ni

PN×M = [hiAj
]ijs.t.i = 1 : N ; j = 1 :M VC set for entire network

QR×M ;R ≪ N VCs of a subset of nodes
K Set of one hop neighbor nodes

Algorithm 1 Derivation of C from R: A greedy approach.

INPUT: Resolution set R and A for a graph G
OUTPUT: Construction set C

1: procedure DERIVE C FROM R
2: C = R
3: Evaluate PC using C and A

4: Identify the subset of feasible edges that does not exist in the graph, F ′ using PC and A:

F ′ =

{

(i, j)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

δij = 1 and aij = 0

}

∀ i, j ∈ V (4.9)

5: Select the node that appears in the highest number of edges in F ′ and add it to C
6: Repeat steps 3, 4, and 5 until there are no edges in F ′

7: end procedure
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4.5 Properties and bounds

Consider a graph with diameter d, in which case hij ≤ d ∀ i, j ∈ V and therefore, no element

of a DV for a non-landmark node can hold values outside 1 to d. Them landmarks themselves have

unique DVs with one of the elements equal to zero. Thus, m landmarks yield at most (dm +m)

unique coordinates. Therefore, metric dimension (β(G) = m) is bounded by [101]:

(m+ dm ≥ N) (4.10)

Above bound deals with N , the number of nodes to be resolved. In contrast, a construction

set has to resolve each of the possible links, i.e., be able to distinguish among each of the L edges

present as well as unambiguously exclude edges among non-adjacent nodes. To help obtain bounds

for the link dimension, we consider the relationship between DVs for an edge to be feasible.

Thus, conceptually, in addition to the bound in Eq. (4.10), link dimension, ξ(G) = m, must also

satisfy

{Number of feasible links for a coordinate set with (dm +m) unique vectors} ≥

{Actual number of links in the graph}
(4.11)

Next, we derive bounds for link dimension, ξ(G) = m, under two different constraints:

Case I: The number of links (edges) L of G is known

Link (i, j) is feasible only if δij 6> 1. Thus, with respect to edge (i, j), each hjAk
, k = {1, 2..,m}

is limited to three values from {hiAk
− 1, hiAk

, hiAk
+ 1}. Hence, a given node can have (3m − 1)

possible combinations of adjacent distance vectors corresponding to neighbors or links. For a land-
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mark node (Ak) however, the only possible distances for an adjacent node i is hiAk
= 1. Thus, a

landmark can have only up to 3(m−1) links. Thus, Eq. (4.11) can be restated as

(3m − 1)× (N −m) + (3m−1)(m) ≥ (L× 2) (4.12)

Case II: Maximum node degree (ndmax) and number of links (L) of G are known

Eq. (4.10) and ndmax yield the bound in Eq. (4.13) for a non-landmark node, while the number of

links possible for a landmark imposes the bound in Eq. (4.14), both of which need to be satisfied:

(m+ dm)×
ndmax

2
≥ L (4.13)

(3(m−1)) ≥ ndmax (4.14)

Lemma 3 gives a bound for link dimension when the set of VCs of all nodes in a resolution,

PR, and the miniimun node degree, (ndmin) of graph are given.

Lemma 3. Given a PR matrix for a resolution set and minimum node degree ((ndmin), of G,

an upper bound for link dimension is given by (|R| + ǫ), where ǫ, the number nodes involved in

possible ambiguous edges, is given by,
∑N

i=1{|{Ii}|−ndmin} where Ii = {j | δij = 1}, ∀ i, j ∈ V .

Proof. An ambiguous edge is not connected to a landmark as all the edges associated with a land-

mark are resolved. From Theorem 2, for R to be C, all the ambiguous edges need to be resolved.

However, an ambiguous link can be resolved by adding one of the nodes associated with that link,

to R. While Eq. (4.15) gives the probable links for a node, in Eq. (4.16) we get the upper bound

on number of nodes associated with ambiguous links, ǫ, in G by ignoring the minimum links each

node has, i.e., ndmin.

Ii = {j | δij = 1}, ∀ i, j ∈ V (4.15)
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ǫ =
N
∑

i=1

{|{Ii}| − ndmin} (4.16)

Note, that Eq. (4.16) gives an exact value of ǫ for G where node degree is constant. The set of

nodes involved in total ambiguous links for given node i can be derived without reconstructing the

graph. The set of ambiguous link in G is given by Eq. (4.15). Thus, for the given PR, we can get ǫ

by Eq. (4.16).

As link dimension is newly introduced here, bounds on link dimension for various graph fami-

lies are studied. Link dimension bounds for graph families such as linear graphs, complete graphs,

finite cyclic graphs, star graphs, 2D grid graph, and wheel graphs are derived here.

Proposition 1. Linear graph, PN , is the only graph with ξ(G) = 1.

Proof. If C has only one landmark, andG hasN nodes, the only possible set of DVs is {〈0〉, 〈1〉, ..〈N−

1〉}. The landmark has the coordinate 0, and it is connected to exactly one node (which has coor-

dinate 1), which in turn is also connected to the node with coordinate 2, etc. This is the line graph,

with the anchor placed at one end.

Proposition 2. For a complete graph with N nodes, link dimension ξ(G) = N − 1.

Proof. If two of the nodes are not in C, both of them have identical distance vectors, consisting of

all 1’s. With N − 1 nodes in C, each edge is connected to a landmark node and thus all the edges

are resolved.

Proposition 3. For a finite cyclic graph CN of N > 6 nodes, the link dimension ξ(G) = 2.

Proof. As hop-distance increases radially with distance from the landmark on each side, selecting

a single node as a landmark, creates identical distance vector node pairs on opposite sides of the

circular graph creating invisible edges as shown in Figure 4.3[a]. Square nodes, white round nodes,

and triangular nodes form invisible edges between themselves. Selecting two nodes that are one

hop apart solves this issue not only by assigning unique DV to each node but also by creating δ > 1

for non-existing edges as shown in Figure 4.3[b].
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.3: Link dimension of Cyclic graphs: (a) Single node is selected as anchor (dark round node).
Multiple node pairs (square nodes, white round nodes, triangle nodes) create δij = 1 as the radial distance
does not resolve each edge as shown. The hop-distance radii are shown with dashed lines. Thus all the dges
are resolved. (b) Two non-adjacent nodes are selected as anchors (dark round nodes). The radial distances
create δij > 1 for non-adjacent nodes, thus, resolving each edge.

For CN , where N ≤ 6, ξ(C3) = ξ(C4) = 2 and ξ(C5) = ξ(C6) = 3.

Proposition 4. For a star graph SN with N nodes, the link dimension ξ(G) = N − 2.

Proof. The selection ofN−2 leaf nodes as landmarks creates unique distance vectors. A landmark

node has a DV of the form [2, 2, ..0, ..2] with exactly one ‘0’ in it, and therefore it is adjacent to

only the center node. The center node is connected to each landmark and is thus resolved with

distance vector [1, 1, .., 1] and the non-landmark leaf node has the distance vector [2, 2, .., 2] which

is only adjacent to the center node.

Proposition 5. For a 2D grid graph, the link dimension is 2, irrespective of the number of nodes

N .

Proof. Here, by 2D grid graph, we mean a rectangular grid of nodes where all perpendicular edges

exist [102]. Selecting a single node as a landmark anywhere in a 2D grid graph will cause at

least two identical DVs, as shown in Figure 4.4[a]. It also creates multiple invisible edges. For

instance, the shaded area in Figure 4.4[a] contains invisible edges area associated with diagonal
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.4: Link dimension in a Lattice 2D graphs: (a) A single node is selected as the anchor (dark round
node). The shaded area represents nodes that diagonal nodes form invisible edges with. (b) Two corner
nodes are selected as anchors (dark round nodes). The shaded area of invisible edges does not include any
non-adjacent node. The radial distances create δij > 1 for non-adjacent nodes, thus, resolving each edge.

nodes with DV = [4]. If any two adjacent corner nodes are selected as anchors, their hop-distances

will propagate diagonally to them through the grid. Thus, each equidistant line will cross alternate

equidistant lines from other anchors as shown in Figure 4.4[b]. This will cause non-adjacent nodes

to have δ ≥ 2, thus shrinking the invisible edge area to include only adjacent nodes.

Proposition 6. For a wheel graph, with number of nodes N > 5, the link dimension is N − 3.

Proof. A wheel graph, WN , consists of two types of nodes, a center node and the rim nodes (nodes

on the circumference of the wheel) which are located on the periphery of the wheel. Center node

is not a good choice as a landmark as it resolves only itself due to its equidistant placement from

all the other nodes. Thus, all landmarks in a minimum construction set have to be selected among

the rim nodes.

Consider N − 4 landmarks on the rim, i.e., three nodes on the rim are not landmarks, and at

least two of those nodes, i and j, are non-adjacent. However, in a wheel graph, a node is either

one hop or two hops from any given landmark. Thus, δij = 0, indicating that nodes i and j are

adjacent. This can be resolved by selecting N − 3 landmarks among the rim nodes.

Hence, for a WN with N > 5, the link dimension is N − 3 while the landmarks are adjacent

rim nodes.
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To put things in context, if, as has been observed in [92, 103], a strong resolution set can

uniquely determine a graph, then S is a construction set. The question then is whether it is always

a minimum construction set. Link dimension provides us with the minimum vertex set for graph

reconstruction. So, for example, for the cycle CN of order N the strong dimension sdim(CN) =

N/2 [104], link dimension for CN for N > 5 is 2. Cyclic graph CN , N > 6 shows it is not.

According to Proposition 3, ξ(CN) = 2, which is less than sdim(CN) = N/2 [105]. Therefore,

sdim(G) ≥ ξ(G). (4.17)

Figure 4.5: An orientation of nodes Ak, i and j without edge (i, j)

This can be easily explained by using a cyclic graph with eight nodes, C8 (see Fig. 4.5). If

we label the nodes as {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8}, C = {1, 3} is sufficient as the construction set for C8,

however, node pair (2 − 7) is not strongly resolved. Thus, {1, 3} is not a strong resolution set for

C8.
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4.6 Graphability of a distance vector set

Prior work has addressed the distance vectors corresponding to a graph and their relation to

the graph. However, a distance vector is merely a non-negative integer vector. Now, we address

the question of whether there exists a graph G of N nodes and m landmarks with DV of node i

corresponding to the ith row in a given non-negative integer matrix PM, ∀ i. We approach this

by first defining the graphability and then identifying the necessary and sufficient conditions for a

given PM to correspond to that of a resolution set, PR, of graph G.

Definition 5. Graphability: A given set of distance vectors PM is said to be ‘graphable’ if there

exists a connected graph G corresponding to PM.

Definition 6. Reachability of a node from a landmark Ak: A node i ∈ V is said to be ‘reachable’

from a landmark Ak if ∃ a node j s.t. δij = 1, (hjAk
= hiAk

− 1), and node j is reachable from

Ak.

Each node receives its distance coordinate for a particular landmark as the shortest hop-distance

from that landmark, i.e., each shortest path passes through a node that is one hop closer to the

corresponding landmark. Thus, if a node i has coordinate (hiAk
> 0) with respect to a landmark

Ak, ∃ a node j in the neighborhood of node i with corresponding coordinate (hiAk
− 1), where

neighborhood is defined by all nodes j, such that δij = 1. Reachability of node i from a landmark

Ak, therefore, guarantees the existence of nodes forming the shortest path of length hiAk
to Ak. In

a connected graph, each node is reachable from all the anchors and each anchor, Ak, is reachable

from itself.

Theorem 3. A given matrix of non-negative integer vectors PM corresponds to a resolution set of

a graph with the ith row being the DV of node i, iff the following four conditions are satisfied:

1. Each distance vector is unique.

2. Each row in PM has at most one element as ‘0’, and each column in PM has exactly one

element that is ‘0’.
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3. Each node i ∈ V is reachable from every landmark Ak ∈ M.

4. Each node satisfies triangle inequality with any pair of landmarks, i.e., for each node i,

|hiAj
− hiAk

| ≤ hAjAk
≤ |hiAj

+ hiAk
|; ∀ i ∈ V ; ∀ Aj, Ak ∈ R.

Proof. We first prove the necessary condition, i.e., the resolution set (PR) of a graph satisfies the

above four conditions.

Condition 1: A resolution set uniquely defines each node, and therefore no two distance vectors

can be the same.

Condition 2: Consider ith row of PR, represented by PR(i) = 〈hiA1
, hiA2

, .. , hiAm
〉; i ∈ V

and Ak ∈ M. Enrty hiAk
corresponds to the hop-distance of node i to landmark Ak. As, hiAk

=

0 ⇐⇒ i = Ak, ith row PR(i), has exactly one entry as ‘0’ if i = Ak, i.e., node i is a landmark,

and has no entry as ‘0’ if the node is not a landmark.

Similarly, column k in PR consists of distance measurements from Ak to each node in graph

G. As, hiAk
= 0 ⇐⇒ i = Ak, column k has only one element as ‘0’, which is in the row

corresponding to Ak.

Condition 3: Each node satisfies reachability condition as the distance is based on the existing

shortest path.

Condition 4: As per triangle inequality [106], for a given triad of nodes Aj, Ak, and i, the

distance constraint, {hiAj
≤ hiAk

+ hAjAk
; hiAk

≤ hiAj
+ hAjAk

; hAjAk
≤ hiAj

+ hiAk
} are

satisfied. Thus, |hiAj
− hiAk

| ≤ hAjAk
≤ |hiAj

+ hiAk
|; ∀i ∈ V ; ∀Aj, Ak ∈ R is true for a graph

and hence is satisfied by a set of valid distance vectors.

Next, to prove the sufficiency of the listed conditions for PM to be a PR for a graph, we

show that if conditions are satisfied by PM, then there exists a connected graph G of N nodes

corresponding to PM with M being its resolution set.

Condition 1: As each DV is unique, it follows that N nodes may be uniquely labeled using

different rows.

Condition 2: As each column has exactly one entry of ‘0’, the node labeled with the corre-

sponding row can be designated a landmark. Note that such a row has exactly one ‘0’ entry. As
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rows of PM may be shuffled without affecting the set of vectors, without loss of generality, we con-

sider landmark k to be represented by kth row. If the ith row has no element as ‘0’, it corresponds

to a non-landmark node i /∈ M.

Condition 3: The reachability condition, i.e., each node i ∈ V is reachable from every landmark

Ak ∈ M, ensures that edges can be added creating paths from every node to every landmark. It

follows that each landmark is also connected to every other landmark, resulting in a connected

graph.

Condition 4: As {hiAj
≤ hiAk

+ hAjAk
; hiAk

≤ hiAj
+ hAjAk

; hAjAk
≤ hiAj

+ hiAk
}; ∀ i ∈ V

and Aj, Ak ∈ M, the set of edges added do not violate the triangular inequality.

As each node is uniquely identified by the given set of landmarks and their corresponding

distance vectors, and all nodes are connected to each other to form a single connected component

then M is a resolution set and ∃ a graph G with DV set PM.

The corollary listed below follows from Theorem 3, and may be used to expedite the identification

of an ungraphable DV set.

Corollary 0.2. Let dk be the maximum element value of column k for a given PR, then the column

contains all the integers from ‘0’ to dk.

Proof. As each node with distance value dk is reachable from anchor k, corresponding to ith row

in PR, as per Theorem 3 Condition 3, then ∃ a shortest path from Ak to this node of length dk and

therefore, the column has all the elements between ‘0’ and dk.

The distance vector set for a resolution set R, |R| = m and |V| = N , can be restated as follows:

P =

































0 . . . h1m
...

. . .
...

hm1 . . . 0

h(m+1)1 . . . h(m+1)m

...
. . .

...

hN1 . . . hmN

































N×m

=







Lm×m

K(N−m)×m






(4.18)
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(a)

(b) (c)

Figure 4.6: Effects of removing distance vectors from PR: a) Graph for nine nodes and two landmarks
(nodes A and G) with distance vector set PR in Eq. (4.19), b) Eight node graph for PR′ , i.e., with 〈2, 3〉
removed from PR, and c) PR′′ resulting from removing 〈4, 1〉 from PR is not graphable. PR′′ is thus a
deficient DV set and it can be made graphable by adding node X.

where L denotes DVs for landmark nodes and K the DVs for non-landmark nodes. Any graphable

PM can be expressed in the form of Eq. (4.18).

Next, we look at the case where the distance vectors of some nodes may not be available. For

instance, consider the following PR corresponding to the graph in Figure 4.6 [a]:

PR =
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(4.19)
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PR′ and PR′′ in Eq. (4.19) have distance vectors 〈2, 3〉 and 〈4, 1〉 removed respectively from

PR. PR′ satisfies all of the four conditions in Theorem 3 for a graphable DV set as shown in Figure

4.6 [b]. PR′′ however, does not satisfy one of the conditions, and hence is not graphable.

However, it is possible to make PR′′ graphable by adding the vector 〈4, 1〉. Thus, the resulting

distance vector set is a deficient distance vector set where we define a “deficient distance vector

set" as follows:

Definition 7. Deficient distance vector set: The given set of distance vectors PD is said to be

deficient if it is not graphable but ∃ a set of DVs PD′ such that, the PD ∪ PD′ is graphable.

Identification of deficient DV sets is useful in many scenarios dealing with large and complex

networks, e.g., when only a subset of DVs are obtainable due to incomplete access, or measurement

complexity [79]. While recently developed techniques allow for the recovery of missing elements

in DVs of a graphable set [87], no formal methods are currently available for the identification of

entire missing DVs. Theorem 3 above provides the necessary and sufficient conditions that have

to be met in recovering such missing DVs in a deficient set.

4.7 Reconstruction ambiguity of a resolution set

As shown in Figure 4.2, a set of DVs PR = {〈0, 1〉, 〈1, 0〉, 〈2, 1〉, 〈2, 2〉, 〈1, 2〉} can be recon-

structed as graphs in Figure 4.2 [a] or [b]. PR does not guarantee an exact reconstruction of G

from R as C does. Thus, reconstructing G from PR may lead to multiple solutions. The higher the

number of possible graph solutions, the higher the reconstruction ambiguity of PR. In this section,

we introduce the reconstruction ambiguity of resolution sets as well as the notions of maximum

and minimum edge graphs.

Reconstruction of a graph from PR involves the derivation of entries of the adjacency matrix,

A. While many of its entries can be derived as ‘0’ or ‘1’ using the properties of the distance vectors,

the ambiguity is introduced by the entries which can be set to either ‘0’ or ‘1’ without violating the
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DVs. As δij = 1 is a necessary condition for adjacency of nodes i and j, when this condition is not

satisfied the nodes cannot be adjacent. This yields the following sufficient condition:

Aij = Aji =

{

0; if δij > 1 (4.20)

For node i, the set of possible neighbor nodes, ⊖i, can be defined as

⊖i = {j | δij = 1} (4.21)

Definition 8. Maximum edge graph: A graph with edges between node i and all the nodes in

⊖i ∀ i is said to be a ‘maximum edge graph’ for the given PR. Let the set of edges in this graph be

denoted as Emax.

A valid graph may in many cases be constructed with edges between node i and only some of

the nodes in ⊖i. There may be a subset of nodes in ⊖i that have to be connected to node i to satisfy

the reachability of node i from the given landmark Ak as given in Definition 6.

Definition 9. Minimum edge graph: A graph is said to be a ‘minimum edge graph’ for the given

PR if there is no other connected graph with a smaller number of edges that satisfies PR. Let the

set of edges in this graph be denoted as Emin.

Following two rules can be used to identify a minimum edge graph corresponding to PR:

1. As per the reachability definition for node i, ∃ j such that, j ∈ ⊖i and (hjAk
= hiAk

− 1),

i.e., node j lies on the shortest path from landmark Ak to node i. Denote the set of such

nodes j by ψiAk
and if |ψiAk

| = 1 then node j, j ∈ ψiAk
, is definitely a neighbor of node i,

i.e., ∃ an edge (i, j) in graph G.

Aij = Aji =

{

1; if j ∈ ψiAk
and |ψiAk

| = 1 (4.22)
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(a) (b)

Figure 4.7: Maximum and minimum edge graphs for an example distance vector set: a) Maximum edge
graph, b) Minimum edge graph shown in solid lines. The three ambiguous edges are indicated by dashed
lines, which indicate an ambiguity range of 8.

2. Add the minimum number of remaining unassigned elements in ψiAk
∀ i, Ak that are needed

to ensure reachability of every node from each anchor, i.e., Aij = Aji = 1 for at least one j

in ψiAk
corresponding to each node i.

Though rules 1 and 2 stated above help us determine the minimum set of entries of A to get a

connected graph for the given PR, all the remaining entries, other than those identified as ‘0’ by

Eq. (4.20), in A are ambiguous, i.e., undetermined whether Aij = 0 or 1 based on the given PR.

The difference between the sets of edges of maximum and minimum edge graphs for PR is

given by the set difference Emax \ Emin. Then the number of ambiguous edges , τ , can be given by

following equation:

τ = |Emax \ Emin| (4.23)

There are 2τ possible graphs for the given PR which is the ambiguity range of reconstructing the

graph from the given distance vector set.

Figure 4.7 illustrates minimal and maximum connectivity of a graph for the same given set of

distance vectors. Note that all the combinations of ambiguous edges lead to a connected graph for

the given DV set. Thus, all the different combinations of possible networks that fall between the

maximum and minimum edge network are nothing but the ‘Range of Ambiguity’ for recovering a
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Table 4.2: Metric dimension and Link dimension distributions for all the graphs with size 4,5, and 6
respectively.

|β(G)| or |ξ(G)| Σβ(4) Σξ(4) Σβ(5) Σξ(5) Σβ(6) Σξ(6)
1 1 1 1 1 1 1
2 4 4 14 8 62 24
3 1 1 5 11 42 66
4 - - 1 1 6 20
5 - - - - 1 1

graph from a given distance vector set. The ambiguity can vary depending on the type of network.

Some DV sets may have no ambiguity while others may have several edges taking the predicted

network away from a unique solution. A resolution set can thus be used to represent a set of graphs

that vary only in the edges which fall in the ambiguity range of PR.

4.8 Graph distribution over metric dimension and link dimen-

sion

In this section, we summarize the results for metric dimension and link dimension for all possi-

ble graphs with N = 4, 5, and 6 respectively. Let Σβ(N) denote the number of graphs with metric

dimension β and Σξ(N) denote the number of graphs with link dimension ξ for graph of size N .

Table 4.2 lists the number of graphs for a given value of N that have a particular value of metric

dimension or link dimension. For example, for N = 5 there are 14 graphs with metric dimension,

β(G) = 2 and eight graphs with link dimension, ξ(G) = 2. For N = 4, the link dimension and

metric dimension distributions are identical for graphs with four nodes. As N increases, it is more

and more likely that the link dimension is higher than the metric dimension.

Correlation between spectra moments and graph dimensions:

Spectral graph theory, also referred to as ‘graph spectra’, is the study of the properties of a

graph in relationship to the characteristic polynomial, eigenvalues, and eigenvectors of matrices

associated with the graph, such as its adjacency matrix or Laplacian matrix. It provides useful
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information for various applications such as internet topology, pattern recognition, and computer

vision [107]. Thus, we also examined metric dimension and link dimension in relation to graph

spectra. We focus on spectral moments and energy of a graph, which are frequently studied quan-

tities in the context of graph spectra.

The spectral moments Sk(k = 1, 2, . . . ) of a graphG, which are defined as the sum over the kth

powers of all eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix A, have been used to classify graphs and have a

lot of interesting properties [108]. The Pearson’s correlation coefficients between link dimensions

and spectral moments for all graphs of size six, hold values ≤ 0.5, depicting a weak correlation

between link dimension and spectral moments. The energy, E(G), of a simple graph G is defined

to be the sum of the absolute values of the eigenvalues ofG [109] which tend to predict the strongly

correlated betweenness and the eigencentrality of vertices in large complex networks, which are

expensive to calculate and requires global processing of a network [110].

Table 4.3 lists Pearson’s correlation coefficients between graph dimensions and spectral mo-

ments. With values ≤ 0.5, it can be observed that link dimension shows a very weak correlation

between all of the spectral moments.

Table 4.3: Pearson’s correlation coefficients between Metric dimension and Link dimension and the
spectral moments of graphs for N = 6

Spectral moment ξ(G) β(G)
S2 0.4337 0.5139
S3 0.3745 0.5371
S4 0.4529 0.6283
S5 0.3826 0.5604
S6 0.4122 0.600
number of edges 0.433 0.513
number of triangles 0.374 0.537
(number of edges - number of triangles) -0.2072 -0.428

The energy, E(G), of a simple graph G is defined to be the sum of the absolute values of the

eigen values of G [109]. We observed that the energy of the graph with N = 6 has a Pearson’s

correlation coefficient of 0.14 with link dimension and 0.025 with metric dimension. This further
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bolsters our previous observation that graph eigen values and graph dimensions have a very weak

correlation. Thus, highlighting the lack of overlap of information captured by the different concepts

namely graph dimensions and graph spectra.

While it is true that ξ(G) ≥ β(G), the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between β and ξ for

graphs with N = 6 turned out to be 0.67 indicating a lack of strong correlation between the two.

4.9 Summary

Dimensionality in graphs, such as metric dimension and edge metric dimension have focused

on the dimensionality of a set of distance vectors to uniquely label nodes or edges in a graph.

They are only aimed at distinguishing nodes or edges in a graph, and as a result, it is not possible

in general to identify or reconstruct the graph from such a vector set. We introduced the novel

concepts of link dimension and construction set, which while allowing for unique labeling of edges

and nodes, also allow for its unique identification and reconstruction. Essentially, the Distance

Vector (DV) set corresponding to the construction set is a formal and exact representation of G.

The DV set is a very compact (N × ξ(G) matrix with ξ(G) << N as opposed to N × N for

adjacency and distance matrices) for many graphs or graph families. This paper, therefore, extends

the distance vector based approach beyond unique labeling of nodes to unique identification of

graphs.

Furthermore, we address the inverse relationship, i.e., that of a given set of positive integer vec-

tors to graphs. The conditions for graphability of a distance vector set are presented, together with

the associate concepts of ambiguous edges, invisible edges and ambiguity range for a graphable

DV set, as well as deficient vector sets that may be converted to graphs by adding new vectors.

Link dimension, as well as bounds for link dimension for several graph families, are provided

which satisfies the relation of link dimension being greater than or equal to metric dimension for

the given graph. A basic algorithm for deriving a construction set from a resolution set is presented

along with the necessary and sufficient conditions for a resolution set to be a construction set.
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This research introduces a new question of “How to uniquely reconstruct a graph from its

selected distance vectors?” and offers a solution in the form of “Link Dimension”. We further

validate the work done in this area that showcases gaps in reconstructing a graph using its resolution

set. The ability to go from vectors to graphs with unique graphability, compared to the traditional

approach of labeling nodes with vectors, opens several novel problems for investigation.

Link dimension for different families of graphs that are not provided in this work can be derived

in the future. Extending the concept of link dimension to larger real-world networks and devel-

oping scalable algorithms based on compact construction sets instead of the adjacency or distance

matrices can be further investigated upon.
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Chapter 5

Topology Extraction from Partial Network Data

using Low-rank Matrix Completion

For many important network types (e.g., sensor networks in complex harsh environments and

social networks) physical coordinate systems (e.g., Cartesian), and physical distances (e.g., Eu-

clidean), are either difficult to discern or inapplicable. Accordingly, coordinate systems and char-

acterizations based on hop-distance measurements, such as Topology Preserving Maps (TPMs)

and Virtual Coordinate (VC) systems are attractive alternatives to Cartesian coordinates for many

network algorithms. Herein, we present an approach to recover geometric and topological prop-

erties of a network with a small set of distance measurements. In particular, our approach is a

combination of shortest path (often called geodesic) recovery concepts and low-rank matrix com-

pletion, generalized to the case of hop-distances in graphs. Results for sensor networks embedded

in 2D and 3D spaces, as well as social networks, indicate that the method can accurately capture

the network connectivity with a small set of measurements. TPM generation can now also be based

on various context appropriate measurements or VC systems, as long as they characterize different

nodes by distances to small sets of random nodes (instead of a set of global anchors). The proposed

method is a significant generalization that allows the topology to be extracted from a random set of

graph shortest paths, making it applicable in contexts such as social networks where VC generation

may not be possible.

5.1 Introduction

Spatial networks are often localized using physical coordinate systems (e.g., Cartesian), and

physical distances (e.g., Euclidean). Although applicable, these localization schemes are expen-

sive – due to the GPS costs, computationally heavy – due to latitude and longitude numbering

system, and can be dependent on the technology for accuracy. Accordingly, coordinate systems
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and characterizations based on hop-distance measurements, such as Topology Preserving Maps

(TPMs) and Virtual-Coordinate (VC) systems are attractive alternatives to Cartesian coordinates

for many network algorithms as a foundation to work on.

Large and complex networks naturally arise in communication networks, the Internet-of-things

(IoT), and many other systems of importance. Data embedded in such networks exhibit distributed,

intricate, and dynamic patterns. Our ability to extract information from and about these networks,

detect anomalies, and influence their performance can be substantially improved by a deeper under-

standing of their local and global structures [111–113]. Yet such operations are often impeded due

to the size and complexity of these networks, and constraints such as energy, measurement cost,

and accessibility that prevent geometric and topological structure of the entire network from being

fully observed, measured, characterized, or processed. Inferences have to be made and patterns

should be detected in the absence of complete information. Herein, we present a novel approach to

recover geometric and topological properties of a network, e.g., distances, topology, connectivity,

and layout, with a small set of distance measurements. Our approach is a combination of shortest

path (often called geodesic) recovery concepts and low-rank matrix completion, generalized to the

case of hop-distances in graphs.

The proposed method is scalable in its computation and communication, as well as graceful in

its degradation in the presence of limited measurements. In particular, we sample a network with a

small set of pair-wise hop-distances and use matrix completion techniques to capture the topology

of the network. We demonstrate the technique by deriving topology preserving maps indicative

of the layout of 2D and 3D sensor networks with far fewer measurements compared to existing

schemes. Results indicate that the method can accurately capture the network connectivity with a

small set of measurements. TPM generation can now also be based on various context-appropriate

measurements or VC systems, as long as they characterize different nodes by distances to small

sets of random nodes (instead of a set of global anchors).

Furthermore, this new approach extends the applicability of hop-distance-based techniques to

cover complex networks such as social networks where other distance measures, such as Euclidean
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distances, are either not available or do not make sense while providing a foundation for using a

broader set of sampling strategies.

In a nutshell, our approach can be described as follows:

1. Choose a representation for a network (or graph). We choose to focus on hop-distance

matrices, H, instead of the adjacency matrices A. This is because unlike adjacency matrices,

hop-distance matrices are found to be of low-rank, especially for real-world networks

2. Use a sampling scheme to obtain a small set of elements of hop-distance matrix H.

We sample a small percentage of entries from the complete hop-distance matrix for experi-

mentation. Sampling is performed by selecting M anchor nodes from total N nodes in the

network, such that M << N . Then, we measure hop-distances from each anchor node to a

fraction of other nodes in the network. The sampled entries are called as ‘Observed’ and the

deleted entries are called as ‘Unobserved’.

3. Fill in the incomplete, sampled hop-distance matrix H. The sampled entries are processes

and used to extract topology information of the network. Leveraging the low-rankness of the

hop-distance matrix, low-rank matrix completion technique is used to predict the missing

hop-distances. Unobserved entries are predicted and prediction performance is evaluated

against the actual hop-distance entries.

As far as we are aware, using anchor nodes to generate partially observed measurements of hop-

distance matrices and then completing them using a low-rank assumption is a novel problem for-

mulation.

Section 5.2 states the motivation behind this work. Literature related to this work is reviewed

in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 talks about the important contributions of this work. The theoretical

considerations and results supporting proposed geodesic sampling schemes and low-rankness are

outlined in Section 5.5. Methodology for VC based sampling and reconstruction is presented in

Section 5.6 followed by results in Section 7.4 and conclusion in Section 5.8.
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5.2 Motivation

Of specific interest to us are networks of inexpensive wireless devices such as smart Radio-

Frequency Identification (RFID) tags or self-powered sensor nodes embedded in complex 2D or

3D surfaces and volumes. Here, the network features are often characterized using the physical

(Cartesian) coordinates of each node, or the corresponding Euclidean Distance Matrix (EDM) that

specifies the Euclidean distances among node pairs. One then relies on the Euclidean properties of

the network layout (e.g., the distance between nodes) for functions such as area or volume cover-

age, topology control, sensing, and routing. Physical location estimation is based on measurements

such as the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) and time delay [114]. In networks deployed

in harsh or complex environments, such methods are hampered or made completely ineffective by

issues such as multi-path interference, reflections, shadowing and clock synchronization [82,115].

Although physical coordinates provide a meaningful representation for node location, for sensor

networks deployed on complex surfaces and volumes, graph distance based techniques that use

only connectivity measurements offer a more robust, and attractive alternative [82]. For instance,

in routing they overcome local minima caused by concave physical voids.

Connectivity based techniques are also generalizable to networks such as social networks, for

which there is no notion of a location in a physical or Euclidean space. Even if a node is associated

with a location, physical proximity does not necessarily imply connectivity. Two nodes separated

by a reflective metal surface or an absorbing material need to communicate via intermediate nodes.

In fact for many such applications, what matters is the logical topology, i.e., connectivity and the

hop-distances among node pairs.

While sensor networks differ in aspects such as physical distribution and the dependence of

communication topology on physical distance, both types of networks can be represented in the

form of nodes and edges in a graph. Furthermore, the node connectivity, characterized by network

topology, plays a key role in both these networks. The solution we propose is applicable in both of

these domains, as well as many other problems that can be represented as graphs, such as protein

interaction networks and disease spread patterns.
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5.3 Related Work

This section reviews hop-distance based network sampling schemes, the virtual-coordinate

based representation, and their relationship to topology coordinates which recover the Euclidean

properties of 2D and 3D networks. An anchor-based VCS is an M-dimensional abstraction of the

network connectivity, where each node is represented by an M tuple, called VC vector which con-

tains the shortest path length (in hops) from the node to each of a set of M anchors [116, 117]. In

an Aligned VC system [118], each node re-evaluates its coordinates by averaging its own coordi-

nates with its neighbors’ coordinates. Axis-based Virtual Coordinate Assignment Protocol [119]

estimates a 5-tuple VC for each node corresponding to longitude, latitude, ripple, up, and down.

A key question related to anchor-based VCS is the number M and the placement of anchors.

If an adequate number of anchors are not appropriately deployed, it may cause the network to

suffer from identical coordinates and local minima [120], resulting in logical/virtual voids. The

overhead associated with time and energy consumed for coordinate generation grows with the

number of anchors. The difficulty of determining the optimal anchor set is compounded by the fact

that the number of anchors and their optimal placement are dependent on each other. In Virtual

Coordinate Assignment Protocol, the coordinates are defined based on three anchors [117], while

all the perimeter nodes are selected in [118]. Extreme Node Search uses two initial random anchors

which allow the selection of extreme nodes on internal and external boundaries as anchors [86]. An

attractive alternative is to bypass anchor selection altogether and select a set of random anchors.

Note, while from a networking perspective a random selection of anchors may seem somewhat

odd (i.e., a judicious placement might be viewed as more appropriate), from a matrix completion

perspective such a placement is not only justified, but in many instances may be optimal [51,

121–123]. Again, such network organizational ideas have a dual perspective in the mathematical

literature and the selection of anchors is closely related to the idea of incoherence in low-rank

matrix recovery literature [51, 121–123].

Geographical features such as boundaries and voids are missing from an anchor-based VCS.

In our previous work [82, 85], recovery of geographic features from VCS is achieved by TPMs.
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TPMs derived from VCs are maps that are nearly homeomorphic to physical maps [82]. A TPM

is a distorted version of the real physical layout (map) in such a way that the distortion accounts

for connectivity information. In the case of a 2D or 3D sensor network with M anchors, VCS is

a mapping from the 2D or 3D network layout to an M -dimensional space. TPMs recover a 2D

or 3D projection from this M -dimensional representation such that it preserves the main features

such as boundaries and shapes of the network. Thus, TPMs can serve as an effective alternative

for physical coordinates in many network related functions. Reconstruction of the graph from its

VCs is attempted in [88] using an algorithmic approach. TC based schemes have demonstrated

performance comparable, or better than the corresponding geographic coordinate based counter-

parts [85, 124, 125].

While the algorithms that are based on VCs or TCs [82,126] provide a viable, competitive, and

robust alternative to traditional geographic coordinate based methods, these techniques have so far

required the complete set of VCs to extract the geometric information. However, as we demonstrate

here, one can recover topological properties of a network without the need for complete knowledge

of the virtual coordinates. While the complexity of generating a complete distance matrix through

flooding is of order O(N2), that for VC generation from a set of M(M << N) anchors is only

O(NM). Herein, we further reduce this computational cost and justify those results. In particular,

we demonstrate a connection between TPMs, NDR (Nonlinear Dimension Reduction) [127, 128],

and low-rank matrix completion problems [51, 121–123, 129].

Finally, we observe that the computation of a low-rank approximation of an EDM using PCA

is equivalent to the Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) [130,131] algorithm. In other words, given

noisy measurements of all Euclidean distances between a set of points, MDS provides a way of

computing the relative positions of those points. Even closer to our proposed technique, many

authors consider geodesic adjacency matrices A [127, 128] generated by drawing short range, or

neighbor, distances from the EDM (D). They then compute long range distances by way of short-

est path distances in the graph represented by A. In particular, one might be in the position where

small Euclidean distances between points can be accurately measured, but distances between far-
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away points are not known. One can represent such a set of points by a graph where points are

linked by edges if they are close together, but edges are absent for points that are far away from each

other. A low-rank approximation of such a graph shortest path based distance matrix is equivalent

to the Isomap [127, 128] algorithm for NDR. An MDS based algorithm is proposed in [132] for

estimating connectivity from incomplete passive measurements, which we later compare against

the proposed method.

5.4 Contribution and impact

The main contribution of this paper is a technique that combines VC based techniques with

low-rank matrix completion, which allows the extraction of topology and geometric features of a

network from a small set of shortest path distances. Specifically, there are two outcomes.

• First, in the case of networks embedded in 2D and 3D physical spaces, we demonstrate that

the topology preserving maps can be recovered using only a small fraction of VC values, as

opposed to existing method [82] that requires the full set of VCs.

• Second, we broaden the possible set of network sampling schemes far beyond our previ-

ous results in [78, 82, 91], and point to a theory on which new sampling schemes may be

grounded, i.e., selection of samples should not hinder the ability to complete the resulting

incomplete low-rank matrices. We demonstrate the reconstruction of the network topology

from a small set of shortest path length measurements. Consequently, TPMs can now be

generated as well as topology/connectivity of networks can be extracted based on a variety

of geodesic measurement approaches, of which an anchor-based VCS is only one instance.

The novelty and the significance of this work may be gauged by the following impacts it can have

on network analytics:

• The theory of low-rank matrix completion can now be applied for exploiting the sparseness

of complex real-world networks, and to develop communication and computation efficient

techniques for large-scale networks. Although H for an arbitrary graph may not be low-rank,
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we demonstrate that for a broad class of complex real-life networks such distance matrices

are surprisingly low-rank. Our analysis is based upon ideas in low-rank matrix completion

[51,121–123,129], which have been shown to scale to large problems with many thousands,

if not millions, of entries [123, 129], and the underlying topology that we uncover is closely

related to ideas in Non-linear Dimension Reduction (NDR), such as Isomap [127, 128], but

generalized to the case where only hop-distances are measured.

• The applicability of hop-distance based property extraction is extended to cases where cer-

tain distances and connectivities are not observable. For large and complex networks, and

especially those with access limitations, we can likely not even measure a complete set of

hop-distances to a set of common anchors. Examples of such cases include sensor and

communication networks with restricted access to certain nodes. As explained in [79] using

examples from communication networks, it is realistic to obtain the distances between nodes

in many cases, while it is difficult or impossible to obtain information about edges or absence

of edges that are far away from the query node. The same argument extends to many prac-

tical problems dealing with data, e.g., pathway prediction problem in proteins [133, 134],

where the distance between two nodes (proteins) can be evaluated yet finding the shortest

path by some measure (e.g., folding sequence) from one node to the other is complex.

• Matrix completion algorithm finds many applications such as, link prediction and finding

top N recommends for users [44] [135]. While matrix completion as applied to Euclidean

distance matrices is not new [136–140] our approach differs in a key aspect from those

currently found in the literature. Our focus is on using hop-distances rather than the more

classic distance measures such as Euclidean distances [141]. In other words, instead of

considering Euclidean Distance Matrices (EDM) where each entry of the matrix codes for

the Euclidean distance between two nodes, we consider HDM where each entry of the matrix

codes for the graph shortest path distance between two nodes. Note, as far as the authors

are aware, the idea of using low-rank matrix completion on graphs and networks where only

hop-distances are available is novel to this research. Accordingly, the literature and methods
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for EDM completion [136–140] are not applicable in this context since we treat problems

where Euclidean distances are assumed to not be available or applicable, such as in social

networks.

Accordingly, we leverage HDMs, which are the most faithful representations of the network

to which we have access. As far as we are aware, problems of such generality have not been

considered before.

It is important to note that HDMs and EDMs can be quite different, even for the same set of points.

In particular, there may be many EDMs that are associated with the same HDM. For example,

in Figure 5.1 we show two networks that give rise to identical HDMs, with one of the EDMs

admitting a low-dimensional representation while the other EDM does not.

Figure 5.1: Two network layouts with the same HDM but different EDMs. The HDM is computed from
the EDM using the simple rule that two nodes communicate if their Euclidean distance is less than or equal
to 1. The HDM is low-rank since the points can be embedded on a one-dimensional line and still exactly
preserve their hop-distances. However, the right EDM is not low-rank, since there is no projection of these
points onto a line that can preserve all of the Euclidean distances between the points.

5.5 Theory

In order to solve the problem of accurately extracting topological information about a network,

we focus on it’s two important features, namely a) measurement of the network in terms of hop-

distances and b) assuming that the networks we work with portray low-rankness in their hop-

distance matrices. These two features are very important assumptions of this work.
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• Measuring a network as its hop-distance matrix: We focus on hop-distances while mea-

suring networks because unlike adjacency matrices, hop-distances capture global attributes

about a network along with local connectivity. They also follow constraints such as Triangle-

Inequality [142] which allows one to derive bounds on other hop-distances in the network.

• Low-rankness of hop-distance matrices: Several real-world networks are low-rank in their

hop-distance matrices. We leverage this quality of networks and hop-distance matrices to

extract the characteristics of the original network from partial measurements. Applying Low-

rank Matrix Completion is also more effective on low-rank data.

While many papers analyze low-rank EDMs [138, 140], it is not clear a priori that a low-rank

assumption for HDMs is at all appropriate. However, in this Section, we provide two flavors of

results to justify considering HDMs from a low-rank point of view. First, we note that there is a

body of theory, perhaps less well known than the similar body of theory for EDMS, that provides

guarantees on the low-rank properties of HDMs for certain classes of graphs. Second, we look

at some example real-world networks and note that their HDMs are indeed low-rank when the

entire matrix is observed. Accordingly, it is not unreasonable, from both empirical and theoretical

perspectives, to approach HDM completion from a low-rank matrix completion perspective.

5.5.1 Data representation and hop-distance based sampling

We focus our attention on undirected graphs G defined by G = {V,E}, where V is the set of

nodes or vertices and E is a set of edges corresponding to communication links, etc. Such a graph

may be represented by an adjacency matrix A [143], where

A = [aij|aij = 1 if (i, j) ∈ E, 0 otherwise ] . (5.1)
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Note that aij = aji when G is undirected. To make the current text concise, herein we focus

on unweighted graphs where each aij ∈ {0, 1}. Our main object of study will be Hop-Distance

Matrices (HDMs), H ∈ N
N×N
0 , (where N0 denotes the non-negative integers N ∪ {0}), where

hij = the length of the shortest path from node i to node j. (5.2)

H, by construction, is symmetric and is invariant to the situation where two nodes have multiple

paths between them of the same shortest length. From a mathematical perspective, hop-distance

hij may be thought of as the computation of geodesic (or shortest path) in a graph [127, 128, 143].

In particular, herein the term geodesic will refer to a shortest path between nodes, either when

embedded in a particular space (e.g., the sum of straight line distances between node pairs forming

a path in a Euclidean space), or when considered as a node in a graph (e.g., as computed using

Dijkstra’s algorithm [144]).

Our goal is to capture the topology accurately using efficient network sampling schemes.

Prominent among hop-distance based sampling methods are those relying on anchor-based Vir-

tual Coordinate Systems (VCS), in which each node is represented by a Virtual Coordinate (VC)

vector corresponding to the minimum hop-distances to a small set of nodes, known as anchor

nodes [117–119]. A simple graph with one anchor is shown in Figure 5.2. VCs are generated, e.g.,

in wireless sensor networks, by each anchor initiating a packet that gets flooded in the network.

The packet contains a counter that gets incremented at each node thus indicating the hop-distance

it has traveled. A node uses the lowest value of the distance from a particular anchor as the cor-

responding coordinate. Hop-distance thus can be measured accurately as it depends only on the

communication topology, in contrast to Euclidean distance measurements that rely on analog mea-

surements such as signal strength or time delay, which are highly errorprone due to factors such as

fading, multipath, interference and synchronization errors [83, 115]. If we have M anchor nodes,

then a VCS is an N × M sub-matrix P of H where the i-th row provides an M dimensional

coordinate vector for the i-th node in the graph.
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A VCS is a “relative” coordinate system, as opposed to classic “absolute” coordinate systems

such as Cartesian or Spherical. In particular, a VCS does not possess, or require, an absolute origin

or other fixed geometric properties such as a notion of angle. However, a VCS lacks directional

information as each coordinate indicates only the distance to an anchor. Thus all the information

about the network layout such as shapes, voids, and boundaries are lost in a VCS. This issue

leads to derivative coordinates such as Topology Coordinates (TCs), where one performs an eigen-

decomposition of P or H similar to that performed in Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [124,

125], and Topology Preserving Maps (TPMs) that use most significant principal components to

generate 2D or 3D maps [82]. TPMs recover the general shapes and boundaries of the physical

network layout, thus providing an effective alternative for representing 2D and 3D sensor networks

and carrying out operations such as routing and boundary detection, but without the need for

physical distance measurements [124, 125].

Figure 5.2: A simple example of a graph with an anchor node. In this graph node-1 is an anchor node
and we have measured three distances, namely h12 = 1, h15 = 2, and h17 = 3. Note, that knowing a long
distance does not imply that the shorter distances along the shortest path are also known. For example, while
h17 is known we do not assume that h13 or h16 are necessarily known.

5.5.2 Anchor based VCs

We follow the notation in [85] and consider networks where M of the N nodes are designated

as “anchors”. With an anchor-based VCS, each of the N nodes in the network is characterized by
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a VC vector of length M , i.e., each node is labeled by its shortest-path hop-distance to each of the

M anchors.

Let P ∈ N
N×M
0 be the matrix containing the VCs of all the nodes, e.g., the i-th row corresponds

to the N1×M
0 VC vector of the i-th node, and j-th column corresponds to the j-th virtual coordinate

of all the nodes in the network, i.e., with respect to j-th anchor.

This matrix can be written as

P =













h1A1
. . . h1AM

...
. . .

...

hNA1
. . . hNAM













(5.3)

where hiAj
is the hop-distance from node i to anchor Aj . P is precisely a subset of the full

hop-distance matrix H derived by selecting just a few anchor nodes and constructing P from the

columns corresponding to those anchor nodes. For large networks it is generally desirable to have

only a small subset of nodes as anchors, i.e., M ≪ N .

In particular, one can equivalently think of P as a (non-principal) sub-matrix of the full hop-

distance matrix H. If we decompose H into blocks by writing

H =







A BT

B C






, (5.4)

thenA ∈ N
M×M
0 contains the hop-distances between theM anchors and themselves,B ∈ N

(N−M)×M
0

contains the hop-distances between the M anchors and the N −M non-anchor nodes, and C ∈

N
(N−M)×(N−M)
0 contains the hop-distances between the N −M non-anchor nodes and themselves,

which in our case are missing entries. In this way, P can equivalently be written as

P =







A

B






. (5.5)
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Note, the prediction of both P and H from partial observations are of interest in the current context.

Accordingly, in Section 7.4, we will provide numerical results for both problems.

5.5.3 Low-rank matrices

As can be inferred from our prior work [82], and as we further demonstrated above, hop-

distance matrices H for many interesting and realistic networks are, somewhat surprisingly, ap-

proximately low-rank. It is this empirical observation that inspires our work.

A widely used tool for analyzing low-rank structure in matrices is the Singular Value Decom-

position (SVD) [145] and the closely related idea of Principal Component Analysis [146]. In

particular, given our VC matrix P ∈ R
N×M one can write P as

P = UΣVT (5.6)

where, assuming M < N as U ∈ R
N×M , Σ ∈ R

M×M , and V ∈ R
M×M . In addition, the columns

of U and V are orthonormal (i.e., U and V each are sub-matrices of a unitary matrix) and Σ is

diagonal. Finally, the diagonal entries of Σ are called the singular values of P and the rank of P is

precisely the number of non-zero singular values.

Accordingly, one can compute an approximation of P by setting the “small” entries of Σ to 0,

using an appropriate threshold, to generate an approximation Σ ≈ Σ̂. P can then be approximated

similarly by setting P ≈ P̂ = UΣ̂V T . Such ideas have a long history, with an important milestone

being the seminal work of Eckart and Young in 1936 [145].

5.5.4 Graph reconstruction: Adjacency matrices

Given partial knowledge of a graph, there are several techniques for predicting the unknown in-

formation about the graph, including an array of combinatorial techniques. Examples include NP-

hard combinatorial algorithms such as minimal Hamiltonian completions [147, 148] (i.e., adding

the minimum number of edges to a graph to make a Hamiltonian path that visits each vertex once)

and minimal Chordal completions [149] (i.e., adding the minimum number of edges to a graph
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such that every cycle on four, or more, nodes has a chord). However, with the advent of effective

and scalable tools for large-scale low-rank matrix completion, in our work we choose to focus on

matrix completion techniques that make a low-rank assumption.

Of course, given the natural connection between adjacency matrices and graphs, one would

be tempted to look at low-rank structures in matrices such as A. Much is known in such cases,

including the facts that [150]:

• The only rank-0 adjacency matrix is for the graph with no edges.

• The only rank-1 adjacency matrix is the complete graph.

• The only rank-2 adjacency matrix is the complete bipartite graph (and complete tripartite is

rank-3, etc.).

It is also known, for example, that for a subgraph S ⊆ G rank(S) ≤ rank(G) [150].

Note, Graph Laplacians is an area in which the low-rank structure of graphs can be precisely

defined and is well understood [151]. We merely observe that given an adjacency matrix A one

can define the diagonal matrix Drow as the row sums of A. Given such a Drow, a Graph Laplacian

for A is defined as L = Drow − A. It is well known that the Graph Laplacian is low-rank if, and

only if, the underlying graph is disconnected [151]. Unfortunately, such techniques do not lead to

the types of predictions that we desire.

5.5.5 Approximately low-rank HDMs

Low-rank matrix completion has been used in Euclidian Distance Matrices (EDMs) [138,140]

and have been proved to be low-rank in nature [138]. However, as we saw that not all networks

can be represented in terms of Euclidian distances, for example communication networks, software

modules, and web pages. Thus, we use Hop-Distance Matrices (HDMs) while using low-rank

matrix completion to predict missing hop-distances.

Even though there are theorems that give rise to interesting families of low-rank hop-distance

matrices [143, 152], real-world graphs rarely, if ever, satisfy the assumptions of these theorems,
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or many other similar theorems for both adjacency and hop-distance matrices. Accordingly, it

is important to consider the approximate low-rank properties of hop-distance matrices. For ex-

ample, one can consider common synthetic models that approximate the structure of real-world

graphs such as scale-free networks or power law graphs, whose degree distributions follow, at

least asymptotically, a power law. For example, one often considers graphs where the fraction of

nodes Nk having k links goes like Nk ∝ k−ξ for some parameter ξ [153, 154].

Accordingly, in Fig. 5.3, we show a comparison between the singular values of the adjacency

matrix and the hop-distance matrix for two graphs, namely a synthetic power law graph based

upon the Holme-Kim model [153] with 500 nodes and a subgraph of the real-world Gowalla social

network from [155] with 2000 nodes. In addition, for the Holme-Kim synthetic data [153] we

examine 100 Monte-Carlo runs to see the difference that the precise state of the random graphs

makes. Note, in both cases the matrices are double-centered (as discussed in Section 5.5.7) and all

singular-values are normalized relative to the size of the largest singular value (so all curves start

on the left at 1). The singular-values of H decay much more quickly than the singular-values of A,

with the normalized 100th singular value of H in both cases being very close to 0, while the same

for A are approximately 0.4 and 0.2 respectively.

Finally, we consider how the placement of anchor nodes affect the low-rank structure of the

HDM. In Figure 5.4 we compare the low-rank structure of the HDM for the Holme-Kim [153] and

Gowalla social network [155] between choosing a random set of anchors of H versus choosing a set

of anchors based on different centrality measures. Somewhat surprisingly, the low-rank structure

of H is not strongly affected by the choice of the sampling scheme. In particular, Figure 5.4

suggests that the accuracy of predictions from random anchors will be similar to that from anchors

with high centrality (e.g., using nodes with a large number of neighbors as anchors) [143]. Note

that the difference between the singular values of the hop-distance and adjacency matrices is much

larger than the difference between the various sampling schemes. Of course, this does not mean

that specially chosen anchors cannot change the low-rank structure of H, but it does suggest that

random anchors is a reasonable anchor selection for initial investigation.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of the normalized singular values of adjacency matrices versus hop-distance matri-
ces for synthetic and real-world power law graphs. Top figure is for a synthetic power law graph generated
using the Holme-Kim model [153] with 500 nodes and bottom figure is for 2000 node subgraph of the
real-world Gowalla social network from [155].
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of the normalized singular values of adjacency matrices versus hop-distance ma-
trices for a variety of anchor selection strategies for 100 anchor nodes. Top figure is for a synthetic power
law graph generated using the Holme-Kim model [153] with 500 nodes. Bottom figure is for a subgraph of
the real-world Gowalla social network from [155] with 2000 nodes.

5.5.6 Topology coordinates and Topology Preserving Maps

The mathematical foundation of our previous work in TPM generation from a VCS follows

from the above formulation [82]. Consider the principal components of P given by,

PSVD = UΣ (5.7)
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In the TC domain, each node in a 3D network is characterized by a triple of Cartesian coordi-

nates (xT (i), yT (i), zT (i)). Let [XT ,YT ,ZT ] be the matrix of TCs for the entire set of nodes, i.e.,

the i-th row is the TCs of node i. Then from [82],

[XT , YT , ZT ] = [P
(2)
SVD,P

(3)
SVD,P

(4)
SVD] (5.8)

where, P
(j)
SVD is the j-th column of PSVD. Note, in the derivation of TCs as presented in [82] the

first singular vector P
(1)
SVD is not used in the representation. In Section 5.5.7, we will discuss the

relationship between generating TCs without P
(1)
SVD and the idea of “double centering” [128].

The importance of TCs is that they capture the geometric features such as the shape and bound-

aries in spite of the fact that no Euclidean distance measurements are used. However, if some

physical locations are known, then the TCs can be transferred to approximate physical coordinates

as well [156].

5.5.7 Connections to Non-linear Dimension Reduction (NDR)

In this section, we look at some of the popular NDR techniques and how TPMs are related to

them.

The “double centering” method of a given squared EDM D can be given by

S = −
1

2

(

D −
1

N
11

TD −
1

N
D11

T +
1

N2
11

TD11
T

)

(5.9)

where 1 ∈ R
n×1 is the vector all of whose entries are 1 [128]. In effect, 1

N
11

TD is the matrix

which contains all of the column averages of D, 1
N

D11
T is the matrix containing all of the row

averages of D, and 1
N211

TD11
T is the matrix containing the average of all the entries of D.

Double centering is a standard procedure for transforming a squared Euclidean-distance matrix

into a Gram matrix to which SVD may be applied. Accordingly, applying double centering to
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a low-rank hop-distance matrix produces a new space in which the Euclidean distances in that

space approximate the original hop-distances. One may ignore the fact that the entries of the

hop-distance matrix satisfy the triangle-inequality, and represent D directly by its SVD. However,

double centering is more faithful to the intended structure of H and improves the interpretability

of the resulting embedding.

MDS is one of the popular NDR techniques [128, 130, 131]. MDS performs low-dimensional

embedding based on pairwise Euclidean distances between data points (nodes). PCA and MDS are

equivalent when the inter-node distances are Euclidean. To obtain the low-dimensional embedding

through MDS, one gets a gram matrix from the distance matrix by double centering, perform

eigenvalue decomposition of this gram matrix, and then select top n eigenvectors in the descending

order for n dimensional embedding.

Isomaps extend MDS by incorporating the geodesic distances [127,128]. The geodesic distance

is defined here as the sum of edge weights along the shortest path between two nodes. The top n

eigenvectors of the geodesic distance matrix represent the coordinates in the new n-dimensional

Euclidean space.

TPMs are very similar to Isomaps in the sense that they also rely on the geodesic distances.

However, we only consider unweighted edges, i.e., all the weights are equal to one and hence

we simply compute the geodesic distances as the sum of hops. Note that a TPM is a low-rank

approximation of a double centered S computed from H rather than a squared EDM D. In this

sense, a TPM is analogous to the Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS) algorithm [128, 130, 131].

5.6 Approach

Proposed method for extracting network topology is as follows:

• Start with a set of geodesics. Two sampling schemes are considered: anchor-based VCs (to

obtain P or a subset thereof) and random shortest paths (to obtain a subset of elements of H).

• Complete the matrix P or H using low-rank matrix completion.
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• Evaluate the accuracy of the computed topology or layout. In the case of 2D and 3D sensor

networks the accuracy of resulting topology preserving maps is used as the evaluation metric.

Here we describe the different elements of our approach in more detail.

5.6.1 Matrix completion

Prior work on TPM generation is based on the case where entire columns are taken from H and

used to construct P. However, in the current work, we consider the more interesting, and practically

important case, where each anchor node only has a partial set of measurements to the rest of the

network. Accordingly, some entries in P are not observed and the matrix P is therefore incomplete.

Predicting the unobserved entries in P can be phrased as a low-rank matrix completion problem.

In particular, we have leveraged modern ideas in low-rank matrix completion which allow us to

predict the missing entries in a partially observed HDM matrix. As our focus is on the development

of theory and algorithms for treating HDMs, we refer the reader to [51, 87, 121–123, 129] for the

details of matrix completion algorithms and this technique. In this document, we merely provide

the reader with the intuition for such approaches in the context of predicting unobserved entries in

HDMs.

Herein, one of our key assumptions is that the networks under analysis are low-rank, and there-

fore we have leveraged ideas from low-rank matrix completion [51, 123].

The main concept of such methods can be presented as the following optimization problem:

P̂ = argmin
P0

ρ(P0), s.t. PΩ(P) = PΩ(P0), (5.10)

where ρ returns the rank of a matrix, P is a partially observed matrix, P̂ is the desired complete

P matrix with all the missing entries filled in. In addition, Ω denotes a set of observed entries of

the matrix P and PΩ denotes a projection of P onto Ω. Accordingly, the constraint above imposes

that P0 = P for the observed entries of P0. The main idea is that we try to find a matrix P0

such that the rank of P0 is minimized while imposing that the observed entries are preserved in
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the constructed matrix, i.e., PΩ(P) = PΩ(P0). Thus, the returned matrix P0 will be faithful to

our measured hop-distances; but, P0 is free to take any values outside of Ω to minimize its rank.

Unfortunately, Eq. (5.10) is an exponentially expensive optimization problem [51, 123] that can

only be solved for trivial networks. However, the problem in Eq. (5.10) can be recast [51, 123] as

a convex optimization problem as given below:

P̂ = argmin
P0

‖P0‖∗, s.t. PΩ(P) = PΩ(P0), (5.11)

which can be solved efficiently for millions of nodes on commodity computing hardware using

splitting techniques and iterative matrix decomposition algorithms [121, 123]. In Eq. (5.11) we

have exchanged the rank ρ for the nuclear-norm ‖P0‖∗, which is the sum of the singular values of

P0 which leads to a convex optimization problem [121, 123]. Even though a matrix of distances

such as P should not have negative entries, the reconstructed matrix P̂ might have such entries.

As LMC is not explicitly designed to handle such problems, we round-up all the negative values

of P̂ to zero and positive values to the closest positive integer. There are many standard libraries

for solving convex optimization problems such as Eq. (5.11). Herein, we have leveraged the

library CVXPY [157] in the scripting language Python [158] to solve the problem in Eq. (5.11)

using the pseudo-code as described in Algorithm 2. There have been several research solutions

Algorithm 2 Compute low-rank representation P̂ of the partially observed HDM P.
Require: Partially complete hop-distance matrix P.

1: procedure MATRIX COMPLETION

2: Compute recovered matrix P̂ using 5.11
3: Round-up all diagonal values of P̂ to 0 and off-diagonal values between 0 and 1 to 1
4: end procedure

on recovering missing entries of Euclidean distance matrices in undirected as well as directed

graphs [159], however, to the best of our knowledge, recovering network data using only partial
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geodesics from the test network is a novel technique and has not been done for undirected graphs

such as scale-free networks.

5.6.2 Completion of partially observed hop-distance matrices

The double centering operation would seem to require a fully observed matrix H, negating our

ability to analyze partially observed HDM matrices.

However, this difficulty in computing a “double centering” of a partially observed P can be

overcome by way of the following equation, similar to Equation (5.9),

Si,j = −
1

2

(

P2
i,j − µj(P

2)− µi(P
2) + µi,j(P

2)
)

(5.12)

where µj(P) is the mean of the observed entries in the j-th column of P, µi(P) is the mean of the

observed entries in the i-th row of P, and µi,j(P) is the mean of all of the entries in H. In effect,

each entry of the double-centered matrix Si,j only depends on the square of the single entry Pi,j ,

along with mean values of the rows and columns of P. Accordingly, estimates of these mean values

can be computed even for a partially observed matrix such as PΩ(P), by performing the required

mean over just the observed entries of the appropriate column, row, or the entire matrix. Note that

if a particular node has no measurements such a node cannot be predicted. Also, classically, Eq.

(5.12) is defined for EDMs, and one might wonder whether it is applicable to HDMs. In fact, that is

a salient point of our work, to find a space in which the Euclidean-distances and the hop-distances

coincide.

In some sense, such restrictions on acceptable sampling schemes for H should not be surprising.

For example, if a particular row of P (or H) contains no measurements then the distance from this

node to any anchor is not known. In effect, nothing is known about this node and therefore no

predictions can be made.

Identifying classes of acceptable and unacceptable sampling schemes is a topic for future re-

search. However, such ideas are a close cousin of the incoherence requirements that arise in matrix
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completion problems [51, 121, 122, 129]. Accordingly, drawing inspiration from that literature

and for simplicity, we choose random nodes as anchors and measure their distances from random

nodes in the network.

Our algorithm for recovery of complete P from partial entries and generating TCs from a

partially observed HDM is described in Algorithm 3 below. Topology coordinates in [82] are

given by 2nd and 3rd singular vectors in the case of 2D networks and 2nd, 3rd and 4th in the

case if 3D networks as given in Equation 5.8. Thus as a comparison we use Algorithm 4, which

carries out matrix completion directly on P, and follows the approach in [82] to generate TPMs.

Algorithm 3, based on double centering followed by the completion of the Grammian matrix S,

however, follows the approaches such as MDS for NDR in Euclidean spaces more closely.

Algorithm 3 Computing TPMs from a partially observed HDM matrix P via completion of Gram-
mian matrix.
Require: Partially P of a graph G = {V,E}
Require: A target dimension k

1: procedure COMPLETE S FROM PARTIAL P

2: Compute PΩ(S) from PΩ(P) using (5.12)
3: Compute approximate complete Grammian matrix S from PΩ(S) using (5.11)
4: Compute the SVD of the complete S as S = UΣVT

5: return The first k columns of UΣ are the TCs
6: end procedure

Algorithm 4 Computing TPMs from a partially observed HDM matrix P via matrix completion.
Require: Partially P of a graph G = {V,E}
Require: A target dimension k

1: procedure COMPLETE P FROM PARTIAL P

2: Compute approximate complete distance matrix P from PΩ(P) using (5.11)
3: Compute the SVD of the complete P as P = UΣVT

4: return Columns 2 through k + 1 (i.e., the first column is excluded) are the TCs
5: end procedure
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5.7 Results

Topological features in specially deployed networks such as IoTs, are restored from partial

measurements of hop-distances in the network. Matrix Completion (MC) algorithm [160] is be-

ing leveraged to work with the partial distance entries in a graph to estimate the missing entries.

Experiments are performed on sensor networks with various shapes and voids to depict practical

conditions. We evaluate two networks in 2D and two networks in 3D space for various percentages

of missing entries in the distance matrix. I have contributed to this work towards result computation

and editing.

Here, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed HDM based approach described in

Algorithm 3 in constructing accurate topology maps from a small set of hop-distances among node

pairs. In particular, we demonstrate how P or H can be recovered from a set of partial observations,

and how topological coordinates that arise from the eigen-decomposition of P provide accurate

recovery of relationships among network nodes. The evaluation is carried out for a set of 2D and

3D sensor networks. All the results have been averaged over 100 experimental iterations. As these

results demonstrate, our methods provide surprisingly accurate predictions, even when only a tiny

fraction of the network has been measured.

5.7.1 Recovery of networks embedded in 2D/3D spaces

Four networks representative of 2D and 3D sensor network deployments covering a range of

shapes and sizes are used for the evaluation. They contain complex features such as convex and

concave boundaries and voids.

• A concave 2D network with 550 nodes, the physical layout of which is shown in Figure 5.6(a)

[82].

• A 2D circular network with multiple circular voids of 496 nodes as shown in Figure 5.7(a)

[82].
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• A 3D network, shown in Figure 5.8(a), consisting of 1640 nodes, which occupies a cube

shaped volume with a hollow region in the shape of an hourglass devoid of nodes [85].

• A 3D surface network, shown in Figure 5.9(a), consisting of 1245 nodes, which is comprised

of two hollow cylinders joined in a “T” configuration [82].

As an initial exploration of the applicability of the techniques we propose, we first examine the

rank of the VC matrices (P) for each of our networks. Twenty random anchors were selected in

each case, i.e., M = 20, which corresponds to approximately 3.6%, 4%, 1.2%, and 1.6% of the

nodes, respectively, for each of our four networks. The singular values of the full VC matrices of

the four networks are shown in Figure 5.5. If we were considering EDMs, then the rank of the first

two networks would be 4 (since they are embedded in R
2) and the rank of the second two networks

would be 5 (since they are embedded in R
3) [138, 140]. As seen in Figure 5.5, the rank of the

HDMs is certainly higher than their embedding dimensions would indicate, if they were EDMs.

This confirms the fact that the HDM of a network is fundamentally different from its EDM, even for

cases where EDM exists, and thus one cannot rely on EDM based methods for operations related to

connectivity. However, somewhat surprisingly, even though the four networks are quite different,

all of their ranks are substantially smaller than 20, for the chosen random anchors. Our interest is

in the recovery of topological information and geometric relationships such as the general shapes

of boundaries, voids in the networks, and node neighborhood preservation. Thus, the question is

whether such information is preserved and can be extracted from small numbers of anchors and

partial observations of P.

Two-dimensional TPMs extracted using the full set of VCs following [82] are shown in Fig-

ure 5.6(b), Figure 5.7(b), Figure 5.8(b), and Figure 5.9(b), respectively, for the four networks. It is

important to note that even the full set of VCs corresponding to 20 anchors, which corresponds to

20 random columns of H, contains only approximately 3.6%, 4%, 1.2%, and 1.6% elements of the

corresponding HDM.

Next, we randomly discard 10%, 20%, 40%, and 60% respectively of this already small sample

of the elements of H. The TPMs recovered using low-rank matrix completion followed by TPM
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Figure 5.5: Singular values of the VC matrix for Circular Network, Odd-Shaped Network, Hollow T cylin-
der network, and the 3D network with void indicating the low-rankness of VCS data.

extraction are shown in Figure 5.6(c-f), Figure 5.7(c-f), Figure 5.8(c-f), and Figure 5.9(c-f) for

these various sub-samplings. The results indicate that accurate TPMs of networks are obtainable

with only a fraction of virtual coordinates. It is important to recognize that the goal of this work is

not to necessarily recover the maps in subfigures (a) of Figures 5.6-5.9. Rather, we wish to recover

subfigures (b) (the fully observed topology map) from a sparse set of hop-distance observations.

5.7.2 Accuracy of topology preservation

To precisely quantify the error in the estimated HDM due to missing VCs, we define the mean

error E as follows:

E =

[

N
∑

i=1

M
∑

j=1

|dij(f)− dij(0)|

]/[

N
∑

i=1

M
∑

j=1

dij(0)

]

, (5.13)
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a) b) 

c) d) 

 

e) f) 

Figure 5.6: Concave network: (a) Original layout, and (b) TPM recovered from full set of VCs with 20
random anchors; Recovered TPM with (c) 10%, (d) 20%, (e) 40%, and (f) 60% of sampled coordinates
randomly discarded.
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a) b) 

c) d) 

 

e) f)  

Figure 5.7: Circular network: (a) Original layout, and (b) TPM recovered from full set of VCs with 20
random anchors; Recovered TPM with (c) 10%, (d) 20%, (e) 40%, and (f) 60% of sampled coordinates
randomly discarded.
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a) b)  

c) d)  

 

e) f)  

Figure 5.8: Cube with hourglass shaped void: (a) Original layout, and (b) TPM recovered from full set of
VCs with 20 random anchors; Recovered TPM with (c) 10%, (d) 20%, (e) 40%, and (f) 60% of sampled
coordinates randomly discarded.
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a)      b) 

c)      d) 

 

e)      f) 

Figure 5.9: Hollow T shaped Cylinder: (a) Original layout, and (b) TPM recovered from full set of VCs with
20 random anchors; Recovered TPM with (c) 10%, (d) 20%, (e) 40%, and (f) 60% of sampled coordinates
randomly discarded.
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where, dij(f) refers to the estimated hop-distance between nodes i and j when f fraction of random

anchor coordinates are missing. The percentage mean error with percentage of missing VCs for

the four networks are shown in Figure 5.10. It is important to note that even when mean error is

high, as we later show in Section 5.7.3, local neighborhood and shape information is accurately

preserved.

Figure 5.10: Percentage mean error (E%) versus the percentage of missing virtual coordinates (f%) for
the four sensor networks. Number of anchors M = 20, which corresponds to 1-4% of the nodes depending
on the network. Therefore f = 80% implies that the number of distance entries measured is in the range
0.02− 0.08%.
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5.7.3 Accuracy of Topology Preserving Maps

The accuracy of neighborhood preservation of reconstructed topology maps of 2D networks is

evaluated below using the topology preservation error ETP , which captures the degree to which

the neighborhood relationships are altered. We provide only a brief explanation of ETP and refer

the reader to [82] for its precise definition. Consider the network in Figure 5.6(a). The network is

scanned along with the set of lines in the horizontal direction ( ~H) and the vertical direction (~V ).

Let α and β denote the sets of lines in ~H and ~V directions respectively. Consider one such line

which contains the ordered set of some m nodes {n1, ...nm}, which we call the original placement.

Now consider the projection of this set of nodes in a TPM (e.g., Figure 5.6(b)) on the corresponding

axis. An error indicator function Ii,j is defined by comparing the order of projected nodes with the

original placement as:

Ii,j =















1, nodes i and j are out of order,

0, nodes i and j are in the same order or i = j.

(5.14)

For the line under consideration, the neighborhood preservation error is quantified by
∑

∀i,j

(Ii,j)/
mC2,

where mC2 is the number of 2 combinations in m (m choose 2). However, in the case of TPM,

we are interested in the overall neighborhood preservation error ETP over the set of lines in ~H

and ~V directions. Let Nh and Nv be the number of nodes in a given horizontal and vertical line

respectively. Thus, the 2D TPM error is given by [82]:

ETP =





∑

α

∑

∀i,j

(Ii,j) +
∑

β

∑

∀i,j

(Ii,j)





/





∑

α

NhC2 +
∑

β

NvC2



 (5.15)

Next, we evaluate the effectiveness of matrix completion with HDMs for TPM generation using

the approaches in Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4. ETP (as a percentage) for the 2D networks for

these two cases provided in Table 5.1 show that with merely 20 random anchors, which corresponds

to only 4% of the nodes, networks can be recovered with an error less than 32% even after deleting
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80% of the entries. The TPM error for 2D networks is under 15% for 40% deletion of entries. ETP

for 3D networks, hourglass, and T-shaped pipe, are presented in Table 5.1.

We extended the Topology Preserving error to 3D networks where we consider all the planes

through the network parallel to X-Y, Y-Z and X-Z planes, evaluate ETP% using Eq. (5.15) on

each plane, and report their average [161]. ETP for 3D networks, hourglass, and T-shaped pipe,

are presented in Table 5.1. We select a sample of merely 20 random anchors, which corresponds

to less than 2% of nodes in the given 3D networks. Error in T-pipe network is higher than in

Hourglass network due to the sparse placement of nodes in its topology.

Table 5.1: Topology preservation errors (ETP%) for 2D and 3D networks: Circular, Concave, Hourglass,
and T-pipe networks with 10% to 80% of sampled coordinates randomly discarded. Subscript S denotes
results with completion of Grammian matrix and taking 1st and 2nd singular vectors (Algorithm 3), while
subscript P denotes completion of the P matrix and taking 2nd and 3rd singular vectors (Algorithm 4).

Deletions(%) 0% 10% 20% 40% 60% 80%
CircularS 8.83 1.88 3.47 6.71 12.91 19.16
CircularP 7.94 1.95 3.07 9.35 15.50 20.87
ConcaveS 6.59 0.81 1.45 3.99 9.83 16.85
ConcaveP 11.88 3.57 7.17 10.37 16.06 22.22
HourglassS 7.60 0.74 2.74 5.76 11.34 17.44
HourglassP 8.09 2.21 3.16 6.92 12.14 15.52
T − pipeS 8.57 1.56 3.82 6.39 12.43 18.67
T − pipeP 15.47 8.16 11.68 17.86 23.18 27.34

The results show that the presented technique can be used to recover 3D networks with an

error of less than 32% even after deleting 80% of the entries from the small sample of network

measurements.

5.8 Conclusion

This paper addresses the problem of recovering network features from a small set of hop-based

graph geodesics. For networks deployed on 2D surfaces and 3D spaces the geometric and physical

layout features are of importance. The approach starts with anchor-based VCs but, unlike prior

techniques that required the entire VC set, the proposed approach requires only a fraction of the
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measured VCs to recover accurate topology preserving maps. Our technique is based on the theory

of low-rank matrix completion that reconstructs missing VCs, the result of which is used to recover

layout maps using topology preserving map generation techniques.

With random anchor selection, the VC matrix (P) is equivalent to a small set (< 10%) of ran-

dom columns of an HDM. Thus, the partially complete P matrix where a large set of random VC

entries are missing is equivalent to an incomplete HDM with only a very small number of entries.

We also demonstrated that the HDMs of many real-world networks are low-rank. Therefore, the

approach presented here provides a foundation for designing novel graph sampling techniques that

allow the capture of complex real-world networks with a small number of measurements. The

ability to accurately estimate missing network topology information from sparse distance mea-

surements as presented here not only allow the reduction of cost (communication, power, etc.)

of VC generation but, more importantly, open the possibility of using virtual-coordinate based

and hop-distance based techniques for large networks and even those involving soft-state systems,

where some coordinate values may be allowed to expire, thus allowing for more resilient network

operations.

Beyond results for physically embedded networks, this work can also be extended to and tested

on networks that do not follow Euclidean distances, such as social networks where the distance

between two nodes cannot be measured in L2 norm. Hop-distances play a crucial role in repre-

senting node pair distances in such cases. The ability to make accurate predictions in a large social

network also from a small set of random geodesic measurements could be tested in the future. It is

interesting to observe that there are many distances and similarities that could also be considered

using this type of analysis. For example, as was pointed out, PageRank [162] can be used as a sim-

ilarity measure by computing the probability that a random talk from one node arrives at another

node in a given number of steps. Studying the low-rank properties of such similarity measures

would be a rich direction for future research.
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Chapter 6

Predicting Missing Node-pair Distances in Social

Networks Using Partial Measurements

We extend the application of Low-rank Matrix Completion [160] to real-world social networks

in order to estimate the missing entries. The proposed method is a significant generalization that

allows the topology to be extracted from a random set of graph shortest paths, making it applicable

in contexts such as social networks where VC generation may not be possible.

Though the same estimation method of Low-rank Matrix Completion is used, it cannot be

directly mapped to social networks from sensor networks for the following reasons: a) Social net-

works tend to have different degree distribution unlike sensor networks for which the degree dis-

tribution is almost uniform b) Social networks do not relate with spatial distances. Such networks

are represented and measured in terms of hop-distances for connectivity and network structure

whereas sensor networks are analyzed to extract their geometric properties.

Accordingly, in this chapter, we employ Low-rank Matrix Completion to estimate missing

node-pair distances in undirected and evaluate the system performance (Section 6.4) as well as

directed (Section 6.9) social networks. We test the prediction scheme on several real-world social

networks and also present bounds for missing node-pair distances in undirected networks.

Thus, we use Matrix Completing [160] in hop-distance domain while following the constraints

of triangle inequality so as to maintain the true nature of a distance matrix. This is done by per-

forming Matrix Completion under the constraints of bounds computed in Chapter 4, Section 4.5.

Experiments are performed on sampled Facebook, Email, and Collaboration networks.

6.1 Introduction

With the proliferation of applications allowing people to instantly interact with each other over

distances, social networks have become a valuable source of information for commerce, defense,
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and scientific research. Capturing social relationships, mining information from social networks,

and use of social relationships for purposes such as marketing have become widespread. Many

of the social networks of interest are massive and complex in connectivity. Well known exam-

ples include Facebook with over a billion users, Twitter with around 300 million users, citation

networks, and collaboration networks. Carrying out analytics and deep learning over these social

networks requires access to enormous computational, storage, and communication resources. In

certain instances, this may limit the process of operating on a manageable subset of the original

network. Efficient mining of information on such a large and complex network is thus a signifi-

cant challenge. While information about these networks may reside on the worldwide distributed

computing and communication infrastructure, many of the operations of interest such as mining

information, characterization of nodes, and topology, etc., cannot rely on exhaustive access to the

nodes and links.

Novel scalable approaches are required to move beyond brute-force capture, storage, and ex-

traction strategies. Such strategies can exploit the fact that these network structures are not purely

random nor densely connected with respect to the network size. For example, the Facebook net-

work on a global scale affirms the principle of “six degrees of separation" with almost 99.6% of all

pairs of users within six hops [163], with an average path length of 4.7. Facebook is almost fully

connected with 99.91% of individuals belonging to a single large connected component. An inter-

esting thing to note is that the Facebook graph is sparse, but graph neighborhoods possess dense

structures [163]. Analysis of Flickr and Yahoo! 360 shows that the average diameters of these

networks slightly exceed the six degrees of separation, however, with increasing edge density the

diameter starts to fall [164].

The connectivity and topology of a network often are the most valuable information in a social

network. Most of the relationship information of interest is embedded therein. Applications rang-

ing from advertising to counter-terrorism are all supported by a good understanding of the network

connectivity and topology. They also play a major role in determining the speed and the extent of

information being spread via networks. For example, information could spread rapidly among a
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well-connected subset of nodes, but at the same time, it subjects these nodes to information clutter

resulting in their potential to take profitable actions. However, our understanding is often impeded

due to the overwhelming complexity of these networks, the inability to enumerate all the links,

and lack of methods that can fully exploit the sparsity of network structure for efficiency. Here,

we address the capture, representation, and reconstruction of networks with a relatively small set

of measurements, thus paving the way for dealing with large-scale networks with significantly

less computation, communication, and storage resources compared to dealing with full network

topology.

Social networks such as Facebook, Instagram, and Orkut represent large-scale networks. Con-

trolled and focused crawling [165, 166] are widely used approaches for data collection in such

networks for acquisition of data regarding hop-distances, links, etc. As some profiles (nodes) are

publicly accessible and some are not [35], we cannot gather data for all the nodes while crawling.

In such cases, the hop-distances acquired, or the links observed are only partial entries in the com-

plete distance or adjacency matrix. Also, as proved in [20], missing data can have a significant

impact on the structural properties of a social network.

The main contribution of this section is a novel technique that exploits the sparsity inherent

in social networks. This allows us to use a small number of distance measurements to capture

and effectively reconstruct network topology, thus significantly decreasing the complexity associ-

ated with exhaustive network sampling, storage, and topology extraction methods. A fundamental

question that we address is “What information about the network topology is encoded in a small

subset of elements of its distance matrix D?”. Also, for a vast variety of networks, e.g., social

and computer networks, the concept of Euclidean distances is not even applicable (e.g., what is

the “Euclidean distance” between two people in a social network?). We extend the matrix com-

pletion technique to hop-distance matrices and also compute bounds for the unknown entries. The

effectiveness of our method is validated using three sub-networks sampled from different social

networks (Facebook: 744 nodes, Arxiv: 4158 nodes, Enron e-mail: 4989 nodes).

The results presented are applicable in multiple contexts.
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1. First, the derivation of upper and lower bounds presented for missing entries in a distance

matrix can be applied to efficiently predict missing data which was inaccessible during net-

work sampling.

2. Second, the proposed approach allows for the reconstruction of the graph from a small subset

of measurements using matrix completion even in hop-distance domain, which is invaluable

when using the complete set of measurements is impossible.

3. Third, the approach may be viewed as a compression strategy for massive networks, where

the network topology is described using a small set of values rather than the full set of

connectivity.

4. Fourth, many of the mining operations may now be performed on this compressed represen-

tation. Our results show that a significant degree of compression may be achieved with no

or little loss of information.

As we test our proposed reconstruction technique on both undirected and directed networks, we

divide the theory, results and discussion in separate sections. This paper is structured as follows:

Sections 6.2 and 6.8 defines our notation and introduces the context and assumptions, two topol-

ogy capturing techniques, virtual coordinates, and random path measurements for undirected and

directed networks. In Section 6.3, we discusses our topology reconstruction method. Sections 6.4

and 6.9 provide results with undirected as well as directed networks respectively. Lastly, Sections

6.5 and 6.10 summarizes our work for undirceted and directed networks.

6.2 Theory

6.2.1 Context and Notation

This paper presents a scalable approach to capture, store, and extract information in large-scale

social networks. Our focus here is on undirected networks. Consider a social network with N

nodes, which we represent by an undirected graph G = {V,E}, where V is a set of vertices
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(nodes) and E is a set of edges (unordered pairs of nodes corresponding to links in the network).

An unweighted graph, often used to represent a social network, can be completely characterized

by its adjacency matrix A [143], defined as

A = [aij|aij = 1; if (i, j) ∈ E, 0 otherwise ] .

We summarize all the notational conventions that we used in the paper in table 7.1 for easy refer-

ence.

Table 6.1: Notation

Notation Description

N Set of nodes
N = |N | Number of nodes
ni ∈ N i-th node (current node)
A ∈ N Set of anchor nodes
M = |A| Number of anchors
Ai ∈ A, i = 1, . . . ,M i-th anchor
hij Minimum hop-distance between node ni and nj

D Hop-distance matrix
P(i) =[hiA1

, hiA2
, . . . , hiAM

] Virtual Coordinates (VC) of node ni (we define
VC in detail in 6.2.2)

PN×M = [hiAj
]ij; i = 1, . . . , N ,

j = 1, . . . ,M
VC set for entire network

QR×M ;R ≪ N VCs of a subset of nodes
f Fraction of missing anchors with missing coor-

dinates
λi i-th singular value
k Neighborhood size
C Average clustering coefficient
ξ Average node degree

Without loss of generality, in this paper we will consider only connected networks. In the

case where the network consists of multiple disconnected components the approach is applicable

for each connected component, but the results for different components can easily be combined

in a separate step. For connected networks, instead of A, we consider the hop-distance matrix

D ∈ {Z+
0 }

N×N . We denote the ijth element of D by hij , where

hij = the length of the shortest path (in hops) from node i to node j.
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The two representations A and D contain complete information about the topology of a network

and given one, the other can be obtained. Thus, the capture, storage, and extraction of information

of a social network typically involves manipulation of this huge matrix in one form or another. A

is a sparse binary matrix with non-zero elements corresponding to different links. However, often

it is not possible to capture the complete direct connectivity information to construct the adjacency

matrix, i.e., links between each set of neighbors of each node in a network, owing to reasons

such as privacy and secrecy. Furthermore, the number of possible graphs for an A with missing

entries increases exponentially with the number of such missing entries as each missing entry is

independent of the others (without additional assumptions) and can have two values (0 or 1). D,

in comparison, is a more structured matrix with row (column) i containing all the integers in the

range [0, ri] where ri is the maximum distance to a node from node i. A random set of shortest path

length measurements among node pairs corresponds to a random set of elements in D. Oftentimes,

sampled network data does not guarantee preservation of original network characteristics due to

loss of information through unmeasured parameters [20]. In this article, we address this problem.

The proposed approach is based on exploiting the structure and properties of D to recover the

topology and connectivity of the original network from a small set of such (random or strategically

sampled) partial measurements.

Our work is aimed at networks where; (a) it is not possible to obtain the complete information,

which may be due to complexities and restrictions associated with measurements or the size of the

graph; or (b) the size of the graph is so large that it is only feasible to manipulate a small subset of

information appropriately sampled.

The term “distance matrix” occurs more commonly with respect to Euclidean spaces, in which

the ijth element corresponds to the Euclidean distance, e.g., between two vectors or two geometric

points. As it is used in many contexts, such as dissimilarity of data points or images, in geometry,

and occasionally to approximate network physical layouts, there exists a large body of literature re-

lated to its estimation [167,168]. However, the Euclidean distance matrix is substantially different

from our use of “distance matrix" of hop-distances in graph topology, in which the notion of an Eu-
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clidean distance does not exist. Distance-free localization approaches in sensor networks which are

aimed at the recovery of Euclidean coordinates often start with hop-distances but then use different

techniques, such as geodesic distances, to obtain approximations to Euclidean coordinates. In ad-

dition, we note that such sensor network topologies are much simpler and constrained compared to

social network topologies since the sensor networks are embedded in 2D and 3D physical spaces,

that naturally satisfy Euclidean geometric properties, with node neighborhood limited by wireless

transmission. Topology coordinate space [82] is a Euclidean space derived purely from the hop-

distances by using PCA and serves as an alternative for physical coordinates for sensor network

operations. This work uses the concept of Virtual Coordinates Systems (VCS) [78,169] as the start-

ing point, which essentially corresponds to a subset of columns of the hop-based distance matrix,

which we also rely on for the current work. The low-rank matrix completion technique has been

used successfully for many years in completion of Euclidean distance Matrices (EDM) [138, 140]

as for a EDM E, rank(E) ≤ k + 2 where k is the dimension of the embedding space whose

pairwise distances comprise E [138]. However, hop-distance matrices do not qualify for low-rank

structure through this property.

To our knowledge, the problem of recovering the hop-distance matrix capturing the network

topology of a graph from a subset of its elements has not been addressed before.

As we will show in Section 7.4 for social networks and in [82, 85] for sensor networks, the

hop-distance matrices D for many interesting and realistic networks are, somewhat surprisingly,

approximately low-rank. It is this empirical observation that inspires our work. Singular Value De-

composition (SVD) [145] is used to analyze the low-rankness of a matrix, in Principal Component

Analysis (PCA) [146] and dimensionality reduction. SVD of a matrix P ∈ R
N×M can be written

as

P = UΣVT , (6.1)

where U ∈ R
N×min(N,M), Σ ∈ R

min(N,M)×min(N,M), V ∈ R
M×min(N,M), and UUT = VVT = I .
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The diagonal entries of Σ are called the singular values of P. The rank of P is the number of

singular values not close to zero. Given a low-rank matrix P, the entire matrix can be approximated

by using just a few columns of U and V, and just a few entries of Σ. Low-rankness also allows the

matrix to be completed from an appropriate subset of its entries. There is a rich literature related to

techniques for analyzing such low-rank structures, including spectral graph theory [170–173] that

relates the properties of a graph to the characteristic polynomial, eigenvalues/singularvalues, and

eigenvectors/singularvectors of these matrices.

6.2.2 Topology Capture Techniques

There is a rich literature that suggests ways to capture information from social networks with

web crawlers [35, 174–176]. Some of the common graph sampling techniques on social network

employ either graph traversal method or random walk methods. The common graph traversal

methods are Breadth First Search (BFS) or Depth First Search (DFS). However, it may lead to bias

towards higher degree nodes. The latest work on random walk-based graph sampling addresses this

issue of bias [174]. Owing to the massive size of such graphs, significant computing, and memory

resources are needed to capture data. Attention is to be paid while choosing the origin node that

initiates the graph sampling to make sure that the right population is sampled. The Algorithm 7

gives a generic method to capture the connectivity from a social network. The current research

work is on undirected graphs and hence, the reciprocity of nodes is assumed.

Our approach to capture the network topology is based on a small number of distance measure-

ments among node pairs. We demonstrate the recovery of network topology using two different

types of measurement sets (or connectivity information subsets), namely, the distances from a

small set of anchor nodes, and a random set of path measurements. The goal is to recover the com-

plete matrix that we start from, i.e., either N ×M subset of the distance matrix or the complete

N ×N distance matrix, while the complete distance matrix D can be given as
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h11 . . . h1M . . . h1N
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hM1 . . . hMM . . . hMN

...
...

. . .
...

hN1 . . . hNM . . . hNN

























(6.2)

where hij is the shortest hop-distance between node i and node j. The two measurement sets

that we use correspond to a small subset of elements of the distance matrix, and thus it should be

noted that our approach is applicable for many other measurement sets that provide a subset of

elements of D.

6.2.3 Virtual Coordinates (VCs)

The first measurement set, commonly known as anchor-based VC set [82], uses M out of N

total nodes that serve as anchors while M ≪ N . These M nodes may be self-selected random

nodes, e.g., each node becomes an anchor with some probability. This is the strategy used for

results in this paper. Alternatively, some type of strategy, e.g., based on connectivity or ease of

measurement, may be used. Depending on the type of network, it may even be possible to select

anchors centrally and inform those nodes. Each node is characterized with respect to its distance

to each of these M anchors. Thus, our measurement set consists of the N ×M sub-matrix of D

indicated within parenthesis of Eq. (6.2), which is commonly known as the VC matrix.

As M nodes are chosen as anchors, each node is characterized by a VC vector of length M .

Thus our measurement set is the N ×M matrix P corresponding to the subset of columns of the

distance matrix D. It is desirable to have only a small subset of nodes as anchors, i.e., M ≪ N .

In particular, one can consider P as a sub-matrix of the full matrix

D =







A BT

B C






, (6.3)
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then, A ∈ N
M×M contains the hop-distances between the M anchors and themselves, B ∈

N
(N−M)×M contains the hop-distances between theM anchors and the (N−M) non-anchor nodes,

and C ∈ N
(N−M)×(N−M) contains the hop-distances between the (N −M) non-anchor nodes and

themselves. In this way, P can equivalently be written as

P =







A

B






. (6.4)

An anchor-based method is especially relevant for social networks where messages generated

by a small set of prominent nodes are forwarded to all the nodes in the network. One possibility is

to select such prominent nodes as anchors and keep track of the number of hops as their messages

propagate to other nodes.

Algorithm 5 Generation of VC from anchors

procedure ANCHOR SELECTION

M anchors are chosen randomly
end procedure

procedure AS AN ANCHOR NODE

for all Random nodes M do

Send broadcast message to its neighbors
with a TTL of t.

end for

end procedure

procedure AS AN INDIVIDUAL NODE

if t > 0 then

if hAi
is minimum yet then

Record the hop-distance from respective anchors
else

Forward the message to neighbor with
t decreased by one.

end if

else

Stop forwarding.
end if

end procedure
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Algorithm 5 describes steps for generating VCs from anchors at each node in the network.

Each node knows its VC vector from all the chosen anchors. This approach may be implemented

on a network, e.g., Facebook by broadcasting a message to friends and in turn encouraging them to

forward the message. Not all of them would be interested to cooperate and the resulting measure

will be a clear subset of the VC matrix. A Time-To-Live (TTL), t, should be set to limit the mes-

sages in the network. As mentioned earlier, social networks classically abide by the "six degrees

of separation" rule [177], thus, setting the hop count to an integer equal to or slightly higher than 6

would capture all the information needed.

6.2.4 Random Path Measurements

For a social network, if the VC matrix is not available, we provide an alternative to capture

the social network topology. Thus, the second measurement set corresponds to the shortest path

distances between random node pairs. We consider random node pairs, in which case the measure-

ment set consists of a small subset of random elements of D. This, in a certain sense, is equivalent

to having an incomplete version of the virtual coordinate matrix P where many of the elements

are unknown. These random samples of graphs can be obtained by using web crawlers or the data

captured from the anchor based method can be reorganized to get it as a subsample of distance

matrix D.

To summarize, we capture the network topology using either a) the set of distances from each

node to a small subset of nodes, i.e., anchors, or b) the set of shortest distances among randomly

selected node pairs.

6.3 Method: Topology Reconstruction

Irrespective of the capture technique used, our measurement set consists of a small set of el-

ements of the distance matrix. Results presented later indicate that the distance matrices of large

social networks, in general, are low-rank. Thus, we use results from low-rank MC to construct the

network topology. Next, we provide details of the low-rank MC algorithm essential for its appli-
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cation on social networks. For more information, one can refer to [87]. We have formulated this

from ideas in low-rank MC [51, 121, 122, 129, 178]. The captured connectivity information forms

a subset of elements in D for random measurements, and in P for a VC set. The low-rank MC can

be explained as follows:

L = argmin
L0

ρ(L0), (6.5)

s.t. PΩ(D) = PΩ(L0),

where ρ is the rank operator and Ω is the set of observed entries in P, so that PΩ is the known

subset of elements of P. We are trying to find a matrix L which predicts the unknown values in

such a way that, ρ(L) is minimized and it meets the constraints of existing hop-distance values.

Eq. (7.3) is an NP-hard1 optimization problem and can’t be solved for large networks. But, recent

results [51,121,122,129,178] allow us to address this issue by rephrasing Eq. (7.3) to be a convex

optimization problem as

L = argmin
L0

‖L0‖∗, (6.6)

s.t. PΩ(D) = PΩ(L0),

where ‖L0‖∗ is the nuclear norm, or sum of the singular values of L0. This extends the solution

to large networks that can be solved by splitting techniques and iterative matrix decomposition

algorithms [121, 129, 178].

It is important to note that applying either Eq. (7.3) or Eq. (7.4) directly to a partially observed

distance matrix does not guarantee that the resulting low-rank matrix L is itself a distance matrix.

In particular, solving those equations does not guarantee that the resulting L will satisfy the triangle

inequality [137]. For example, in our previous work [87], we addressed this issue by performing

low-rank matrix completion to an appropriate Gram matrix after double-centering a distance ma-

1A problem is NP-hard, if an algorithm for solving it can be translated into one for solving any
NP(nondeterministic polynomial)-problem.
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trix D. However, in the current context, we perform matrix completion in the distance domain

under the constraints of computed bounds. As we will demonstrate in the next Section, that the

use of appropriate distance bounds allows for better graph reconstruction while simultaneously

guaranteeing that the resulting matrix satisfies the triangle inequality.

6.3.1 Matrix completion with bounds

We can rearrange the optimization problem in Eq. (7.4) by imposing upper and lower bounds

of the missing entries as,

L = argmin
L0

‖L0‖∗, (6.7)

s.t. ǫL ≤ L0 ≤ ǫU ,

where ǫL and ǫU are the element-wise lower and upper bounds of L0. Here, ǫU = ǫL = Dij

when ij-th distance in D is observed.

Now we formulate the bounds ǫL and ǫU based on hop-distances in the network. Consider a

graph with N nodes, with each node characterized by a vector of VCs corresponding to its hop-

distances to M anchors (M ≪ N ). VCs of node ni is given by

P(i) = [hniA1
, hniA2

, . . . , hniAM
], (6.8)

where hniAj
is the shortest hop-distance between node ni and anchor Aj . Thus,

{

PN×M = [hniAj
]ij; i = 1, . . . , N, j = 1, . . . ,M

}

(6.9)

is the matrix of VCs for all the nodes in the network.

The following proposition provides upper and lower bounds of an arbitrary hop-distance hninj

between nodes ni and nj:
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Figure 6.1: Possible network structures of two arbitrary nodes ni, nj , and an arbitrary anchor Ak. (a)
Anchor lies on the shortest path between the two nodes and is located somewhere between the two nodes.
(b) One of the node lies on the shortest path between the other node and the anchor. (c) The anchor is placed
elsewhere.

Proposition 7. For some i and j, the hop-distance hninj
between two nodes ni and nj lies between

following bounds: max
{

maxAk∈A

(

|hniAk
− hnjAk

|
)

, 1
}

≤ hninj
≤ minAk∈A

(

hniAk
+ hnjAk

)

.

Proof. We first generate the upper bound in the proposition. Any arbitrary anchor Ak can be

located; a) on the shortest path of nodes ni and nj (the case that the anchor overlaps with a node

is also considered here) [Fig. 6.1(a)]; b) collinear to ni and nj , and outside of the shortest path of

nodes ni and nj [Fig. 6.1(b)]; or c) elsewhere than two above cases [Fig. 6.1(c)]. We develop the

bounds upon these three cases. First, we assume that the anchor Ak is located on the shortest path

of nodes ni and nj as shown in Fig.6.1(a). Then,

hninj
= hniAk

+ hnjAk
. (6.10)
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If the anchor is located outside of the shortest path of ni and nj as shown in Figs. 6.1(b-c), the

triangular inequality gives

hninj
< hniAk

+ hnjAk
. (6.11)

By Eqs. (6.10-6.11), for all ni, nj ∈ N we have the upper bound

hninj
≤ min

Ak∈A

(

hniAk
+ hnjAk

)

. (6.12)

Now we compute the lower bound in the proposition. If the anchorAk is located on the shortest

path of the nodes ni and nj [Fig. 6.1(a)], then

hninj
≥ |hniAk

− hnjAk
|. (6.13)

Here, only the equal sign remains, if the anchor overlaps with one of the nodes. If the anchor

is collinear with nodes and outside of the shortest path of nodes [Fig. 6.1(b)], then,

hninj
= |hniAk

− hnjAk
|. (6.14)

Finally, we assume that the anchor is located, elsewhere than aforesaid two cases, as shown in

Fig. 6.1(c). Then, the triangular inequality provides

hnjAk
< hninj

+ hniAk
=⇒ −hninj

< hniAk
− hnjAk

(6.15)

and

hniAk
< hninj

+ hnjAk
=⇒ hniAk

− hnjAk
< hninj

. (6.16)
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By Eqs. (6.15) and (6.16),

hninj
≥ |hniAk

− hnjAk
|. (6.17)

By Eqs. (6.13), (6.14), and (6.17), for all ni, nj ∈ N , we have

hninj
≥ max

Ak∈A

∣

∣hniAk
− hnjAk

∣

∣ (6.18)

Since ni and nj are two distinct nodes, hninj
≥ 1. Thus,

hninj
≥ max

{

max
Ak∈A

(

|hniAk
− hnjAk

|
)

, 1

}

. (6.19)

Eqs. (6.12) and (6.19) will prove the proposition.

There are many standard libraries for solving optimizations problems like in Eq. (6.7). For

example, using the library CVXPY [157] in the scripting language Python [158] the optimization

problem in Eq. (7.4) can be solved using code such as described in Algorithm 6.

Algorithm 6 MC using Python toolbox CVXPY

import cvxpy
L = cvxpy.Variable(N, M)
objective = cvxpy.Minimize(cvxpy.norm(L, ‘nuc’))
constraints = [ǫL ≤ cvxpy.L ≤ ǫU ]
prob = cvxpy.Problem(objective, constraints)
result=prob.solve()

In Section 6.4, we will assess the performance of our algorithm for matrix reconstruction in

both the following scenarios: (a) without the knowledge of bounds, and (b) with the knowledge of

bounds, for missing entries.
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6.4 Results for Undirected Social Networks

In this Section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed technique in recovering the net-

work characteristics. Three representative networks are used, a Facebook network with 744 nodes,

a scientific collaboration network [Arxiv GR-QC (General Relativity and Quantum Cosmology)]

with 4158 nodes, and an E-mail network from Enron with 4989 nodes. These network datasets

are available in Stanford Network Analysis Project (SNAP) [179]. The characteristics of the three

networks, namely size, diameter, clustering coefficient, and average length are listed in Table 6.5.

The histograms of the hop-distances of these three networks presented in Fig. 6.2 show that the

hop-distances in each network under experiment are normally distributed. They confirm that the

VC generation can be done with a broadcast initiated from anchors with a low hop-count limit.

Fig. 7.2 shows the logarithm of all the singular values of D for the three networks. As can be seen,

there is a small set of singular values that are dominant indicating the low-rankness of D for these

networks. This low-rankness provides us a platform to predict unknown entries of the distance

matrix using MC techniques. All the code files for undirected networks can be found in Github at:

code-link.

Table 6.2: Characteristics of three social networks: Facebook, Collaboration, and Enron Email.

Network Size Diameter Clustering Average
Coefficient length

Facebook 744 7 0.637 2.5549
Collaboration 4158 17 0.556 6.0479
Enron Email 4989 8 0.484 3.139
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Figure 6.2: Histogram of the hop-distances for the social networks: (a) Facebook, (b) Collaboration, and
(c) Enron E-mail.

6.4.1 Evaluation Methods

We evaluate our prediction method and bounds in two different ways. We use different sam-

pling techniques to start from. This changes the input of the method. These two techniques can be

described as below:

1. Random VC-to-VC: We select M columns from the complete N ×N distance matrix. This

N ×M matrix is then randomly sampled for a certain percentage of its entries. Thus, our

starting data looks like an N ×M matrix with random entries missing. As the D matrix is

symmetric in nature, for every ijth that is missing we also eliminate the corresponding jith

entry. We try to recover the original columns of N ×M matrix by predicting the missing

entries. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.4 [a].

2. VC-to-full: We select only M columns from the N × N matrix. We try to recover the

complete N ×N distance matrix from only these few columns. This is illustrated in Fig. 6.4

[a].

We will first look at the results for recovering a randomly sampled distance matrix by predicting

the missing entries.
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Figure 6.3: Natural logarithm of singular values [ln(λi)] of three distance matrices created over three social
networks, namely, Facebook, Collaboration, and Email. These plots indicate that the distance matrices of
given networks are naturally close to low-rank

6.4.2 Virtual Coordinate Matrix Formation

Virtual Coordinate matrix is a subset of complete distance matrix with the knowledge of node

distances from only a few nodes, referred to as anchors. Low-rank MC is performed for three VC

sets with a different number of anchors and a different number of missing entries. We evaluate the

system performance with 50, 100, and 150 random anchors for the Facebook network; and 100,

150, and 200 random anchors each for Collaboration and Enron Email network. The number of

anchors required to effectively capture the topological properties of the given network depends on

the size, shape, and structure of the network [86]. Thus, we have tentatively chosen the anchor

numbers for Facebook, Collaboration, and Email networks with their number of nodes in mind.

Although a random selection of anchors does not guarantee a complete capture of all network char-

acteristics, it provides a good approximation of the topology while using only a small percentage

of the entire distance matrix. Now, let us consider the singular values of VC matrices and complete

distance matrix for the three networks as shown in Fig. 6.5. Consider that, the predicted missing

entries in D are rounded off to the closest integer. This shows that each of the VC matrices is

low-rank. Thus, a representative VC matrix of a network can be used to identify the low-rankness
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.4: Evaluation methods: (a) Randomly sampling a Virtual Coordinate (VC) matrix to recover
the original VC matrix. The gray area shows deleted entries and the blue area shows known entries. (b)
Selecting only M columns from the complete N × N distance matrix to eventually recover the complete
N ×N distance matrix.

of D instead of analyzing the full distance matrix (Fig. 7.2). This is computationally more efficient

than processing the entire D. Furthermore, the VCs necessary for the computation can be easily

measured.

6.4.3 Performance Metrics

We use four performance metrics namely - mean error, absolute hop-distance error, average

clustering coefficient, and average node degree to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed approach.
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Figure 6.5: Natural logarithm of singular values [ln(λi)] for Virtual Coordinate matrices created from
different number of Anchors (M ) of three distance matrices created over three networks. Here (a) is for
Facebook network, (b) is for Collaboration network, and (c) is for Email network. The steep slope at the
beginning of the plot indicate low-rankness of the given Virtual Coordinate matrices.

These parameters are measured while regenerating missing entries from both cases, from complete

distance matrix D and from VC matrix which is a subset of D. While mean and absolute hop-error

gives a quantitative measure of the deviation of predicted values from actual, we use average

clustering coefficient and the average node degree as the next two performance measures because

they efficiently capture the intrinsic nature of the network. We measure these parameters before

and after reconstruction to verify whether our reconstruction process preserves the very nature of

the networks under test.

6.4.3.1 Mean Error

Mean error defined as

E =

N,M
∑

i,j=1

|Pij(f)− Pij(0)|

N,M
∑

i,j=1

Pij(0)

× 100, (6.20)

where Pij(f) refers to the estimated VC matrix element of row i and column j when f fraction

of random entries are missing from the given matrix. The mean error is a measure of percentage

error in predicting the matrix entries.

We evaluate the effectiveness of estimating D from a random set of path lengths. This condi-

tion is simulated by randomly dropping a certain percentage of elements from complete D. We
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randomly discard 10%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 90% of entries from the original VC matrix.

It simulates situations of missing data in social-networks or node failure in IoTs. These missing

entries are estimated using the MC technique. Fig. 6.6 shows the mean error for aforesaid per-

centages of missing entries of the distance matrices for the listed three networks with and without

bounds. We observe that the Facebook network has the highest error for all f values in both cases,

while the Collaboration network has the lowest. Moreover, the mean error is lower irrespective of

the network or f value when we work with bounds. This is convincing as the optimization scheme

in Eq.(6.7) convergences better to the optimum as the bounds define a smaller feasible region than

that with no bounds giving a more precise estimation from the data available.
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Facebook with bounds

Collaboration without bounds

Collaboration with bounds

Email without bounds

Email with bounds

Figure 6.6: Mean error versus percentage of missing coordinates of distance matrix without bound (solid
lines) and with bounds (dashed lines). Estimation performance is improved when the system is aware of
upper and lower bounds for the missing entries.

Fig. 6.7 shows mean error for the networks under observation with respect to different numbers

of anchors. We can see that the mean error increases when the percentage of missing entries

increases. Note that mean error is relative to the sum of total hop-distances in a network. Thus, the

cumulative sum of all the hop-distances in the network should be taken into consideration while
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evaluating the quantitative value of mean error. This implies that the algorithm works to recover

the missing entries of the network well with a quite low relative error in prediction even when only

a subset of the distance matrix is provided.
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Figure 6.7: Mean error (E) versus percentage of missing coordinates (f ) of VC matrix for different anchors.
Here (a) is Facebook network, (b) is Collaboration network, and (c) is Email network. The more number of
anchors, i.e., columns we start with, the more number of columns and thus number of node pair distances
are captured and hence the prediction performance is improved with increase in number of anchors.

6.4.3.2 Absolute Hop-distance Error

The second metric is absolute hop-distance error, that captures average deviation in terms of

hop-distances for the entire matrix. The absolute hop-distance error is defined as

H =

N,M
∑

i,j=1

|Pij(f)− Pij(0)|

MN
, (6.21)

Product MN gives the total number of elements in the VC matrix.

Now we compute the absolute hop-distance error for the recovered matrix. Table 6.3 shows

mean absolute hop-distance error versus percentages of missing entries for two cases with and

without bounds. We observe that though this error measure increases with increasing f for both

cases, the error for the bound case is smaller than that of the unbound case which bolsters our

conclusion from section 5.2.1.
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Table 6.3: Absolute hop-distance error versus percentage of missing coordinates of distance matrix
without bound and with bounds

f(%)
Facebook Collaboration Email

Without With Without With Without With
bounds bounds bounds bounds bounds bounds

mean std mean std mean std mean std mean std mean std
0 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00 .00
20 .01 .10 .01 .07 .00 .02 .00 .02 .00 .06 .00 .04
40 .02 .14 .01 .11 .00 .03 .00 .03 .01 .09 .00 .06
60 .03 .17 .02 .14 .00 .05 .00 .04 .01 .11 .01 .08
80 .04 .20 .03 .18 .00 .06 .00 .05 .02 .13 .01 .10
90 .05 .21 .04 .19 .01 .08 .00 .06 .02 .14 .01 .12

Fig. 6.8 show absolute hop-distance error vs percentage of missing entries for the three net-

works. For the Facebook network of 744 nodes, from only 20% of the entries (i.e., 80% missing)

and 50 (i.e., approximately 3%) random anchors, the VC set can be reconstructed with an abso-

lute hop-distance error of four. The error is substantially lower for higher number of anchors.

The performance is even better for the other two networks which are larger and more complex,

thus showcasing the efficiency of the approach. These results show that the VC matrix can be

reconstructed with high accuracy from only a fraction of the complete information.
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Figure 6.8: Absolute hop-distance error (H) versus percentage of missing coordinates (f ) of VC matrix for
different anchors. Here (a) is Facebook network, (b) is Collaboration network, and (c) is Email network.
The more number of anchors, i.e., columns we start with, the more number of columns and thus number of
node pair distances are captured and hence the prediction performance is improved with increase in number
of anchors.
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6.4.3.3 Average Clustering Coefficient

The clustering coefficient of a network is a measure of the degree to which nodes in a graph

tend to cluster together. It is a measure of connected triples in the network. Two versions, global

clustering coefficient, and local clustering coefficient, of this measure, exist. The global clustering

coefficient was designed to give an overall indication of the overall clustering in the network,

whereas the local parameter gives an indication of the embeddedness of single nodes. In this

analysis, as we will be referring to the overall average, the global clustering coefficient of a network

is used. This can be defined as

C =
3× number of triangles

number of triples
. (6.22)

A triangle consists of 3 nodes that are completely connected to each other (i.e., a 3-clique) and

a connected triple consists of three nodes {i, j, k} such that node i is connected to node j and node

j is connected to node k. The factor of 3 arises because each triangle gets counted 3 times in a

connected triple. The clustering coefficient C indicates how many triplets are connected triangles.

The minimum value of C is 0 with no vertex connected, while the maximum being 1 for every

vertex being connected to every other vertex [180]. The observation is more interesting for the

Email network where people exchange emails forming triads whereas it is relatively low in value

for the Twitter network (C = 0.19) suggesting that friend of a friend phenomenon is not quite

common when compared to that in Email network [181].

As we considered real-world networks for this study, they exhibit average clustering coeffi-

cients around 0.5. We can see in Fig. 6.9 that the average clustering coefficient for all the three

networks varies within a 5% range of the original value for prediction without bound and within

10% for prediction with bound, thus, preserving the nature of the network after reconstruction.
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Figure 6.9: Average clustering coefficient (C) versus percentage of missing coordinates (f ) for the original
network, and recovered networks without bounds in MC (see green lines) and with bounds in MC (see
red lines). Here (a) is for Facebook network, (b) is for Collaboration network, and (c) is for Email network.
Clustering coefficient of the recovered matrix is closer to the original parameter value when upper and lower
bounds for missing entries are known.

6.4.3.4 Average Node Degree

Topological characteristics in two situations of a given network can be compared by average

node degree (ξ) and node degree distribution. The degree of a node is the number of edges con-

nected to it. It is closely related to the density of a network. In a graph model, average node degree

helps to quantify the probability of two nodes being connected [182]. The average node degree

can be computed by

ξ =

∑N

i=1 degree(i)
N

, (6.23)

where N is number of nodes in the network.

Fig. 6.10 presents the effect of percentage deletion on average node degree for all three net-

works. We can see that the deviation in node degree is under 20 for Facebook network, under 5 for

Collaboration network, and under 10 for Email network in worst case scenario of 90% deletion of

entries. This shows that the algorithm retains the average node degree value for the collaboration

network and preserves the intrinsic connection characteristics of the network after reconstruction

well for the Email and Collaboration network whereas for the Facebook network, the algorithm

is able to retain the node degree for average deletion percentages. We can see in Fig. 6.6 and Ta-

ble 6.3 that knowledge of bounds allows a smaller deviation and reduced error value for both the
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error metrics used. Though the reduction in error is small, we can see that the results are com-

parable. However, note that distance matrices completed with bounds satisfy triangle inequalities

obtained from known entries to recover the missing data. Thus, bound constraints allow us to

successfully perform matrix completion in the distance domain.

To evaluate the performance of the recovery technique on the complete network in comparison

with each other. We observe the complete distance matrix for the network and delete a certain

percentage (f ) of entries. These missing entries are then calculated using MC in conjunction with

bounds.

We discuss the recovery results for 60% deletion of entries in each network. The mean error

is minimum for the Collaboration network and maximum for the Email network while varying

between the magnitude of 2 to 12. As E is a measure of percentage deviation from the original

values, the magnitude infers different errors for different networks. For instance, with the average

hop-distance of 3.1 in the Collaboration network and an E value of 12% would mean deviation

from 2.7 to 3.4 in prediction (range of 0.7). Whereas, with an average hop-distance of 6, an E

of 5% would mean deviation from 5.7 to 6.3 (range of 0.6). Thus, we can see that the algorithm

performs consistently for all the three networks under consideration.

The H error gives a more direct comparison of error with the absolute hop-distance error being

less than 0.35 for each network.

The clustering coefficient can be seen to lower in value with increased missing entries. At 60%

deletion, we can observe that Facebook, Collaboration, and Email perform better than the former

network while conserving the original clustering coefficient value. It shows that the recovery

technique performs better for larger networks.

The average node degrees of Facebook, Collaboration, and Email networks are less than 25%

away from the original values.
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Figure 6.10: Average node degree (ξ) versus percentage of missing coordinates (f ) for the original network,
and recovered networks without bounds in MC (see green lines) and with bounds in MC (see red lines). Here
(a) is for Facebook network, (b) is for Collaboration network, and (c) is for Email network. Average node
degree of the recovered matrix is closer to the original network feature value when upper and lower bounds
of the missing entries are known.

6.4.4 Recovering the complete Matrix from Virtual Coordinates

We saw in the previous Section how the Low-rank Matrix Completion technique coupled with

derived bounds efficiently recovers a VC matrix from its random samples. We further test the

prediction performance of this technique by trying to solve a harder problem. Here we select only

M columns of the distance matrix D and try to recover the complete N ×N matrix. To understand

how this method performs with respect to the random sampling scheme, we find an equivalent

random deletion percentage for given M columns and use these results for reference.

When we select M columns from a distance matrix of size N ×N , it is equivalent to deleting

the Pr percentage of random entries from D matrix. Pr can be found by answering the question:

How much of the upper triangle, i.e., (N×N)/2 entries, do we know when we select M columns?.

This can be visualized as shown in Fig. 6.11.

We are basically subtracting the green triangle from the N ×M blue rectangle and calculating

a ration of that with respect to the complete (N ×N)/2 triangle of the distance matrix. Hence, the

known percentage of entries when M columns are selected can be presented as follows:

Known percentage =
[(M ×N)− (M ×M)/2]× 100

(N ×N)/2
(6.24)
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Figure 6.11: Illustration of percentage sampled when selecting M columns from an N × N matrix. The
blue shaded portion are the new entries retained. Note that the green shaded portion has entries that are
already present in the blue shaded region.

Eq. (6.24) can be further simplified into Eq. (6.25).

Known percentage =
[(M ×N × 2)− (M ×M)]× 100

(N ×N)
(6.25)

Pr can thus be represented as given in Eq. (6.26).

Pr = 100− Known percentage (6.26)

Note, that as the given sample ofM columns of D matrix contain approximately the same num-

ber of entries as when Pr percentage is deleted from matrix D, now the two evaluation schemes,
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namely random VC-to-VC and VC-to-full, can be compared fairly. All the code files for undirected

networks can be found in Github at: code-link.

Figure 6.12: Absolute hop-distance error: Performance comparison: Recovery of randomly sampled VC
matrix to complete VC matrix (VC-to-VC, see blue line) versus recovery of the complete D matrix from
M columns (VC-to-full, see orange line). The X-axis gives the percentage of entries deleted and equivalent
number of columns selected whereas the Y-axis gives the magnitude of absolute hop-distance error. The
shaded region shows the standard deviation for each plot. VC-to-full stream is able to recover the original
distance matrix with less absolute error as compared to the VC-to-VC stream.

Fig. 6.12 and Fig. 6.13 present results for random VC-to-VC and VC-to-full recovery methods.

The X-axis gives the percentage of entries deleted and an equivalent number of columns selected

whereas the Y-axis gives magnitude of the error. We can see that AHDE, as well as mean error

performance of the LMC, integrated with bounds technique is slightly better, i.e., the error mag-
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Figure 6.13: Mean error: Performance comparison: Recovery of randomly sampled VC matrix to complete
VC matrix (VC-to-VC, see blue line) versus recovery of the complete D matrix from M columns (VC-to-
full, see orange line). The X-axis gives the percentage of entries deleted and equivalent number of columns
selected whereas the Y-axis gives the magnitude of mean error. The shaded region shows the standard
deviation for each plot. VC-to-full stream is able to recover the original distance matrix with less mean error
as compared to the VC-to-VC stream.

nitude is slightly smaller, for random VC-to-VC stream when less than 40% of entries are deleted

or equivalent columns are selected to contain more than 60% of entries. However, as fewer entries

are available, VC-to-full stream performs better. This is so because while selecting M columns

from anN×N matrix, we start withM , completely sampled, columns. This gives us the distances

from M nodes to all the other nodes in the network.

Fig. 6.14 and Fig. 6.15 present results for random VC-to-VC and VC-to-full recovery methods.

Here we are computing the clustering coefficient and the average node degree of the recovered
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Figure 6.14: Clustering Coefficient: Performance comparison: Recovery of randomly sampled VC matrix
to complete VC matrix (VC-to-VC, see blue line) versus recovery of the complete D matrix from M columns
(VC-to-full, see orange line). The X-axis gives the percentage of entries deleted and equivalent number of
columns selected whereas the Y-axis gives the magnitude of clustering coefficient of the recovered distance
matrix. The shaded region shows the standard deviation for each plot. VC-to-full stream is able to recover
the original distance matrix with more stability and less variation around the original clustering coefficient
(see black dotted line) value as compared to the VC-to-VC stream.

network. The X-axis gives the percentage of entries deleted and equivalent number of columns

selected whereas the Y-axis gives the magnitude of clustering coefficient (C) and average node

degree (A) respectively. The original value of the clustering coefficient for this Facebook network

is 0.63 and the average node degree is 80.7. We can see that both the parameters are more stable

in the predicted network for VC-to-full stream. Whereas for the random-VC-to-VC stream, the

recovered parameter value varies greatly with the number of observed entries. Though the values

are stable, C value varies close to the original magnitude of 0.63 for VC-to-full stream and A value

also stays close to its original magnitude of 80.7. Parameter values for random VC-to-VC stream
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Figure 6.15: Average node degree: Performance comparison: Recovery of randomly sampled VC matrix to
complete VC matrix (VC-to-VC, see blue line) versus recovery of the complete D matrix from M columns
(VC-to-full, see orange line). The X-axis gives the percentage of entries deleted and equivalent number of
columns selected whereas the Y-axis gives the magnitude of average node degree of the recovered distance
matrix. The shaded region shows the standard deviation for each plot. VC-to-full stream is able to recover
the original distance matrix with more stability and less variation around the original average node degree
(see black dotted line) value as compared to the VC-to-VC stream.

are observed to show a positive trend with the increase in deletion percentage. This is so because

when large number of random entries are missing, more and more missing entries are considered to

have a lower bound of 1, i.e., the missing entries hold lose bounds due to missing common anchor

of reference. On the contrary, when M columns are selected, we always have a common anchor

node to compute the lower bound and it will always be ≥ 1 and thus a lower bound of higher than

1 is feasible for VC-to-full stream for all the missing entries. We cannot guarantee the same for

random VC-to-VC.
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We further compare our prediction performance by comparing the distributions of original

and the recovered distance matrices. Kullback-Leibler divergence, DKL [183] is a way to calculate

distance between two distributions. It is also known as “Relative entropy”. It is applied to measure

Shannon’s relative entropy in information systems or information gain when comparing statistical

models of inference. Given distributions P andQ overX andQ absolutely continuous with respect

to P , the Kullback-Leibler divergence of Q from P is the P expectation of (− log2{P/Q}. Thus

the Kullback-Leibler divergence, DKL can be expressed as given in Eq. (6.27).

DKL(P,Q) = −

∫

X log
2

(Q(x)/P (x))dP ) (6.27)

Fig. 6.16 shows the DKL for distance distribution between original and recovered for both

random VC-to-VC stream (blue line) and VC-to-full stream (orange line). We can see that the KL

is stable for VC-to-VC stream. This implies that the distance distribution of recovered distance

matrix is not much dependent of the number of entries sampled. On the contrary, KL for random

VC-to-VC stream varies a lot with the number of sampled entries.

6.5 Summary for Undirected Network Prediction

A low complexity technique to capture social network topology has been presented. The algo-

rithm uses a small set of path measurements, obtained by randomly deleting a percentage of entries

or by measuring distances to a set of anchors, and constructs the distance matrix from this infor-

mation. Matrix completion is applied to the incomplete matrix to recover the complete topology of

the network. System performance has been evaluated based on the error in distance matrix predic-

tion and how well the basic characteristics, such as - node degree and global clustering coefficient,

of the networks are preserved even after recovery from partial information. Three networks have

been selected for the experiment - Facebook, Collaboration, and Email network for their low-rank

distance matrix, small-world nature, and naturally evolved structure from human communications.
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Figure 6.16: KL divergence for distance distribution: Performance comparison: Recovery of randomly
sampled VC matrix to complete VC matrix (VC-to-VC, see blue line) versus recovery of the complete D

matrix from M columns (VC-to-full, see orange line). The X-axis gives the percentage of entries deleted and
equivalent number of columns selected whereas the Y-axis gives the magnitude of KL divergence between
the distributions of original and recovered distance matrices. The shaded region shows the standard deviation
for each plot. VC-to-full stream is able to recover the original distance matrix with less KL divergence as
compared to the VC-to-VC stream.

The listed results show that the network reconstruction algorithm performs with a mean error

of well within 5 percent and an absolute hop-distance error of less than one hop. It also maintains

the global clustering coefficient of the reconstructed network under 10-15 percent variation while

the node degree is preserved with better accuracy. This indicates that the listed technique predicts

with high accuracy.

Upper and lower bounds for the missing entries in the given distance matrix have also been

derived. The results show that bounds allow a better prediction with lower mean and absolute hop-

distance error while satisfying triangle inequality during matrix completion. Though the deviation
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in clustering coefficient and average node degree is greater than that without bounds, the nature

of the network is preserved during MC in the distance domain. It was interesting to see how

recovering the complete distance matrix from a few of its columns can be more effective than

random sampling, even when only a small number, M , of columns are sampled. This further

illustrates the importance of knowing tentative upper and lower bounds for missing entries during

Low-rank Matrix Completion.

Evaluation using these three representative networks shows that the proposed matrix comple-

tion based technique can capture the topological properties of complex networks accurately. The

results also lead to the conclusion that the distance from each of the nodes to a set of random

anchor nodes can serve as a compressed representation of a network. Such a representation can

be obtained relatively easily compared to capturing all the connectivity information, and with the

proposed technique, it can be used to construct the complete network topology fairly accurately.

Even though we have shown only three networks in this article, the algorithm can be applied

to any network with a low-rank distance matrix. Thus, the presented algorithm offers many appli-

cations. It can be used for storing network data in compressed format at each node in distributed

networks and can be reconstructed as required. The algorithm can also be used for predicting miss-

ing entries in any graph-based models such as - recommender systems, image restoration, protein

topology prediction, etc. While considering a dynamic network that evolves with time, the pre-

sented technique can be deployed for link prediction as well. Also, being able to predict bounds for

a missing entry can help make better and more meaningful estimations even with approximation.

Extracting connectivity information in massive social networks is important for many applica-

tions. Algorithms developed for undirected networks cannot be used with social networks char-

acterized by directed edges. We present a method to extract the network topology from a small

sample of distance measures without the need for exhaustive measurements. Tolerating missing

data is also necessary when certain nodes participate in message passing, but are not accessible for

direct measurements. An anchor-based sampling approach is proposed and compared with random

sampling. As we demonstrate, real-world directed social networks such as Twitter and US election
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blogs have hop-distance matrices that are low-rank. Low-rank matrix completion techniques are

thus used to recover the complete topology from a relatively small set of measurements. Evalua-

tion of the proposed technique using metrics such as distance distribution, degree distribution, and

hop-distances show that the proposed technique is effective even when only a small fraction of

distance entries are available.

6.6 Low-rank Matrix Completion for Directed Social Networks

Mining and extracting information from social networks are increasingly important challenges.

Many of these networks have been rapidly increasing in size, e.g., Facebook had around 1.59

billion active users in 2016 [15]. Efficient and scalable methods are thus necessary for measuring

and capturing information in such networks with manageable complexity in time, computation, and

storage. Many large-scale real-world social networks have asymmetric relationships that can only

be represented by directed links. Directed graph analysis is used, e.g., in ranking webpages among

a sea of hyperlinks, detecting communities in Twitter network [184], understanding transactions

in financial digraphs for better investments [185], processing phone call networks to get insights

on traffic, investigative graph search for homeland security and intelligence [186], and inferring

disease spread patterns in communities to deploy preventive measures [187]. Efficient techniques

for directed networks have also gained importance in a wide array of fields such as biology, social

psychology, and, of course, computer science.

Analysis of directed graphs, in general, is more complex than that of undirected graphs. Adapt-

ing techniques developed for undirected graphs [87] pose significant challenges as the nature of

relationships captured by the directed edges are fundamentally different from those in undirected

settings [24]. Undirected graph methods fail to capture the asymmetric relationships implied by

the edges of a directed network captured by an adjacency matrix, the Laplacian, etc. [188] [189].

As storing and processing complete network connectivity measurements can be computation-

ally expensive, statistical sampling techniques [190] are sometimes used in networks to extract

a small subnetwork for experiments. However, due to restricted access (e.g., private modes, en-
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crypted communication, or inaccessibility) and measurement limitations such subnetworks leave

us with incomplete network measurements and inaccurate inferences.

Partially observed data also causes problems when analyzing large directed networks [191].

Additionally, missing data may alter the representative network significantly to affect network or

node feature values thereby creating a gap between network data and meaningful network analysis.

Thus, despite the growing need and applications of network analysis, and evolution in network

analysis techniques, large network size, and incomplete data sets still inhibit effective inference

and decision making based on directed networks.

Accurate estimation techniques to complete available partial data in accordance with the origi-

nal network characteristics would bridge this gap leading to improvements in many network analy-

sis schemes without burdening the measurement and communication infrastructure. Being able to

sample a network to accurately recover it will also allow inexpensive storage of large networks and

assist in communication of such information in distributed systems where resources are limited.

6.6.1 Contribution

When the objective is to use a relatively small sample network S with properties similar to

that of the original network G, it is referred to as “scale-down" sampling. This technique, how-

ever, changes the original feature values for the given network [20]. Accordingly, we present here,

a novel way to efficiently process and store large directed networks using a partial set of hop-

distances. Thus, our approach does not use a small sampled network representing the original

network, but a set of sample distances of the entire network. We present a novel network topology

sampling scheme followed by an approach to recover the missing network connections. Our tech-

nique is based on Low-rank matrix completion (LMC), and thus we also demonstrate that many

of the real-world social networks have low-ranked distance matrices. We employ the directed net-

work communication infrastructure for data collection, yet if and when necessary the unmeasured

facts can be accurately estimated from the sampled data.
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Efficiency of the recovery technique is demonstrated on two real-world directed social net-

works, namely Twitter and an US election blog webpage network. We also evaluate the method

with a network of Linux system files to demonstrate the applicability of the presented technique

beyond social networks.

6.7 Related Work

This section reviews network topology capture and recovery techniques. There is a rich litera-

ture that suggests ways to capture information from social networks with web crawlers [174,176].

Some of the common graph sampling techniques on social networks employ either the graph

traversal method or the random walk method. Questionnaires, surveys [11], crawling [12], ran-

dom sampling, snowball sampling, and salting [13] [14] are some of the other widely used data

collection techniques. Owing to massive size of such graphs, significant computing, and memory

resources are needed to capture data. Addressing the effects of missing data on network fea-

tures, [191] proposes a Bayesian data augmentation scheme for analysis focused on Exponential

Random Graph Model (ERGM) when an influential attribute is partially observed with certain

assumptions. Recovery of edge entries in directed graphs is presented in [192] using robust rank-

k matrix completion where k is a user-defined parameter, based on their work using adjacency

matrix. Recovery of the underlying Euclidean metric given a directed graph and the underlying di-

mension d, is presented in [51]. Note that, not all networks can be interpreted in terms of Euclidean

distances. In networks such as Facebook, webpages, and hyperlinks, where physical distances do

not make much sense, but hop-distances are of paramount importance in understanding the net-

work topology. Recovery of one or multiple graph signals using the alternating direction method

of multipliers is proposed in [193]. A recovery algorithm for chain graphs is presented in [194].

A technique for predicting links by blockmodeling graphs is presented in [195]. There has also

been work that leverages low-rank properties of a network to detect intrinsic network structures

in [196]. However, these techniques are not directly applicable to directed networks.
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The problem of using partial hop-distances to recover the unknown entries in the network had

not been addressed yet for directed graphs.

6.8 Theory

In this Section, we present the notation and terminology, demonstrate the low-rank nature of

the distance matrix of real-world networks with directed edges, and propose network sampling and

recovery schemes.

6.8.1 Network representation

We focus our attention on strongly connected and unweighted directed graphs G defined by

G = {V,E}, where V is the set of nodes or vertices andE is a set of directed edges, corresponding

to communication links, friendship status on a social network. Such a graph may be represented

by an adjacency matrix A [143], where

A = [aij = 1 if (i, j) ∈ E, 0 otherwise ] . (6.28)

Note that, aij 6= aji when G is directed. Our main object of study will be Hop-Distance

Matrices (HDMs), H ∈ N
N×N
0 , (where N0 denotes the non-negative integers N ∪ {0}), and

hij = length of the shortest path from ni to nj. (6.29)

H, by construction, is asymmetric for directed graphs whereas it is symmetric for undirected

graphs. H is invariant to the situation where two nodes have multiple paths between them of

the same shortest length. The notations used are listed in Table 7.1.

It is known, that H is low-rank for many classes of undirected networks [85, 87], but it is not

known whether this is the case for directional networks. We present results in Section 7.4 that

demonstrate this to be the case for many large directed networks of interest as well. Low-rankness
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Table 6.4. Notation

Notation Description

N Set of nodes
N Number of nodes, |N | = N
ni ∈ N i-th node (current node)
A ⊂ N Set of anchor nodes
M Number of anchors, |A| =M
Ai ∈ A, i = 1, . . . ,M i-th anchor
hij Minimum hop-distance between nodes ni and nj

H Hop-distance matrix
A Adjacency matrix
P Sampled hop-distance matrix
P̂ Predicted hop-distance matrix
λi i-th singular value

of a distance matrix implies a significant dependence of distance vectors, i.e., rows of H, on each

other. Consequently, low-rank matrix completion techniques may be used, e.g., to predict random

missing distance entries. We exploit the low-rankness of H to provide systematic and practical

approaches for sampling networks and recovering the full connectivity and topology from those

samples.

6.8.2 Sampling schemes for directed social networks

Our goal is to capture the topology accurately using efficient network sampling schemes. A

sampling scheme results in a subset of entries of H, which we represent by entries in a N × N

matrix P. Thus, if the distance from i to j is measured by the sampling scheme, ijth element of

P is equal to hij . The remaining elements of P are unknown or missing and thus, are denoted by

X . A recovery method is needed to obtain H from P, which consists of a small number of easily

measurable distances.

Prominent among hop-distance based sampling methods used for undirected networks are those

relying on anchor-based Virtual Coordinate Systems (VCS), in which each node is represented by

a Virtual Coordinate (VC) vector corresponding to the minimum hop-distances to a small set of
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nodes, known as anchors [117–119]. We follow the notation in [85] and consider networks where

M of the N nodes are designated as “anchors”. Without loss of generality, we assume that nodes

1..M are anchors and denote them by Ak, k = [1, 2, ..,M ]. An anchor-based method is especially

relevant for social networks where messages generated by a small set of prominent nodes are

forwarded to all or most of the network nodes. One possibility is to select such prominent nodes as

anchors and keep track of the number of hops as their messages propagate to other nodes. Selection

of a random set of nodes as anchors is another less complex solution. Thus, the hop-distance from

each of the M anchors to any given node is known, i.e., all the elements of the M rows of P

corresponding to the set of anchors nodes are known. We also may record paths from these M

nodes to each of the N nodes giving us additional intermittent entries as illustrated in Fig. 8.2.

Such measurements are referred to as Intermediate Path Lengths (IPL) and the nodes on the path

are Intermediate Path Nodes (IPN). Therefore, P may be written as

P =







































hA1:

...

hAM :

hM+1:

...

...

hN :







































N×N

(6.30)

where hAi:denotes the i-th row for i = [1, 2...M ] and hi: denotes the i-th row for i = [M + 1...N ].

Thus, for anchor based sampling, hAk: = [hAk1, hAk2, .., hAkN ], k = [1, 2, ..,M ]. As mentioned

above, many of the entries of rows M + 1.., N remain unknown, and therefore are of the form

hi := [hi1, hi2,X , ..,X , .., hiN ]. A sampling scheme needs to ensure that each row has at least one

non-zero distance value, obtainable as IPLs in anchor based sampling. For large networks it is

generally desirable to have only a small subset of nodes as anchors, i.e., M ≪ N . The i-th row
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is called the Virtual Coordninate (VC) vector of the i-th node, and j-th column corresponds to the

hop-distance to the j-th nodes from other nodes in the network.

Algorithm 7 Generation of VC from anchors

procedure ANCHOR SELECTION

M random nodes self-select or are selected as anchors
end procedure

procedure AS AN ANCHOR NODE

Broadcast message to all its neighbors. It includes:
a) node number Ak,
b) hop count hAk

= 0,
c) (optional) TTL = t to limit propagation distance
d) fields for recording all or a subset of of nodes visited in the path (IPL).

end procedure

procedure AS AN INDIVIDUAL NODE i[i = 1..N ]
Note: Pki is a variable that stores the shortest hop-distance from Ak to ni, initialized to large

value;
For each Message (Ak, hAk

, TTL, IPN ) received
if Pki > hAk

then

Pki = hAk
; hAk

= hAk
+ 1;

TTL = TTL− 1;
if TTL > 0
Insert i in IPN
Forward message to neighbors
end if

end if

end procedure

Algorithm 7 describes steps for generating VCs using messages originating from different an-

chor nodes. This approach may be implemented on a network, e.g., Facebook by broadcasting a

message to friends and in turn encouraging them to forward the message. A Time-To-Live (TTL)

t may be set to limit the messages in the network, which may result in unknown entries on rows in

P corresponding to anchor nodes. This is acceptable for the recovery scheme provided that there is

at least one known distance in each row and each column. Social networks classically abide by the

"six degrees of separation" [177], implying that any two people are six or fewer connections away
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from each other. Thus, setting the hop count to an integer equal to six would capture much of the

information needed.

We compare this sampling scheme with random sampling which is widely used for scale-down

sampling. These sampling schemes are described as follows:

Figure 6.17: Visual illustrations of P for anchor based and random sampling schemes for N = 8. Known
entries are denoted by dark blue and unknown values by light blue.

1. Anchor based sampling: A percentage of nodes are selected as anchors and paths from these

anchors to other nodes are observed along with the IPLs.

2. Random sampling: A percentage of hop-distances are measured within the network among

random node pairs.

These sampling schemes are illustrated in Fig. 8.2. Random walk based sampling works well for

scale-down approaches [197]. However, as random walks are biased towards nodes with higher

degrees, the produced samples are not representative of the original network when the network has

non-uniform degree distribution. This causes a significant practical challenge since typical large-
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scale, real-world, unstructured networks tend to have non-uniform degree distributions, e.g. power

law degree distribution in unstructured peer-to-peer networks [198]. Thus, we select anchors and

measurements randomly for an unbiased distributed sampling of network information.

6.8.3 Method: Network recovery technique

With the proposed network sampling techniques, some entries in P are not observed and the

matrix P is therefore incomplete. Based on the low-rank assumption, we have leveraged modern

ideas in low-rank matrix completion [51,123]. The key idea of such methods can be phrased as the

following optimization problem:

P̂ = argmin
P0

ρ(P0), s.t. PΩ(P) = PΩ(P0), (6.31)

where P is a partially observed matrix, P̂ is the completed P matrix with all the missing entries

predicted, and ρ is the rank operator. Given that Ω denotes a set of observed entries of the matrix

P and PΩ denotes a projection of P onto Ω, the constraint imposes that the matrix P0 has the same

values as P at the observed entries of P0. In other words, we seek to find a matrix P0 such that the

rank of P0 [denoted ρ(P0)] is minimized while enforcing the constraint that the matrix we construct

matches the input matrix at observed entries. Since we enforce the constraint PΩ(P) = PΩ(P0) the

returned matrix P0 will be faithful to our measured hop-distances; but, P0 is free to take any values

outside of Ω to minimize its rank. Unfortunately, as stated, Eq. (7.3) is an NP-hard optimization

problem and that can only be solved for small networks. Recent research, [51, 123], under mild

assumptions, allow the NP-hard optimization problem in Eq. (7.3) to be remodeled as a convex

optimization problem

P̂ = argmin
P0

‖P0‖∗, s.t. PΩ(P) = PΩ(P0), (6.32)
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where ‖P0‖∗ is the sum of the singular values of P0, often called the nuclear-norm of P0. The

optimization problem in Eq. (7.4) is convex and can easily be solved for millions of nodes on

commodity computing hardware using splitting techniques and iterative matrix decomposition al-

gorithms [121,123]. Even though a matrix of distances such as P should not have negative entries,

reconstructed matrix, P̂ does. As LMC is not fabricated to do that, we round-up all the negative

values of P̂ to zero and positive values to the closest positive integer. There are many standard

libraries for solving optimizations problems like in Eq. (7.4). Using the library CVXPY [157]

in the scripting language Python [158] the optimization problem in Eq. (7.4) can be solved using

code such as described in Algorithm 8.

Algorithm 8 Compute low-rank representation P̂ of the partially observed HDM P.
Require: Partially complete hop-distance matrix P.

1: procedure MATRIX COMPLETION

2: Compute recovered matrix P̂ using 7.4
3: Round-up all negative values of P̂ to zero and positive values to the closest positive integer
4: end procedure

There have been several research solutions on recovering missing entries of Euclidean distance

matrices in directed graphs [51], however, to the best of our knowledge, recovering network data

using partial hop-distances is a novel technique and has not been done for directed graphs such as

social networks.

6.9 Results for Directed Social Networks

In this Section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed technique in recovering the topol-

ogy of directed networks. Three representative networks are used as listed in Table 6.5 [199].

These networks vary in size, characteristics, and are formed by different interactions. The Twitter

network contains information about who follows whom on Twitter. Nodes represent users and an

edge shows that the left user follows the right one e.g. the edge (i, j) indicates that user i follows

user j. US election blogs network represents hyperlinks between blogs (nodes) in the context of
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the 2004 US election. The Linux network is a network of Linux source code files, with directed

edges denoting that they include each other. Thus, the collection represents social communication

traits, information linking patterns of web pages, and software dependencies. Variety in nature of

interactions in these networks is deliberately taken into consideration to evaluate the effectiveness

of the presented topology retrieval technique on a broad range of applications.

Table 6.5. Characteristics of Twitter, US election blogs, and Linux Files networks

Network Size Diameter Average Average
node degree shortest path

Twitter 157 9 10.13 3.29
US election
blogs

793 8 39.8 3.19

Linux 913 18 9.12 5.91

6.9.1 Low-rankness in social networks

Here, we demonstrate the low-rankness of the three test networks. Fig. 7.2 shows the logarithm

of all the singular values of H. As can be seen, there is only a small set of singular values that are

dominant indicating the low-rankness of H. This low-rankness justifies our method. However, not

all sampling schemes facilitate accurate completion of H to predict unknown entries of H using

MC techniques from only partial measurements.

6.9.2 Process

All the networks selected are directed with unweighted edges. The proposed topology retrieval

method is tested on the three representative real-world directed networks in following steps:

1. Sample the network under observation to get P

2. Apply low-rank matrix completion on P to predict the unknown entries
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Figure 6.18: Log plot of largest 100 singular values [ln(λi)] of H for three test networks, namely, Twitter,
US election blogs, and Linux files. These plots indicate that the distance matrices of the given directed
social networks are naturally close to low-rank.

3. Evaluate the performance, i.e., fidelity with which the network constructed based on sam-

pling represents the original network represented by H, using appropriate metrics

Proposed anchor-based sampling is evaluated for 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 90% of nodes

as anchors. For random sampling, we vary the percentage of pairwise distances measured, i.e.,

percentage of known entries of H. All results have been averaged over 100 iterations to remove the

effects of random seed selection. Next, we explain the parameters used to evaluate the accuracy.

All the codes for directed networks can be found in Github at: code-link.

6.9.3 Performance parameters

We use four performance parameters namely - distance distribution, degree distribution, mean

error, and absolute hop-distance error to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed approach.

6.9.3.1 Distribution of hop-distances

Distribution of pairwise shortest distance among node pairs provides insight on network con-

nectivity. Accordingly, we can analyze the number of hops required to reach most of the nodes in
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Figure 6.19: Comparison of hop-distance distributions for original (blue) and recovered (orange) networks
with 60% of nodes as anchors for Twitter, US election blogs, and Linux networks. The overlap is shown in
brown color. Large overlap indicates that we are able to recover the original distributions to a great extent.

the network. As we can see from Fig. 6.19, all the three networks mostly show distributions with

high frequency around 4 or 5, implying that a node can reach another within 4 to 5 hops in each

network, reducing the communication complexity to a great extent. Fig. 6.19, presents a compari-

son of distributions for shortest hop-distances in original and recovered networks when only 60%

of nodes were selected as anchors under the anchor based sampling scheme. We can see that LMC

based recovery is able to preserve the distribution as well as the curve very closely. This implies

that the network was well recovered using matrix completion w.r.t. the distance distribution over

the network.

6.9.3.2 Distribution of node degrees

Most networks in the real-world have highly skewed degree distributions, meaning that a large

majority of nodes have a low degree but a small number, known as "hub-nodes", have high degree

[200]. As seen in Fig. 6.20, this is also the nature of the test networks. Thus, it indicates the

proportion of hub nodes and other trivial nodes in the network. Fig. 6.20, presents a comparison

of degree distributions for original and recovered networks when only 60% of nodes were selected

as anchors under the anchor-based sampling. We can see that LMC was able to preserve not only

the skewed nature and the long tail of the distribution but also the general shape very closely.

Consequently, preserving the proportion of hub and non-hub nodes in the network.
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Figure 6.20: Comparison of average node degree distributions for original (blue) and recovered (orange)
networks with 60% of nodes as anchors for Twitter, US election blogs, and Linux networks. The overlap is
indicated in brown color. Large overlap indicates that we are able to recover the original distributions to a
great extent.

6.9.3.3 Mean error

We define mean error Me as follows:

Me =

[

N,N
∑

i,j=1

|hij(f)− hij|

]

/

[

N
∑

i=1

N
∑

j=1

hij

]

(6.33)

where, hij(f) refers to the shortest hop-distance from node i to node j in the recovered network

when f percentage of random anchors are selected and hij represents the original shortest hop-

distance between nodes i and j. In the case of random sampling, f refers to the percentage of

hop-distance matrix elements measured.

Note, that the mean error is relative to the original hop measurements in the network and the

significance of an error value might vary for different networks depending on their average shortest

hop-distances. Fig. 7.8 presents measured mean error for the two sampling schemes for the three

test networks. Anchor-based sampling scheme produces significantly better results compared to

random sampling with less than 7% deviation relative to the original measurements for 60% of

nodes as anchors. The error value approaches almost 0% as we increase the percentage of sampled

data. Error values are relatively higher for the random sampling scheme as we have less relative

information about the missing entries.
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Figure 6.21: Mean error versus percentage of sampling for Twitter, US election blogs and Linux networks
under proposed sampling schemes. Anchor based scheme performs better than the random sampling scheme
and prediction performance is better for larger networks as at a certain percentage, more number of node
pair distances are being sampled in a larger network.

6.9.3.4 Absolute hop-distance error

Absolute hop-distance error, captures average deviation in terms of number of hops for a path,

averaged over all possible pair-wise paths for the entire matrix. The absolute hop-distance error is

defined as

He =

{ N,N
∑

i,j=1

|hij(f)− hij|

}/

{N ×N} (6.34)

Product N ×N gives the total number of elements in the H.

Value of He indicates the deviation from the original hop-distance measurement. For instance,

if the absolute hop-distance error 1, implies that on average, a predicted path length will be off by

1 hop.

Fig. 7.10 presents He for different sampling schemes for the three test networks. We can see

that anchor-based sampling scheme produces the best results with less than 0.3 units of deviation

relative to the original measurements. The error approaches very close to 0 as we increase the

percentage of sampled data.
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Figure 6.22: Absolute hop-distance error versus percentage of sampling for Twitter, US election blogs and
Linux networks under proposed sampling schemes. Anchor based scheme performs better than the random
sampling scheme and prediction performance is better for larger networks as at a certain percentage, more
number of node pair distances are being sampled in a larger network.

Results show that the sampling and recovery schemes are able to retain basic network features

while recovering the network topology from only a fraction of path measurements. Though random

sampling works for undirected graphs [87], for directed graphs, we see that anchor based sampling

outperforms random sampling with much better results in terms of smaller error values and thus can

be used for real-world large networks for recovering network topology from partial measurements.

6.10 Summary for Directed Network Recovery

A low complexity technique to capture characteristics of directed networks such as social net-

works has been presented. It samples the network using a relatively small set of pairwise distances.

The low-rank nature of real-life social networks (Twitter and US election blog), and a large Linux

file system network, was demonstrated. These network structures have evolved under different

conditions and time scales, yet, they exhibit a low-rank distance matrix structure, which has hith-

erto been recognized only with respect to large undirected networks. We propose a low-rank matrix

completion based technique to recover missing connectivity information from directed social net-
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works. Results demonstrate the accuracy and effectiveness of the approach in recovering network

features of directed real-world networks such as distances and degree distribution. Our work and

results in the directed domain supports the findings of work done in the undirected domain in the

first half of this chapter. As directed networks produce asymmetrical distance matrices, predicting

missing node-pair distances in directed networks is a harder problem than the undirected case.

The applications of the proposed technique extend beyond network sampling for recovery. It

can, for example, be viewed as a compressed representation for large networks. Thus, it is useful

for storing massive network structures and distributing such information, especially in distributed

systems. There are many situations in which a network is not completely accessible for measure-

ments, and the proposed method can compensate for such missing data as well.

Though the focus of this work was on social networks, the algorithm is applicable for many

other directed networks, such as recommender systems, transportation networks, data dependency

graphs, and protein interaction networks to name a few. The proposed approach can be tested on a

broader set of directed networks to evaluate the extensibility of the technique. Application specific

sampling schemes need to be developed for applications where anchor-based or random sampling

is not possible. The proposed method can also be tested with several sampling schemes in the

future. Extension of the method to dynamic networks can also be investigated.
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Chapter 7

Predicting Distances in Social Networks Using

Pre-trained Autoencoders

Analysis of large-scale networks is hampered by limited data as complete network measure-

ments are expensive or impossible to collect. We present an autoencoder based technique paired

with pre-training, to predict missing topology information in ultra-sparsely sampled social net-

works. Randomly generated variations of Barabási-Albert and power law cluster graphs are used

to pre-train a Hadamard Autoencoder. Pre-trained neural network is then used to infer distances

in social networks where only a very small fraction of intra-node distances are available. Model

is evaluated on variations of Barabási-Albert and Powerlaw cluster graphs as well as on a real-

world Facebook network. Results are compared with a deterministic Low-rank Matrix Completion

(LMC) method as well as an autoencoder trained on partially observed data from the test-network.

Results show that pre-trained autoencoder far outperforms LMC when the number of distance

samples available is less than 1%, while being competitive for a higher fraction of samples.

7.1 Introduction

Network analytics involving topology and connectivity is valuable in extracting crucial insights

into real-world networks such as infrastructure, social networks, crime networks, protein-protein

interactions, and social movements to explain the social structure, human behavior, predict crimes,

predict drug properties, and estimate the spread of contagious diseases [201]. However, collecting

sufficient data for network analysis is not always feasible due to inaccessibility to private nodes,

expensive storage, or computational requirements. In the case of very large networks, it is essential

to be able to do analytics based on a small amount of data. However, as shown in [20], missing

data can have a significant impact on the ability to estimate structural properties (e.g., clustering

coefficient, average path length) of a social network. Missing or incomplete data changes the
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representative network significantly to affect its original network or node feature values making it

difficult to draw meaningful conclusions from given network data.

Statistical network sampling techniques may lead to biased data, questioning the generalization

of the results. For example in snowball [18] and random walk [202] sampling schemes, users

with a larger number of friends have more control over the sampling process making weaker ties

appear of lesser influence whereas the fact can be exactly opposite [19]. Sampling in the form of

Ego networks which consist of a focal node (“ego"), nodes it is directly connected to (these are

called “alters"), and the ties, if any, among the alters, can be oversimplified versions of the original

network and thus, may not support community study or network structure as a whole [203]. Effects

of biased network sampling on key network statistics are presented in [204]. Thus, estimating the

missing entries corresponding to the original network bridges this gap and makes it possible to

apply conventional techniques for network analytics.

Reconstruction of networks from a small set of measurements has been demonstrated with

Low-rank Matrix Completion (LMC). LMC has been used for predicting missing data when only

partial network measurements are available [44, 87, 205]. Graph based autoencoders are used

in [72] to predict missing ratings from partially known users and rating matrix. However, the issue

with the existing prediction techniques is that they require a significant amount of data from the

network being sampled.

This research aims to predict the network topology from an extremely small amount of mea-

surements, e.g., less than 10% or even 1% of the total pair-wise distances. Our approach is based

on a neural network that is pre-trained using information from network models that can be easily

generated, such as Powerlaw networks. Specifically, we use Barabási-Albert and Powerlaw cluster

models. We use the Robust Hadamard Autoencoder (RHA) model [90] but with modifications

for imputing missing values in the hop-distance matrices of networks. RHA has demonstrated

usefulness in missing value imputation in the presence of noise, random blocks of missing data,

in applications such as image inpainting, and materials processing. The term “Robust” is used in

RHA due to the robustness of the model in presence of random noise for the task of image denois-
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ing and inpainting. However, in this work, since we use the RHA model only for missing value

imputation of network data and do not have any form of noise in the measurements, we modify the

objective function and rename it as Hadamard Autoencoder (HA).

In this work, we utilize the HA, randomize the domain parameters of networks that we train

on, and then apply the learnings to test new and broader classes of networks that were not used

for training. Generally, it is meaningful to use a pre-trained network if both tasks or datasets have

something in common. Social networks have common domain characteristics with networks such

as Powerlaw networks, thus, allowing us to pre-train these Artificial Neural Networks with ample

amount of model based data. Pre-training is especially useful when data in the target domain is in-

accessible, scarcely available, complex, or expensive, [206] such as collecting real-world network

data.

Here, we randomize domain parameters, such as number of edges and probability of adding a

triangle, for training networks so that the pre-trained model will treat the test model as just another

variation. Thus, the HA model is used to impute the missing values in the hop-distance matrix of

a social network that the model was not trained on. This is especially helpful when the complete

network measurements are not accessible, such as criminal networks where the hidden nature of

crime leads to missing data points [207].

7.2 Contribution

In this paper, we address the problems due to inadequate network measurements for network

data analysis. Our focus is on ultra-low levels of sampling, where only a very small fraction ( of

the order 1% or less) of distance or connectivity information is available. Our approach relies on

predicting missing node-pair distances for the given network using machine learning. Specifically,

we adopt a pre-training approach that learns from other randomly generated networks and then

predicts the missing node-pair distances for an ultra-sparsely sampled network that the neural

network has not been trained on. By selecting appropriate family(ies) of network models similar
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to the test networks in nature, learning from simulated networks allows the autoencoder to know a

lot about the test network.

The main benefits of our recovery technique are as follows:

1. Works with ultra-sparse data: Observations from the actual network under test are not re-

quired for training. We train the HA using variations of two randomly simulated networks

created by Barabási-Albert and Powerlaw cluster models which can be easily generated on

the desired scale.

2. Real-world predictions: We utilize the trained HA model to predict unobserved network

measurements for real-world Facebook network to illustrate the effectiveness of our tech-

nique. The results show how the HA model can be efficiently deployed in real-world where

data are scarce and expensive to collect.

3. Result comparison: We compare our results against a deterministic LMC method which has

performed very well in recovering network characteristics using only partial measurements

of above 20% sampled distances. We also compare our results against a neural network that

is trained purely on partial measurements from the test network to show the significance of

training on domain randomized networks.

4. Extended application: The pre-training phenomenon extends the applicability of the pre-

sented technique beyond the networks under experimentation in this paper and thus HA can

be used to predict missing data from other network types by training the model on corre-

sponding variations of the test network.

Prediction using a pre-trained HA model allows us to perform network analysis on scarce,

complicated, and rare networks.

We introduce our problem statement and the contribution of our work in Section I. Highlights

of the contribution and benefits of this work are listed in Section II. The required theory and utilized

approach for the presented imputation technique is explained in Section III. Section IV presents

results and lastly, the conclusion and future work are stated in Section V.
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7.3 Theory and Approach

The required concepts behind used recovery methods such as network representation, sampling

techniques, the importance of low-rankness in social networks for this work, selection of networks

for training the neural network model, and explanation of the two recovery techniques compared

are defined and explained in this Section. As this is an extension of our previous work [205], in this

Section, we closely follow the concepts and notations to explain the foundation and background of

the approach.

7.3.1 Network representation

This work is focused on connected, unweighted, and undirected graphs. Such a graphG can be

defined by G = {V,E}, where V is the set of nodes or vertices and E is a set of undirected edges.

In a social network, users represent nodes and the edges correspond to communication links or

friendships in a social network. Such a graph may be represented by an adjacency matrix A [143],

where

A = [aji = aij = 1 if (i, j) ∈ E, 0 otherwise ] . (7.1)

We mainly sample Hop-Distance Matrices (HDMs), H ∈ N
N×N
0 , (where N0 denotes the non-

negative integers N ∪ {0}), with entry hij corresponding to the shortest path between ni and nj .

The ijth entry in H, i.e., hij which locates the ith row and jth column, represents the shortest

distance from node ni to node nj . H is not affected if nodes ni and nj have multiple shortest paths.

Table 7.1 lists all the notations used in this chapter.

It is known, that H is low-rank for many classes of undirected networks [85, 87]. We present

results in Section 7.3.3 to validate low-rankness for train and test networks used in this chapter.

Low-rankness of a distance matrix implies a significant dependence of distance vectors, i.e., rows

of H, on each other. Consequently, low-rank prediction techniques have been used, e.g., to predict

randomly missing distance entries [85, 87, 205].
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Table 7.1. Notation

Notation Description

N Set of nodes
N Number of nodes, |N | = N
ni ∈ N i-th node (current node)
hij Minimum hop-distance between nodes ni and nj

H Hop-distance matrix
A Adjacency matrix
P Sampled hop-distance matrix
P̂ Predicted hop-distance matrix
λi i-th singular value
Ω̈ Set of node pairs (i, j) with unobserved hop-distances

7.3.2 Sampling scheme for social networks

We aim to capture the network information accurately using efficient sampling of the hop-

distance matrices. A random sampling scheme is used where we measure hop-distances among a

very small number of random node pairs. The sampling scheme gives us a fraction of entries from

H, which can be represented by entries in an N ×N matrix P as shown in Fig. 8.2. The sampled

entries are shown by solid squares and ‘?’s represent missing entries. Thus, if the distance from ni

to nj is sampled, ijth element of matrix P is denoted by hij and remaining missing elements of P

are denoted by X . After the network is sampled, the rows from P can be represented in the form

hi := [hi1, hi2,X , ..,X , .., hiN ]. Matrix Completion based approach requires a sampling scheme to

measure at least one non-zero distance value in each row for the test network [87]. However, we

do not have this restriction for Hadamard Autoencoders.

Random walk based sampling schemes work well for scale-down approaches [197]. However,

being biased towards higher degree nodes, random walk produces a misrepresentation of networks

with non-uniform degree distribution. This causes a significant practical challenge since typical

large-scale, real-world, unstructured networks tend to have non-uniform degree distributions, e.g.,

unstructured peer-to-peer networks exhibit power law degree distribution [198]. Thus, we use

random measurements throughout the network for a distributed unbiased sampling of the network.
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Figure 7.1: Visual illustrations of P (sampled H) for random sampling scheme for N = 8. Known entries
are denoted by dark blue and unknown values by light blue.

7.3.3 Low-rankness in social networks

Here, we demonstrate the low-rankness of the training and testing networks. Fig. 7.2 shows

the logarithm of all the singular values of H. Only a small set of singular values are dominant

and the later magnitudes fall rapidly towards ’0’ indicating low-rankness of the plotted H matrices

for shown networks. This low-rankness justifies our recovery method. However, every sampling

schemes may not facilitate accurate completion of H to predict the unknown entries from only par-

tial H. Note that, low-rank data lies on low-dimensional linear subspace whereas low-dimensional

data lies on low-dimensional non-linear subspace. The LMC method worked well for networks

sampled above 20% of the total node-pair distances [87].
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Figure 7.2: Log plot of singular values of H for Barabási-Albert, different Powerlaw networks, and Face-
book test networks. These plots indicate that they are naturally close to low-rank.

7.3.4 Network Selection

The empirical evidence collected from the analysis of both natural and human-created networks

from the real-world have shown the presence of power law behavior in their degree distributions,

i.e., the fraction P (k) of nodes in the network having k connections to other nodes goes for large

values of k as P (k) ∼ k−ξ, with the exponent varying between 2 and 3. The characteristic that

only a few nodes have an extremely large number of connections while most of the nodes have

very few links is caused due to preferential attachment [208, 209]. Furthermore, social networks

like Facebook and WeChat are observed to have power law growth dynamics [210].

We intend to make our model work on networks with preferential attachment because several

real-world networks such as social networks are approximately scale-free. Thus, their degree dis-

tributions follow a power law, at least asymptotically. Such networks have fewer nodes with very

high node degrees and a large number of nodes with only few neighbors [211]. While the networks

are evolving in size at a very high rate, the sampling techniques and large-scale processing algo-
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Figure 7.3: Node degree distributions against density for one of the variations of Barabási-Albert (BA),
Powerlaw cluster networks, and the Facebook test network. The range of distributions in the training net-
works help the neural network adapt for a test network within the given range.

rithms are not. So, to solve the evident problem of insufficient data for network analysis, being able

to predict missing node-pair distances on such networks gives a huge advantage to numerous areas

such as biology, the entertainment industry, criminology, computer science, communications, etc.

The Barabási-Albert (BA) and Powerlaw cluster models create graphs for the given network

size and edges using preferential attachment where a graph of N nodes is grown by attaching new

nodes each with m edges that are preferentially attached to existing nodes with high degree. Both

the models generate random networks whose degree distributions follow a power law curve and

thus, represent networks such as protein interaction, the Internet, rating networks, communication

networks, World Wide Web, citations network, and Facebook network.

Powerlaw cluster graphs are essentially the Barabási–Albert (BA) growth model with an extra

step that each random edge is followed by a chance of making an edge to one of its neighbors too

(and thus a triangle). This algorithm improves on the BA model in the sense that it enables a higher

average clustering to be attained if desired. Thus, it helps represent networks with higher clustering
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coefficients than BA graphs with similar network size and edges per node [212]. Selecting these

two types of networks with preferential attachment helps us train the neural network to predict

distances in social networks with preferential attachment. Fig. 7.3 shows the difference in the

degree distribution spreads for a Barabási–Albert (BA) and a Powerlaw cluster graph despite their

commonality which fosters the adaptability of our technique towards variations in network types

in testing.

7.3.5 Network recovery techniques

With the proposed random sampling technique, some entries in P are not observed and there-

fore the matrix P is incomplete. In this Section, we study how HA can be used to recover the

missing node pair measurements in a scale-free social network. We also study the Low-rank Ma-

trix Completion method in brief against which the performance of the HA model is compared.

7.3.5.1 Hadamard Autoencoders

We use the HA model as given by [90, 213] for imputing missing values in the hop-distance

matrix (HDM) of two types of random graph networks. The objective function used for this task is

given below:

min
θ

||(X −D(E(X)))⊙ Ω||2 (7.2)

Here, X is the incomplete distance matrix that is used as input to the neural network. The

unobserved entries in the matrix are replaced with zeros before training.

Fig. 7.4 visualizes the concept of the HA model. The ⊙ represents the Hadamard or element-

wise product between entries of the cost function and Ω. Ω is an indicator matrix of ones and

zeros. Every unobserved entry in the dataset has a corresponding entry of zero in the indicator

matrix whereas, every entry in the dataset that is observed has a corresponding entry of one in

the indicator matrix. Thus, the objective function ignores the regions in the data that are missing

and the optimal values for imputation are found based on the surrounding values that are observed
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Figure 7.4: Visualization of HA concept. The autoencoder learns a non-linear manifold on which the data
lay as shown in the 2D plot. We have incomplete input X with random entries missing. We multiply the
input element-wise with an indicator matrix. The indicator matrix is defined as a matrix of ones and zeros
where the missing entries in X have corresponding zeros in the indicator matrix and the observed entries in
X have corresponding ones in the indicator matrix. During training, the cost function will ignore the entries
that are zeros in the input, and the model will be optimized only based on the observed entries. The missing
values are thus imputed based on the surrounding observed values.

during training. For training the HA model, we performed hyper-parameter tuning to find the best

combination of parameters in terms of both metrics, i.e., mean error and Absolute hop-distance

error. In particular, we used one hidden layer with leaky_relu as the activation function. The

learning rate used for all experiments was 0.01 with a batch size of one. The total number of

training epochs for each of the graphs in our training set was 10. The predictions were made on

graphs that were not seen during training in order to assess how well the model generalizes on

new graphs. In our first experiment, we trained the HA model on three Powerlaw cluster graphs

and tested it on a different variation of the Powerlaw cluster graph. In the second experiment, we

trained the model on three Barabási-Albert graphs and tested on a new variation of the Barabási-

Albert graph. The specifications of training and testing networks are as given in Table 7.2.

7.3.5.2 Low-rank Matrix Completion

Herein, one of our key assumptions is that the networks under analysis are low-rank, and there-

fore we have leveraged ideas from low-rank matrix completion [51, 123].

The main concept of such methods can be presented as the following optimization problem:
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P̂ = argmin
P0

ρ(P0), s.t. PΩ(P) = PΩ(P0), (7.3)

where ρ returns the rank of a matrix, P is a partially observed matrix, P̂ is the desired complete

P matrix with all the missing entries filled in. In addition, Ω denotes a set of observed entries of

the matrix P and PΩ denotes a projection of P onto Ω. Accordingly, the constraint above imposes

that P0 = P for the observed entries of P0. The main idea is that we try to find a matrix P0

such that the rank of P0 is minimized while imposing that the observed entries are preserved in

the constructed matrix, i.e., PΩ(P) = PΩ(P0). Thus, the returned matrix P0 will be faithful to

our measured hop-distances; but, P0 is free to take any values outside of Ω to minimize its rank.

Unfortunately, Eq. (7.3) is an exponentially expensive optimization problem [51, 123] that can

only be solved for trivial networks. However, the problem in Eq. (7.3) can be recast [51, 123] as a

convex optimization problem as given below:

P̂ = argmin
P0

‖P0‖∗, s.t. PΩ(P) = PΩ(P0), (7.4)

which can be solved efficiently for millions of nodes on commodity computing hardware using

splitting techniques and iterative matrix decomposition algorithms [121, 123]. In Eq. (7.4) we

have exchanged the rank ρ for the nuclear-norm ‖P0‖∗, which is the sum of the singular values of

P0 which leads to a convex optimization problem [121, 123]. Even though a matrix of distances

such as P should not have negative entries, the reconstructed matrix P̂ might have such entries. As

LMC is not explicitly designed to handle such problems, we round-up all the negative values of

P̂ to zero and positive values to the closest positive integer. There are many standard libraries for

solving convex optimization problems such as Eq. (7.4). Herein, we have leveraged the library

CVXPY [157] in the scripting language Python [158] to solve the problem in Eq. (7.4) using the

pseudo-code as described in Algorithm 9. There have been several research solutions on recover-

ing missing entries of Euclidean distance matrices in undirected as well as directed graphs [51],

however, to the best of our knowledge, recovering network data without using any observed entries
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Algorithm 9 Compute low-rank representation P̂ of the partially observed HDM P.
Require: Partially complete hop-distance matrix P.

1: procedure MATRIX COMPLETION

2: Compute recovered matrix P̂ using 7.4
3: Round-up all diagonal values of P̂ to 0 and off-diagonal values between 0 and 1 to 1
4: end procedure

from the test network is a novel technique and has not been done for undirected graphs such as

scale-free networks.

7.4 Results

In this Section, we present results through two experiments described as follows:

1. Experiment 1: In the first experiment, we train the HA model using three variations of

Barabási-Albert and Powerlaw cluster networks and then test it on a new variation of Barabási-

Albert and Powerlaw cluster networks. Specifications of networks used are listed in Table

7.2. Networks A,B,C, and test are training and testing networks respectively.

2. Experiment 2: In the second experiment, we train the HA model using three variations of

Barabási-Albert and Powerlaw cluster networks and then test it on a real-world Facebook

network with 744 nodes, 30023 edges, and an average node degree of 80. Specifications of

networks used are listed in Table 7.2. Networks 1,2,3, and test are training and testing net-

works respectively. Note that we do not fine-tune the network with observed measurements

from the test network.

The model performance is compared with the Matrix Completion method for a state-of-the-art

comparison of the results. We also compare our results against three trivial cases as described

below:

1. Trivial replaced with 0: The performance metric is calculated against a dummy result. This

is obtained by setting all the diagonal entries in the Facebook network to ‘0’ and replacing

all the missing entries with ‘0’.
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2. Trivial replaced with 1: The performance metric is calculated against a dummy result. This

is obtained by setting all the diagonal entries in the Facebook network to ‘0’ and replacing

all the missing entries with ‘1’ as ‘1’ is the shortest possible distance between two distinct

nodes.

3. No training: The HA model is initialized to random weights and used as is for predicting

the shortest possible distance between two distinct nodes in the Facebook network. The

performance metric is calculated against this resultant distance matrix.

Trivial replace with 0 and Trivial replace with 1 cases help us understand the worst case error

when we do not know anything during reconstruction and predict all entries as a constant. The

No training case helps us understand the worst case error when we do not train the HA model and

predict with the randomly initialized weight values.

It is important to note that the No training HA does leverage information about the class of

networks that we study. In particular, the dimension of the hidden layer is chosen to minimize

the prediction errors. Somewhat surprisingly, even this small measure of information substantially

improves prediction accuracy in the sparse training data limit.

The Facebook test network has 744 nodes, 30023 edges, and an average node degree of 80.

We replace randomly selected values from the distance matrix in the training graphs with 0 and

then feed the incomplete matrix as input to the neural network model. We evaluate our model for

a small percentage of sampled entries from the complete hop-distance matrix. In this article, we

present results for data sampled over 80%, 60%, 40%, 20%, 10%, 1%, 0.5%, 0.1%, and 0.0001%

from the complete hop-distance matrix. Note that these values are rounded and may vary by 0.1%

in the actual sampled data. Fig. 7.5 presents a distribution of the number of observed entries per

row in the HDM for 1% and 0.1% of sampled entries showing ultra-sparse measurements in the

sampled network measurements.

In the second experiment, we train the HA model on three Barabási-Albert graphs each with

diameter three and test on a fourth variation of a Barabási-Albert graph with diameter three. The

specifications of network parameters used during training are given in Table 7.2. The process
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Figure 7.5: Illustration of sparsity in training data: The histograms shows the number of observed entries
per row of the training matrix for 1% and 0.1% of total sampled entries.

of replacement of missing values before feeding the incomplete matrix to the neural network is

similar to that described in the case of Powerlaw graph networks. We optimize the parameters of

the HA model in a way such that it can generalize on new variations of the graphs that were not

originally used during training. The details of the parameters used for training the HA model are

covered in the section on Network recovery techniques. Hyperparameter tuning is critical while

selecting the model configuration such that it does not overfit the training data and generalizes well

on networks it has not been trained on.

We use the networkx library in Python to generate the Barabási-Albert and Powerlaw clus-

ters [214]. Barabási-Albert network is generated using the function barabasi_albert_graph(N, m,

seed=None) and Powerlaw cluster network is generated using the function powerlaw_cluster_graph(N,

m, p, seed=None), where N is the size of the network, m is the number of random edges to add

for each new node, and p is the probability of adding a triangle after adding a random edge.

We train the HA model for values listed in Table 7.2.
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Table 7.2. Parameters of Barabási-Albert and Powerlaw cluster networks used in training and testing

Network N m p

Barabási-Albert train A 2000 20 -
Barabási-Albert train B 2000 30 -
Barabási-Albert train C 2000 40 -
Barabási-Albert test 2000 35 -
Powerlaw cluster train A 2000 100 0.6
Powerlaw cluster train B 2000 300 0.7
Powerlaw cluster train C 2000 500 0.8
Powerlaw cluster test 2000 400 0.75

Barabási-Albert train 1 744 2 -
Barabási-Albert train 2 744 10 -
Barabási-Albert train 3 744 50 -
Powerlaw cluster train 1 744 2 0.1
Powerlaw cluster train 2 744 50 0.5
Powerlaw cluster train 3 744 200 0.9

7.4.1 Process

All the selected networks are undirected with unweighted edges.

The proposed method for recovering missing network measurements is tested on representative

real-world undirected networks in following steps:

1. Generate three variations of the network under observation

2. Sample the networks used for training to get P for all three network variations

3. Replace the missing entries by 0

4. Train the Hadamard Autoencoder with the sampled network measurements

5. Impute missing node-pair distances for Facebook test network

6. Evaluate the performance, i.e., fidelity with which the network is constructed for various

sampling percentages, using performance metrics described in Section 7.4.2

Fig. 7.6 shows the setup for training and testing using the Hadamard Autoencoder model. Train

test FB results are generated by training the neural network on observed distance measurements

from Facebook test network and imputing the missing values. Proposed random sampling is eval-
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Figure 7.6: Experimental setup for training and testing the Hadamard Autoencoder model. We train on
the incomplete distance matrix of either of Powerlaw cluster, Barabási-Albert or Facebook networks. N is
the size of the network and k representing a k-dimensional manifold. The missing entries of the training
networks are replaced by 0 prior to feeding the incomplete matrix to the autoencoder as input.

uated for data sampled over 80%, 60%, 40%, 20%, 10%, 1%, 0.5%, 0.1%, and 0.0001% from

the complete hop-distance matrix H. Note that as H is a symmetric matrix, for each deletion of

entry hij , entry hji is also deleted from the sample to make sure that the path length between ni

and nj is completely deleted. The Python scripts and data used for training and testing Hadamard

Autoencoder can be found at [215]. All results have been averaged over 25 iterations to remove

the effects of random selection. In the next subsection, we explain the parameters used to evaluate

the accuracy of the proposed recovery techniques.

7.4.2 Performance parameters

We measure and compare mean error and absolute hop-distance error to evaluate the accuracy

and effectiveness of the pre-trained autoencoder based approach and compare it to Matrix Comple-

tion based approach. The errors are measured only over the unobserved node pair measurements.

As we know that all diagonal values in a distance matrix are ‘0’ and there are off-diagonal entries

which are ’0’, we set all diagonal values of P̂ to 0 and round-up all off-diagonal values between 0

and 1 to 1.
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7.4.2.1 Mean error

We define mean error Me as follows:

Me =





∑

∀ i,j∈Ω̌

|ȟij(f)− hij|



× 100

/





∑

∀ i,j∈Ω̌

hij



 (7.5)

where, Ω̌ is a set of all node pairs whose shortest hop-distances are unobserved, ȟij(f) refers to

the shortest hop-distance from node i to node j for unobserved node pair measurements in the

recovered network when f percentage of random measurements are unobserved and hij refers to

the original shortest hop-distance between ni and nj for unobserved node pairs.

Mean error is a relative error measured with respect to the original hop-distances in the network

and is expressed as a percentage. Note that the significance of an error value might vary for

different networks depending on their sum of shortest hop-distances. For instance, if their sum of

shortest hop-distances is 100 then a mean error of 10% implies that the predicted measurement

will be off by 0.1 in magnitude.

Figure 7.7: Experiment 1 - Mean error (%) results for HA and Low-rank Matrix Completion for various
percentages of observed distance entries. HA results outperform LMC results by a huge margin for ultra-
sparse measurements.
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For the presented Fig. 7.7 and Fig. 7.8, X-axis is the percentage of observed entries from the

complete distance matrix of the network. X-axis is presented on a logarithmic scale with base

10. Y -axis is the mean error metric (%) calculated only on the unobserved entries of Facebook.

Fig. 7.7 shows comparison of the imputation results for Experiment 1. Barabási-Albert HA and

Powerlaw HA refers to the imputation results of HA, pre-trained on three variations of BA and

Powerlaw cluster networks each when the model was tested on BA and Powerlaw cluster graphs

respectively. Barabási-Albert MC and Powerlaw MC refers to imputation results of LMC, when

tested on BA and Powerlaw cluster graphs respectively. It can be seen that HA shows a graceful

degradation in performance as compared to the LMC method which shows a steep degradation for

data sampled below 10%. The HA results exceed LMC results by a huge margin. Even for 0.5%

of sampled entries, HA imputations are only 5 to 10% away from the actual distance magnitudes

whereas LMC predictions are 40 to 45% away from the actual values.

Figure 7.8: Experiment 2 - Mean error (%) results for pre-trained HA, Low-rank Matrix Completion, and
three Trivial cases for various percentagess of observed distance entries. HA outperforms LMC results for
ultra-sparsely sampled measurements.
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Fig. 7.8 presents result comparison for Experiment 2 with the three Trivial cases listed at the

beginning of Section III. Matrix Completion refers to imputation results of LMC, when tested on

Facebook test network. Pre-trained HA refers to imputation results of a HA pre-trained on three

variations of BA and Powerlaw cluster graphs and tested on Facebook network. Train test FB

refers to prediction results of HA after training on observed entries of Facebook and testing it on

unobserved entries of Facebook. Trivial replace with 0, Trivial replace with 1, and No training are

the three Trivial cases.

It can be seen that LMC outperforms the HA model but performs almost equivalently to the

train test FB method for all sampled percentages up to the 10% of sampled entries. However,

beyond 10% of sampled entries, the neural network exhibits a graceful degradation in performance

as compared to the LMC method which shows a steep degradation in terms of the mean error.

The pre-trained HA model slightly outperforms the train test FB method at lower fractions of

observations. This is because the model has more data to learn from multiple random graphs as

compared to learning only from a few observed entries of the Facebook network at higher missing

percentages.

Note that LMC matches the worst case results, i.e., Trivial replace with 1 case error values for

lower fractions of sampled measurements, LMC behaves as if there is almost no knowledge of the

test data. Similarly, HA results match the worst case results, i.e., No training case error values

for 0.01% of sampled entries and above as at these high percentage of missing values, the training

data is almost absent and thus the HA relies mainly on its initial random weights for imputations.

The pre-tained HA still outperforms train test FB results as it has more data to learn from multiple

random graphs as compared to learning only from a few observed entries of the Facebook network

at lower fractions of sampled data.

7.4.2.2 Absolute hop-distance error

Absolute hop-distance error (AHDE), captures average deviation in terms of hop-distances for

the entire matrix. AHDE is defined as
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He =

{

∑

∀ i,j∈Ω̌

|ȟij(f)− hij|

}/

{card(ȟ)} (7.6)

Where ȟ represents set of all unobserved entries and card(ȟ) gives the total number of unob-

served entries in H.

Figure 7.9: Experiment 1 - Absolute hop-distance error results for Hadamard Autoencoder (HA) and Low-
rank Matrix Completion for various percentagess of observed distance entries. HA results outperform LMC
results by a huge margin for ultra-sparse measurements. HA results outperform LMC results by a huge
margin for ultra-sparse measurements.

The value of He indicates the deviation of the predicted value from the original hop-distance

measurement in magnitude. For instance, the absolute hop-distance error of 1, implies that on

average, a predicted path length will be off by 1 hop, i.e., for the original hop-distance of 10,

predicted value will be within 9 and 11.

For the presented Fig. 7.9 and Fig. 7.10, X-axis is the percentage of observed entries from

the complete distance matrix of the network. X-axis is presented on a logarithmic scale with

base 10. Y -axis is the AHDE metric calculated only on the unobserved entries of Facebook. Fig.
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7.9 displays result comparison for Experiment 1. Barabási-Albert HA and Powerlaw HA refers

to imputation results of HA, pre-trained on three variations of BA and Powerlaw networks when

the model was tested on BA and Powerlaw cluster graphs respectively. Barabási-Albert MC and

Powerlaw MC refers to imputation results of LMC, when tested on BA and Powerlaw cluster

graphs respectively. Pre-trained HA outperforms LMC results for ultra-sparse sampling, i.e., on

and above 1% of sampled entries. While LMC predicts distance measures with an error margin

of 0.6 to 0.9, this may cause the predicted hop-distance value to deviate while rounding off the

entries. This is not the case for pre-trained HA as the error margin lies within the magnitude of 0.1

to 0.2, leading to more accurate hop-distance imputations. HA results show a graceful degradation

in performance as compared to the Matrix Completion which shows a steep degradation below

10% of sampled entries.

Figure 7.10: Experiment 2 - Absolute hop-distance error results for pre-trained HA, Low-rank Matrix
Completion, and three Trivial cases for various percentages of observed distance entries. HA outperforms
LMC results for ultra-sparsely sampled measurements.
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Fig. 7.10 presents results for Experiment 2 in comparison with three Trivial cases listed at the

beginning of Section III. Matrix Completion refers to imputation results of LMC when tested on

Facebook test network. Pretrained HA refers to imputation results of a HA pre-trained on three

variations of BA and Powerlaw cluster graphs and tested on the Facebook network. Train test FB

refers to prediction results of HA after training on observed entries of the Facebook and testing it

on unobserved entries of Facebook. Trivial replace with 0, Trivial replace with 1, and No training

are the three Trivial cases.

Pre-trained HA slightly outperforms the train test FB method for sampling below 10% similar

to that seen for mean error. This is because there is more data to learn from for the former case

as compared to the latter at higher missing percentages. It can be seen that at higher sampled

percentages, i.e., up to 10% of sampled entries, the train test FB and matrix completion methods

show comparable performance, similar to that seen for the mean error metric. Beyond the 10% of

sampled entries, however, the neural network achieves a graceful degradation in performance as

compared to the matrix completion method beyond that.

Similar to mean error results, the worst case performance of LMC matches the Trivial replace

with 1 case and the worst case performance of HA matches the error values from No training case

due to lack of training data above 0.1% of sampled entries. However, the pre-trained HA still

outperforms train test FB results as it has more data to learn from multiple random graphs in the

former case at higher missing percentages.

Note, that the No training results are better than the Trivial replace with 1 results because even

though the autoencoder is not trained, the dimension of the hidden layer encodes information about

the graph itself. In particular, the choice of the hidden layer dimension is based upon experience

with such graphs. The surprising result is that this single number (the dimension of the hidden

layer) appears to provide substantial information, even for real-world networks and randomly ini-

tialized weights.
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7.5 Conclusion

Pre-training technique is used with Hadamard Autoencoder to predict missing node-pair dis-

tances in social networks. The imputation technique trains on networks with variation in parame-

ters such as the number of edges and probability of triangle creation, so that the new test network

is treated as just another variation of the training set. As real-world network measurements can

be very sparse, we focus on the efficient recovery of and from ultra-sparse samples of network

measurements. The training data is sparse as it contains only a small fraction (from 80% to as low

as 1%, 0.5%, 0.1%, and 0.0001%) of random entries from the complete distance matrix. System

performance has been evaluated on randomly generated new Barabási-Albert and Powerlaw cluster

networks as well as on a real-world Facebook test network. The effectiveness of the imputations is

assessed based on the mean and absolute hop-distance errors in the predicted distance matrix. We

also compare our results with a state-of-the-art Low-rank Matrix Completion method which can

recover missing network measurements using partial observations. Three Trivial case results are

also used for cross verification of the system performance.

The proposed model of pre-trained Hadamard Autoencoder exceeds the performance of Low-

rank Matrix Completion by a wide margin for ultra-sparsely sampled data, i.e., for 1% and even

0.1% of total measurements. The results show that our technique performs well even when the

number of sampled entries is very small. The mean error at 1% sampled entries is about 20%

for pre-trained HA model and around 60% for the LMC model when tested on the Facebook

network. The low error values show that HA can capture and recover intrinsic network properties

by learning from simulated networks which share similar network features as the test network.

It also overcomes the limitation of insufficient network data due to inaccessibility or complexity.

This allows us to infer ultra-sparsely sampled networks with high confidence. Our results bolster

the generative properties of autoencoders.

Though the autoencoder does not perform as well as the LMC approach for higher sampling

percentages, we argue that this might be improved with improved/ extended training dataset. This

can be investigated further in the future. Even though we demonstrate results using only two types
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of networks, the use of HA can be extended to other types of networks for predicting missing

node-pair distances without requiring any observations from the actual data. In the next chapter,

fine-tuning of HAs is discussed to improve imputation accuracy. HAs may also be trained to make

imputations on real-world directed networks, in the future.
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Chapter 8

Building a Pre-training Oracle for Predicting

Distances in Social Networks

In this chapter, we propose a novel method to make distance predictions in real-world social

networks. As predicting missing node-pair distances is a difficult problem, we take a two-stage

approach. Structural parameters for families of synthetic networks are first estimated from a small

set of measurements of a real-world network and these synthetic networks are then used to pre-

train the predictive neural networks. Since our model first searches for the most suitable synthetic

graph parameters which can be used as an “oracle” to create arbitrarily large training data sets, we

call our approach “Oracle Search Pre-training” (OSP).

Many real-world networks exhibit a Power law structure in their node degree distribution, so

a Power law model, for example, can provide a foundation for the desired oracle to generate syn-

thetic pre-training networks if the appropriate Power law graph parameters can be estimated. Ac-

cordingly, we conduct experiments on real-world Facebook, Email, and Train Bombing networks

and show that OSP outperforms models without pre-training, models pre-trained with inaccurate

parameters, and other distance prediction schemes such as Low-rank Matrix Completion. In par-

ticular, we achieve a prediction error of less than one hop with only 1% of sampled distances

from the social network. OSP can be easily extended to other domains such as random networks

by choosing an appropriate model to generate synthetic training data, and therefore promises to

impact many different network learning problems.

8.1 Introduction

The shortest node-pair distances in graphs pack a lot of insight regarding the network as a

whole and thus have been used in several graph analysis algorithms. In social network analysis,

for example, hop-distances are used for predicting friendships [60, 61], extracting sensor network
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topology [82, 87], and modeling social networks [216, 217] to name a few. However, missing

entries in sampled datasets adversely affect the structural properties of social networks [20,21] and

the original network characteristics are misrepresented. Predicting these missing entries would

solve this problem.

Neural networks have proved to be useful in solving many prediction problems but they often

require a large amount of training data to perform well. Pre-training has alleviated this issue with

transfer learning, especially when the second task is much more difficult for training [74, 75].

However, relatively little is known about the pre-training behavior related to neural networks used

for social network analysis as social networks are difficult to measure or sample completely due to

their cost of measurement, privacy, or storage issues. The ever-increasing size of social networks

today only adds to this problem.

We demonstrate a prediction model based on efficient pre-training for distance inference in

social networks when only sparse samples are known. We use artificially simulated training data

to compensate for the lack of sufficient real-world measurements. For accurate prediction, this

artificial pre-training data have to be faithful to the characteristics of the target social network.

However, we do not know the characteristics of the target network. All we have is a small fraction

of randomly measured node-pair distances. A way to estimate the right pre-training parameters is

required. The central idea of our method is to build an “Oracle” that points us towards this suitable

set of pre-training parameters.

Fig. 8.1 gives a preview of our results for a 1133 node real-world Email network when only

0.5% of the total node-pair distances are known. We can see that accurate pre-training parameters

improve the prediction performance by 33% over pre-training with inaccurate parameters and by

53% over models without pre-training.

We list the main contributions of our work in Section 8.2. Section 8.3 discusses relevant litera-

ture. Required theoretical background is provided in Section 8.4 with the complete methodology in

Section 8.5. Sections 8.6 and 8.7 respectively, provide performance analysis and sensitivity study

of the model. We summarize our work in Section 8.9.
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Figure 8.1: Comparison of proposed method with Low-rank Matrix Completion, neural network without
pre-training, and pre-training with inaccurate parameters on a real-world Virgili Emails network when only
0.5% of distances are sampled. OSP improves the performance by 53% from a neural network without
pre-training and by 33% from when inaccurate pre-training parameters are used.

8.2 Contribution

The main objective of this work is to present a sophisticated method of efficiently pre-training

an autoencoder (AE) for prediction when sufficient target measurements are not available for train-

ing. A multi-stage setup for estimating network characteristics from partial distance measurements

is proposed. We integrate the idea of pre-training with that of the best parameter selection for op-

timal prediction.

These optimally pre-trained autoencoders are demonstrated to predict missing shortest node-

pair distances in social networks. We show the effectiveness of OSP on real-world social networks

such as Virgili Emails, Facebook, and Train Bombing network which vary in their size and areas

of function. The prediction performance is also compared against an existing distance inference

model based on Low-rank Matrix Completion [87, 122, 218] (Section 8.6).

We improve with respect to the existing work in the following ways:

1. Artificially generated training data is used to pre-train an autoencoder when sufficient real-

world data is not available (Section 8.5.1).
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2. A novel two stage oracle is presented to predict suitable parameters for optimal pre-training.

The oracle points us towards the suitable parameters solely using the sampled distances and

without knowing any characteristics of the target network (Section 8.5.5).

3. OSP does not require large amounts of measurements from the target network that needs to

be predicted. Our experiments show results for networks sampled as low as 0.1%, 0.5%, and

1% while also covering up to 80% sampling (Section 8.6).

4. The sensitivity of the predictive model is studied towards different pre-training parameters.

This helps us understand pre-training behavior of social networks and identify the best set of

pre-training parameters for the given test network (Section 8.7).

8.3 Related Work

In this Section, we discuss the most relevant literature to our work: prediction techniques for

node-pair distances, completing missing network measurements from partial measurements, and

using pre-training for predicting distances.

Low-rank Matrix Completion (LMC) [122] has been used effectively in reconstructing missing

node-pair distances in graphs such as IoT or social networks when partial distance measurements

are known, either randomly or from a selected set of landmarks. It has demonstrated accurate pre-

diction up to 20-40% of sampled measurements [44, 87, 218]. This deterministic technique works

well due to the low-rankness of the distance matrices. Thus we use Low-rank Matrix Completion

as one of the reference points for comparing our results.

Deep learning techniques have found their way into social network analysis for distance pre-

diction. Graph convolutional neural networks have been used to predict missing links in recom-

mender systems [72]. Preserved distances of each node from a few landmark nodes are successfully

used [219] to train a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) and predict the distance between two vertices

without a high space cost. WiDE, [220], uses unsupervised stacked autoencoders to pre-train a deep

neural network and predicts person-to-person distances using surrounding Wifi signals. However,

these techniques rely on a significant amount of measurements within the real-world networks.
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Our work is inspired by the methods proposed in [221, 222] where Hadamard Autoencoders

are trained on synthetic data when only sparse measurements are available from the target network.

Though this helps us train on artificial data, all social networks are not the same and vary greatly

in their characteristics. This leaves room for improving the pre-training process to be customized

for each social network being reconstructed.

Thus, we hypothesize that building a pre-training “Oracle” that guides us into a narrower range

of the pre-training data being used will help significantly improve the prediction performance by

generating customized training data that is more faithful to the given social network.

8.4 Theory

In this Section, we provide necessary background by giving a brief introduction of the autoen-

coders and the data used. We also briefly talk about the concept of pre-training which forms the

foundation of this work.

8.4.1 Supervised Autoencoders

An autoencoder is a special type of artificial neural network that tries to reproduce the input at

the output while learning its representation in a low dimensional space. It consists of two parts,

namely, encoder and decoder. The encoder takes the input, x, and maps it to a hidden representation

h, such that:

h = σ(Wx + b), (8.1)

where W is the weight matrix, b is the bias vector and σ is the activation function for the encoder.

We use Leaky ReLU [223] as the activation function throughout the autoencoder. It is defined as:

σ(z) =















z, if z > 0

αz, z <= 0,

(8.2)

where z is the input and α is a small non-zero, constant gradient. Leaky ReLU helps to solve the
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“vanishing gradient” problem caused by ReLU [224] where the function outputs 0 if z < 0, seizing

the update of the hyperparameters and thus the learning.

The decoder reconstructs this hidden representation h to the output, x̂, given by:

x̂ = σ(W′h + b′), (8.3)

where W′ is the weight matrix, b′ is the bias vector and σ is the activation function for the decoder.

The input and output layers have the same number of neurons in order to reconstruct the given

input. Each neuron operates on the incoming signal and generates an output based on its activation

function, weight, and bias values. The weight and bias values are found by training so that the

difference between x̂ and x is minimized.

8.4.2 Training Protocols

We use the supervised training method to train the hyperparameters, i.e., while training, the

expected output is known. Back-propagation [225] is used to train the weights and biases for each

layer during training. Back-propagation consists of two phases. During the first phase, input is

fed to the autoencoder with weights and biases initialized to random values and the output layer

reconstructs the input. In the second phase, the error between expected and predicted output is

calculated using a mean squared error loss function given by Eq. (8.4). The weights and biases are

updated iteratively using this error value.

L(x, x̂) = ||x − x̂||2, (8.4)

where x is the known expected output, x̂ is the predicted output as reconstructed by the output

layer. Thus from Eq. (8.1), (8.3), and (8.4), we can say that

L(x, x̂) = ||x − σ(W′(σ(Wx + b)) + b′)||2. (8.5)
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In other words, the loss function is the mean ( 1
n

n
∑

i=1

) of the squared errors (xi − x̂i)
2, which is an

easily computable quantity for the given data sample, and can be expressed as MSE = 1
n

n
∑

i=1

(xi −

x̂i)
2, where n is the total number of samples.

The size of the hidden layer can be adjusted in proportion to the size of the target data. We used

learning rate 0.001, batch size 1, and hidden layer size 50 for the Facebook network and 20 for the

Virgili Emails and Train Bombing network, as determined from the observed measurements.

8.4.3 Pre-training

The concept of pre-training is inspired by the way humans learn. While learning new things,

we re-use our knowledge of the past. Pre-training a neural network refers to training the model

during one task and using the trained parameters as a head start for another task. This way, the

model does not have to learn from scratch for the second task. It is especially useful if the two tasks

are similar or the final task is much more difficult and can be broken down into simpler pre-training

tasks [74,75]. For instance, training an autoencoder to predict missing entries of sparsely available

data can be difficult. Instead, we pre-train the autoencoder on readily available simulated data and

try to predict the parameters for this pre-training data so that it is similar in characteristics to the

target data.

Analysis of both natural and human-created real-world networks have shown that such net-

works closely follow specific rules, such as Power law behavior in their degree distributions

P (k) ∼ k−ξ, with the exponent varying between 2 and 3. The characteristic that only a few

nodes have an extremely large number of connections while most of the nodes have very few links

is due to ‘preferential attachment’ [208,209,211]. Furthermore, social networks like Facebook and

WeChat are observed to have Power law growth dynamics [210]. Thus, for a given real-world net-

work, it is possible to identify a closely related network type that can be used to generate synthetic

data for training. Social networks that we are interested in for this work, e.g., Emails, Facebook,

and Train Bombing networks, are well documented to follow Power law.
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Training the autoencoder on Power law networks with similar parameters helps the model treat

the target real-world network as just a variation of the training network. Another advantage is that

we can generate sufficient data as required for proper training and effective performance of the

neural network.

8.4.4 Data

Given a graph G = {V,E}, where V is the set of nodes in the network and E is the set of

undirected edges, we use shortest hop-distances between node-pairs as our data. For a given graph

G, its shortest hop-distance matrix H can be given as

H = [hji = hij = shortest hop-distance from i to j] , (8.6)

The shortest Hop-Distance Matrix (HDM), H ∈ N
N×N
0 can represent the entire network, where N0

denotes the non-negative integers N ∪ {0} and N denotes number of nodes in G.

Note that nodes and links may have a different interpretation in different networks, e.g., in the

Facebook network, nodes are users and links represent friendships, whereas in a software system

network, nodes represent software modules and links may represent dependency between the two

modules. While our work focuses only on connected, unweighted, and undirected graphs, there are

several commercially important social networks in this domain such as Friendship, Email, crime,

and interaction networks to name a few.

8.4.5 Sampling Scheme

We aim to predict missing node-pair distances in networks when the target network is only

partially sampled. In our experiments, we measure a small set of distances between random pairs

of nodes from the distance matrix H to achieve distributed, unbiased sampling. The randomly

sampled H results in an N × N matrix P, as shown in Fig. 8.2, where the sampled entries are

depicted by solid squares and ‘?’s represent missing entries. Other sampling schemes such as

random walk or snow-ball sampling tend to be biased towards higher degree nodes, producing
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Figure 8.2: Visual illustrations of P (sampled H) for random sampling scheme with N = 8. Known entries
are denoted by dark blue and unknown values by light blue.

a misrepresentation of typical large-scale, real-world, unstructured networks with non-uniform

degree distributions, e.g., Power law degree distribution [198].

The conventional approach for network reconstruction from a sparse set of random samples is

based on Low-rank Matrix Completion which requires a sampling scheme to measure at least one

non-zero distance value in each row for the test network [87]. However, our approach overcomes

this restriction.

8.4.6 Low-rankness of Data

Low-rankness in a dataset implies redundancy which allows reconstruction of missing node-

pair distances from a small set of entries, i.e., partial measurements. We leverage this while recon-

structing distance matrices.

Here, we demonstrate low-rankness of the real-world social networks used. Fig. 8.3 shows the

logarithm of all the singular values of H. Only a small set of singular values are dominant with the
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later magnitudes falling down rapidly towards ‘0’, indicating low-rankness of the H matrices for

shown networks.

Figure 8.3: Low-rankness of hop-distance matrices of social networks used in this research.

Note that low-rank data lies on low-dimensional linear subspace whereas low-dimensional data

lies on low-dimensional non-linear subspace.

8.5 Methodology

An overview of the proposed simple approach for predicting distances from a small set of

measurements is shown in Fig. 8.5. In this Section, we discuss how pre-training data is artificially

generated to train a neural network, which parameters are tuned to make the synthetic data similar

to real-world data we are predicting, and how the ideal values of this parameter are estimated using

our proposed pre-training “Oracle”.
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Figure 8.4: Illustration of selecting windows for parameter values for generating artificial Power law net-
works. Neural network is trained and tested to evaluate the effectiveness of each window on prediction.

8.5.1 Generation of Artificial Training Data

We learnt in Section 8.4.3 that our target networks, i.e., social networks, are Power law in

nature. Thus, we use synthetic Power law networks as a base for generating our pre-training data.

Power law cluster model, in Python’s Networkx library, creates graphs for given network size

and edges using a preferential attachment with the function powerlaw_cluster_graph(N, m, p),

where a graph of N nodes is grown by attaching new nodes, each with m edges that are preferen-

tially attached to existing nodes with high degree [212, 214], and p is the probability of forming a

triangle after adding a random edge. The model generates a network whose degree distribution fol-

lows a Power law curve and thus, represents social networks such as protein-protein interactions,

World-Wide-Web, citations network, Facebook, and others. However, depending on the given pa-

rameter values, the generated graphs could be vastly different from the specific network under

consideration. Even for two networks of the same type, e.g., social networks, the parameters could

be significantly different. Next, we address the method for determining the appropriate parameters

that need to be tuned, corresponding to the specific network of interest.

8.5.2 Tuning Parameter for Synthetic Data Generation

Node degree is the simplest way of describing how nodes are connected. Yet, it has a prodigious

effect on the network characteristics such as clustering coefficient, betweenness centrality, network

diameter, etc., proving to be a simple but significant network feature.

As parameter m represents the number of edges connected to each new node, in the function

powerlaw_cluster_graph( N, m, p), it is analogous to the degree of the node. Hence, we focus
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Figure 8.5: Oracle Search Pre-training (OSP): Model architecture. STAGE 0 helps narrow down suitable
parameter values from a very broad range and STAGE I helps to select the three most suitable parameters
for the given sampled network. The neural network is pre-trained on artificial data generated using these
selected parameters and fine tuned using sampled distances form the target network in STAGE II to predict
missing node-pair distances in the real-world social network.

on finding a suitable range of values for parameter m for the given target network. We generate

various training networks with fixed N - to generate networks of the same size as that of the target

network, consciously selected values of m - to study the effect of different m values on prediction

performance - while using widely spread values of probability p, i.e., from 0.1 to 0.9 - to generate

networks with different extent of clustering. This allows us to train the autoencoder on different

clustering densities, as we do not know the clustering coefficient of our target network.
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Next, we use the window method, as described below, to systematically vary m and study its

effect on prediction performance.

8.5.3 Window Method for Varying the Parameter Value

Our goal is to find a narrow range of values for m to generate training data so that it comes

closer to the characteristics of our target network. If we assume that the average node degree of

the target network is less than some value nd and that the network has a Power law node degree

distribution, then the distribution is highly right-skewed and we can safely say that the set of

suitable m values, for training data generation, are more likely to fall on the left side of average

node degree as most of the nodes have node degree less than the average node degree of the

network. We also demonstrate this in Section 8.7.

As m > 0 for connected networks, we partition the range 1 to nd in small windows as shown in

Fig. 8.4, where nd = 19 for illustration purposes. An autoencoder is trained on networks generated

for the m values in each window and is tested. This allows us to evaluate the effectiveness of each

parameter window with respect to its prediction performance. The goal is to find an ideal range of

parameters that will give us the best prediction for the given target network.

Note that the assumed value of nd may vary as per the type of the target network. For example,

we know that in a road network, a node (an intersection) is less likely to have more than 10 edges

(roads) so nd can be set to a lower value. Setting a higher nd has no major drawbacks in the

model as it only produces a few more windows for analysis but underestimating nd might

make us miss the ideal set of values of m for the target data.

8.5.4 Evaluation Parameters

We now describe the performance metric used to evaluate the prediction performance of our

model. We aim to calculate the cumulative error in prediction. Thus, we measure and compare

mean error and absolute hop-distance error to evaluate the prediction performance and to demon-

strate the effectiveness of our model. Note that we measure these error values for the set of node-
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pairs under test. This can be a set of observed node-pairs or unobserved node pairs depending on

the stage of the model and will be mentioned accordingly.

8.5.4.1 Mean error

We define mean error Me as follows:

Me =





∑

∀ i,j∈Ω̌

|ȟij(f)− hij|



× 100

/





∑

∀ i,j∈Ω̌

hij



, (8.7)

where, Ω̌ is a set of all node pairs under test, ȟij(f) refers to the predicted shortest hop-distance

from node i to node j when f percentage of random measurements are sampled and hij refers to its

original expected value. Mean error gives a percentage value of the prediction error with respect

to sum of the original hop-distances in the network.

8.5.4.2 Absolute hop-distance error

Absolute hop-distance error (AHDE) is defined as

He =

{

∑

∀ i,j∈Ω̌

|ȟij(f)− hij|

}/

{card(ȟ)}, (8.8)

where, card(ȟ) gives the total number of node-pair entries in H under test. AHDE captures

average deviation in prediction in the magnitude of hop-distances. For instance, the absolute hop-

distance error of 1 implies that on average a predicted path length will be off by 1 hop, i.e., for the

original hop-distance of 10, the predicted value will be somewhere from 9 to 11.

8.5.5 Model

A visual illustration of the model architecture can be seen in Fig. 8.5. A detailed explanation

of various stages of the proposed model follows where we explain the ideal parameter selection

(STAGE 0 and STAGE I), systematic pre-training and final prediction of missing node-pair dis-

tances (STAGE II).
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8.5.5.1 STAGE 0-Broad range parameter selection

In the initial stages of building the Oracle, the autoencoder is evaluated for a range of m values

as we are not aware of the ideal values for the tunable parameter. These values are chosen using a

sliding window to include a wide range (Section 8.5.3 and Fig. 8.4). As we saw in Section 8.5.3, a

parameter range can be assumed for m to start. If the range is broad, it can be divided into smaller

windows. This can be viewed as STAGE 0.

For example, being a communication network, the Virgili Emails network might have a high

average node degree. So we first test the autoencoder performance on a set of windows W0 of

m values of [1,5,10], [10,15,20], and so on up to [90,95,100] (as shown in Figs. 8.6[a,b]). The

performance is evaluated of both mean error and absolute hop-distance error. The best performing

window of [1,5,10], say W0_k, is selected from this set for the next stage, i.e., STAGE I.

Note that STAGE 0 is optional and can be used when a quick narrow down of a possible wide

range of m values is required.

8.5.5.2 STAGE I-Narrow range parameter selection

The best performing window from STAGE 0 is further split into a narrower set of windows,

WI and WI ⊂ W0 (as shown in Fig. 8.5), to tune the parameter values further. The autoencoder is

trained for each of these windows, WI_k, independently and is tested after each session on observed

distances from the target network.

For example, we selected the range [1,5,10] from STAGE 0 for the Virgili Emails network,

thus, in STAGE I, we have trained the autoencoder on narrower windows of m values as shown in

Fig. 8.7[a,b] from [1,2,3], [3,4,5], and so on up to [9,10,11].

As we are evaluating the system over partial and presumably a very small quantity of sampled

data, and because no single window performed significantly better than the rest in STAGE I, we

select the top three performing parameter windows for the sampled measurements. You can see

in Figs. 8.8 and 8.11 that windows [5,6,7], [7,8,9], and [9,10,11] perform the best for the Virgili

Emails and Facebook network. The Train Bombing network being small in size, we can safely

pick a narrower range and train the final model on the best performing window from STAGE 1.
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8.5.5.3 STAGE II-Final Prediction

The best parameter values selected from STAGE I are eventually used to generate pre-training

data. Once trained, this model can be fine tuned on observed distances from the target network.

We examine the results in both cases (with and without fine tuning) in Section 8.6. The trained au-

toencoder then reconstructs the complete distance matrix from only a fraction of sampled distances

from the test network.

Note that STAGE 0 and STAGE I act as an “Oracle” to search the ideal pre-training parameters

corresponding to the target network while STAGE II pre-trains AE on artificial data generated

with these parameters. STAGE II results are shown in Fig. 8.8 for Virgili Emails, Fig. 8.11 for

Facebook, and Fig. 8.14 for the Train Bombing network, and discussed in Section 8.6.

8.5.6 Implementation Details

We used TensorFlow, Google’s Machine Learning Library, to build the autoencoder and wrote

the script in Python 3.6. We ran the experiments on Google Colab.

Data used and the code for our model are available on Github: https://github.com/gunjanmahindre/Pre-

training-Oracle

8.6 Performance evaluation of the proposed method

We measure mean error (Section 8.5.4.1) and absolute hop-distance error (Section 8.5.4.2)

to evaluate the prediction performance of our model and compare it with the Low-rank Matrix

Completion [87] based approach. Here, the errors are measured only over the unobserved node-

pair distances. We know that all diagonal values in a distance matrix are ‘0’ and no off-diagonal

entries are ‘0’, so we set all diagonal values of P̂ to 0 and round-up all off-diagonal values between

0 and 1 to 1.

The model has been evaluated for different variations and are labeled as shown in Figs. 8.8,

8.11, and 8.14. These labels are explained below:

• Trivial 0: all missing values are replaced by 0
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.6: Parameter selection for pre-training Oracle - Virgili Emails network: Each broad range window
is evaluated for its prediction efficiency on sampled distances. The best parameter range is selected for the
next stage, hence, parameter range [1,5,10] is selected. (a) STAGE 0: Mean error (b) STAGE 0: AHDE.

(a) (b)

Figure 8.7: Parameter selection for pre-training Oracle - Virgili Emails network: The braod range of (1,5,10)
selected from STAGE 0 is split into narrower windows (a) STAGE I: Mean error (b) STAGE I: AHDE.

(a) (b)

Figure 8.8: Virgili Emails network: Prediction performance. Pre-trained neural networks (yellow, pink, and
blue) outperform prediction especially at lower sampling percentages from the real-world network while
achieving graceful degradation. Fine tuning along with pre-training gives higher accuracy than a neural
network trained only on sampled entries.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.9: Parameter selection for pre-training Oracle - Facebook network: Each broad range window is
evaluated for its prediction efficiency on sampled distances. The best parameter range is selected for the
next stage, hence, parameter range [1,5,10] is selected. (a) STAGE 0: Mean error (b) STAGE 0: AHDEr.

(a) (b)

Figure 8.10: Parameter selection for pre-training Oracle - Facebook network: The braod range of (1,5,10)
selected from STAGE 0 is split into narrower windows (a) STAGE I: Mean error (b) STAGE I: AHDE.

(a) (b)

Figure 8.11: Facebook network: Prediction performance. Pre-trained neural networks (yellow, pink, and
blue) outperform prediction especially at lower sampling percentages from the real-world network while
achieving graceful degradation. Fine tuning along with pre-training gives higher accuracy than a neural
network trained only on sampled entries.
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(a) (b)

Figure 8.12: Parameter selection for pre-training Oracle - Train Bombing network: The best performing
parameter range, [1,5,10], is selected for the next stage (a) STAGE 0: Mean error (b) STAGE 0: AHDE.

(a) (b)

Figure 8.13: Parameter selection for pre-training Oracle - Train Bombing network: The braod range of
(1,5,10) selected from STAGE 0 is split into narrower windows (a) STAGE I: Mean error (b) STAGE I:
AHDE.

(a) (b)

Figure 8.14: Train Bombing network: Prediction performance. Pre-trained neural networks (yellow, pink,
and blue) outperform prediction especially at lower sampling percentages while achieving graceful degra-
dation. Fine tuning along with pre-training gives higher accuracy than a neural network trained only on
sampled entries.
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• Trivial 1: all missing values are replaced by 1

Trivial 0 and Trivial 1 cases provide a reference to the worse case model performance.

• MC: prediction using Low-rank Matrix Completion

• Trained on observed: the AE has been trained only on the sampled node-pair distances

from the real-world network and no pre-training has been done at all

• [x,y,z] - Powerlaw q: the STAGE II AE, i.e., trained on artificial Power law networks with

parameter m values x,y, and z, was tested on a same size Power law network artificially

generated with m = q

• [x,y,z] - Network: the STAGE II AE, i.e., trained on artificial Power law networks with

parameter m values x,y, and z, was tested on the real-world social network

• [x,y,z] - Network, fine tuned: the STAGE II AE, i.e., trained on artificial Power law net-

works with parameter m values x,y, and z, was fine tuned with the observed entries of the

real-world network and then tested on the unobserved entries of the same real-world network

Now let us take a look at the performance of the model for three real-world social networks.

Virgili Emails network: This is a 1133 nodes network with average node degree of 9.6.

Facebook network: This is a 4039 node network with average node degree of 43.6.

Train Bombing network: This is a 64 node network with average node degree of 7.5.

From STAGE 0 and STAGE I of the Virgili Emails network, as shown in Fig. 8.6 and Fig. 8.7

respectively, three best windows were selected, [5,6,7], [7,8,9], and [9,10,11]. In STAGE II, the AE

is thus trained on [5,7,9] to cover these three windows. This behavior is also seen in the Facebook

network and thus a similar process is followed in STAGE 0 and STAGE I for the Facebook network.

For the Train Bombing network, we were able to select the window of [12,13,14]. The STAGE 0

and STAGE I results for the Facebook network can be seen in Fig. 8.9 and Fig. 8.10 respectively.

Note that the parameter values selected by the “Oracle” are not the same as the average

node degree of the test network but tend to be on the lower side of the average node degree
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value. We will explore this relation and the sensitivity of the model towards parameter value m in

Section 8.7.

The STAGE II (Virgili Emails: Fig. 8.8, Facebook: Fig. 8.11, Train Bombing: Fig. 8.14) show

that AE performs far better than MC for lower percentages of sampled measurements. We also

see that AE trained on artificial data performs better than AE trained only on the observed entries

as the neural network has much more data to train on from synthetic Power law networks. Note

that the network performs best for a variation of Power law network (see label “[x,y,z]-Powerlaw”)

which is obvious as the network was trained on very similar data. The error, when tested on

the real-world network is slightly higher than for “[x,y,z]-Powerlaw” as the real-world network

is different than the synthetic Power law networks. However, we notice that fine tuning the AE

almost always bridges this gap. Especially when we have a higher percentage of sampled node-

pair measurements from the network, fine tuning gives lower error than mere Power law trained

AE for all three networks.

It is worthwhile to say that OSP performs well not only for large networks but also for smaller

networks such as the Train Bombing network here, showing independence of the model perfor-

mance with respect to the network size.

Bubble plots:

We use the bubble plot to further analyze our prediction performance. We plot the actual number

of entries for the given magnitude on the X-axis and the number of entries for that magnitude in the

predicted matrix on the Y-axis. The ideal plot should give all bubbles on the y = x line indicating

that the number of entries in the actual and the predicted matrix are the same for any magnitude

of hop-distance. However, the real plots are obviously expected to be a deviation of this ideal

scenario.

We analyze the prediction results of a real-world network, the Virgili Emails network, and

an artificially generated network, a Power law network. We compare the prediction results of

both autoencoder as well as the Low-rank Matrix Completion approach to understand how the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8.15: Bubble plot for Virgili Emails network: (a,b) comparison of Autoencoder trained on m =
[5,7,9] and (c,d) Matrix Completion for 40% and 99% missing entries respectively
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performance differs at a micro level. Two scenarios are compared for each method, (a) when 40%

of entries are missing from the distance matrix before prediction and (b) when 99% of entries are

missing from the distance matrix before prediction. This is a broad enough spectrum to compare

the performance of our deterministic (LMC) and non-deterministic (autoencoder) approaches for

prediction.

We can see from Fig. 8.15 [a,b] and Fig. 8.16 [a,b] that the bubbles are larger on the axis

or closer to the axis. This means that LMC performs better than autoencoder in maintaining the

number of entries close to the actual when only 40% of entries are missing. This behavior is

observed for both the Virgili Emails network and the Power law network.

However, as we move towards a higher percentage of missing entries, i.e., for 99% missing

entries, this alters. We can see in Fig. 8.15 [c,d] and Fig. 8.16 [c,d] that autoencoder performs

better than Low-rank Matrix Completion here. This can be seen as the larger bubbles are mainly

at the lowest for LMC wherea,s for autoencoders, the largest bubbles are not at 1. This means that

LMC predicts most of the entries as 1, 2, and 3, in that order, whereas autoencoder predicts most

of the entries as 2,3,1 in that order. This order might change as per the network and actual count

for those magnitudes, however, we can see that there is a clear difference in the way these two

methods predict. Autoencoders can predict better than LMC for higher missing data percentages.

Note that while comparing the count of entries for a certain magnitude, we are losing track

of the location of that entry. In other words, in the cases where the count is the same, there is

no guarantee that the exact same entries are recovered to the exact same magnitude. If there is

a high change in the actual magnitude of the entries but overall the number of entries of a given

magnitude is the same, the plot will look like an ideal plot while the prediction results are nowhere

near ideal. However, we do not use these plots as our primary basis of performance analysis but to

further understand the micro effect of different methods at various percentages of sampling. These

plots help us understand the distribution of distances before and after the prediction in a different

light.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8.16: Bubble plot for Powerlaw 8 network: (a,b) comparison of Autoencoder trained on m = [5,7,9]
and (c,d) Matrix Completion for 40% and 99% missing entries respectively
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8.17: Sensitivity analysis: The plots show that our model predicts more accurately when pre-trained
on a more suitable and narrow range of pre-training parameters. More so, the accuracy is higher for param-
eters on the lower side of the average node degree as Power law networks have a right skewed node degree
distribution with a high number of nodes with low node degree.
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8.7 Discussion on optimum parameter selection for pre-training

This section furthers the intuition behind parameter selection for optimal pre-training when the

average node degree of the test network is (tentatively) known.

We saw that the parameter m is analogous to node degree as it represents a number of edges

attached to the new node while the artificial network is being constructed. We conduct a sensitivity

analysis on the prediction performance throughout the parameter range. This helps us understand

the model behavior and select the best training parameters for the given average node degree of the

test network.

The mean error over the unobserved values of the Virgili Emails network, when autoencoder is

pre-trained over various parameter windows, is shown in Fig. 8.17[a]. A more comparative visual

display of the results can be seen in Fig. 8.17[b]. We can see that for an average node degree

of 9.6, the autoencoder performs better when trained on narrower windows as compared to wider

ones. Thus, the performance improves from [2,10,18] to [9,10,11]. We also observed that a narrow

window placed on the lower side of the target node degree gives a slightly better performance than

a window placed on the higher side of the spectrum, i.e., [7,8,9] performs better than [10,11,12],

even if both the windows are equally narrow. This is because our target network is Power law in

nature and a lot of nodes have degrees on the lower side of the average node degree.

8.8 Discussion on ensemble method

Deep learning allows us to learn complex, non-linear relationships in the data and offers in-

creased flexibility. However, the model remains sensitive to training data and may find a different

set of weights and hence different predictions every time they are trained. The stochastic nature of

the learning algorithm means that the model might learn a slightly different version of the mapping

function from input to output every time it is trained. This can be referred to as the variance in the

model and a simple approach to reduce this variance is to train multiple models and combine the

predictions from these models. This is called ensemble learning [226].
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Figure 8.18: Model architecture used for ensemble approach. Three autoencoders are trained on the same
parameters recommended by the Pre-training Oracle and the final result is averaged.

Ensembles were first introduced in [227–229]. This has proved helpful in improving prediction

results for machine learning as well as deep learning models and since then there have been efforts

to understand the optimal ensemble techniques and improve them [230–232]

As our experiments with ensemble learning at its initial stage, we started with using the simplest

ensemble model architecture. As shown in Fig. 8.18, we train three learners on the parameter

values (m) as recommended by our Pre-training Oracle, (OSP). All the hyperparameters for these

learners are maintained the same, and thus the final result can be computed as the average of the

result of each learner.

As we can see in Fig. 8.19, ensemble results (blue line with ✩ markers) show reduced errors

over the fine tuned results (cyan line with ✩ markers) which are not ensembled. We did observe

a slight improvement in the prediction performance of the pre-trained autoencoders when the re-

sults are averaged over three similar learners. These results can be further investigated to find the

best number of learners, parameters they are trained on, and averaging method to achieve optimal

performance for the given network. For instance, some of the possibilities can be:
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Figure 8.19: Prediction results for ensemble approach. The blue line shows that ensembling multiple
autoencoders gives better prediction performance.

• different learners can be trained on different parameters values

• different number of synthetic networks, and

• the final result can be a weighted average where the weight can be determined by the perfor-

mance of that learner

8.9 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have shown how to optimally pre-train a neural network when only sparse

samples are available from the target network. We call this model “Oracle Search Pre-training”

(OSP) as it helps us search the optimal pre-training parameter values specifically for the given

social network. We use artificially generated data to compensate for the scarcity of real-world

measurements to effectively train a neural network. The low-rankness of the distance matrices is

leveraged.
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Prediction performance is evaluated on three real-world networks, namely, Virgili Emails,

Facebook, and Train Bombing network, under different variations of the model, and is also com-

pared with a state-of-the-art Low-rank Matrix Completion approach. The model infers distances

within one hop of the original value even when only 1% of measurements are sampled. We also

study the sensitivity of the model towards the tuning parameter values and its relation with an av-

erage node degree of the social network. It is worth mentioning that though we illustrate results on

social networks, the method can be generalized to other network domains by adapting the synthetic

data.

In the future, the model can be tested on directed networks and networks from other domains

such as criminal networks, transportation networks, etc. The effect of other network parame-

ters, such as clustering coefficient, on reconstruction can also be investigated. Though we have

used vanilla autoencoders in our work, the effect of using other autoencoders, such as Variational

Autoencoders, would be interesting to study. Optimal ensemble architecture and subsequent im-

provement in the prediction performance is another branch of this experiment.
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Chapter 9

Conclusion and Open Problems

A graph or a network is a collection of nodes and edges (links) connecting these nodes. Many

real-world phenomenon correspond to graphs, and graphs are also indispensable in representing,

modeling, and analyzing real-world systems that involve relationships or connections. Massive and

complex graphs have become commonplace in the computing and communication infrastructure.

Examples include social networks with users as nodes and their friendships as links, flight networks

with airports as nodes and flight paths as edges, and the World Wide Web with webpages as nodes

and hyperlinks as edges. With the ease of access to internet, increasing number of Wi-Fi-connected

devices, increasing population, and content rich networks, we believe the networks we would be

interested in analyzing in future would be even larger than what we have today. Cloud based

services such as Azure, Google Cloud, and Amazon web services are adding to this infrastructure.

Analyzing graphs helps us to gain a deeper understanding of the structure, the relationships

between nodes, and even the process of change in natural phenomenon such as human behav-

ior, social interactions, and spread of an epidemic. Network science helped in answering critical

questions and make impactful policies while tackling COVID-19 pandemic. Who is connecting

to whom? Where are the connectors that are transmitting between communities? Where are the

hub activities and how might the virus spread to other location? Which routes need to be closed to

effectively control the spread between countries, states, and cities?

Many current network related algorithms and techniques that rely on the knowledge of the en-

tire network or a major part thereof are becoming less and less applicable as the networks increase

in size. Even techniques relying on sampling a significant fraction of a network may become ex-

pensive or impractical. Cost and complexity of capturing a network for analysis is a crucial factor

when dealing with networks related to communication over a distributed structure, accessibility

or inaccessibility of nodes, transfer of information to processing sites, and processing very large

networks with computational constraints.
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The focus of this research is on capturing and reconstructing the network topology from a very

small set of distance measurements from the network. Additionally, the ability to estimate missing

network measurements will aid in processing large networks that are only partially measured and

in inferring characteristics of network which can help us make informed predictions.

The main contributions of this research focusing on inferring network topology from a very

small set of distance measurements are as follows: (a) efficient representation of graphs for no

loss of information, (b) predicting missing node-pair distances in large networks using Low-rank

Matrix Completion, and (c) processing large graphs in the presence of partial measurements using

neural networks.

(a) Link Dimension: Novel efficient graph modeling scheme using the concepts of “Link Di-

mension” and “Construction set” is proposed. Link dimension overcomes the limitations of metric

dimension in reconstructing a graph from merely the distance vectors generated by resolution set

by capturing node as well as edge information. This allows us to store a graph in a compact manner

without losing any topology information. We derive link dimension for several graph families as

well as relationship between various dimensions of a graph. An algorithm to find construction set

from a given resolution set of a graph is also proposed.

(b) Low-Rank Matrix Completion based Prediction: We developed two schemes to esti-

mate missing network distances from a small set of distance measurements. First scheme is based

on deterministic technique of Low-Rank Matrix Completion (LMC). This is an optimization tech-

nique popular for completing partially observed low-rank matrices. LMC finds the best values of

the missing entries under the constraint of maintaining a low-rank of the given matrix and given

observed entries. We show that LMC accurately predicts missing distance entries in real-world

undirected as well as directed networks (such as Facebook, Twitter, Email, and Blog networks)

when we sample 40-60% of the network. The larger the network size, the lower sampling per-

centage can be handled by LMC. The computational complexity increases with increased missing

entries. We also provide bounds for the missing distance entries to improve the accuracy of pre-

diction further.
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(c) Neural Network based Prediction: Our second prediction approach is based on neural

networks. We were able to predict network distances even when the networks are ultra-sparsely

sampled. This is achieved for the first time by training the autoencoder using similar but synthet-

ically generated networks. We also propose a systematic method of selecting parameters of such

synthetic training networks so as to keep the training data faithful to the real-world network that

we need to predict. This is a novel approach of training neural networks for graph processing. The

proposed model is able to train and predict network distances when 80% of the node-pair distances

are known to even when only 1% of the node-pair distances are known while maintaining graceful

degradation. This is very useful when the networks are large and the sampled measurements, even

though large, constitute of only a very small part of the complete network.

With the concept of link dimension, many graphs can be represented in a lossless manner

only by distances to a small set of nodes. While it is costly to find exact minimal construction

set for large graphs, it may be possible to come up with a construction set or come close to one

by sampling and verify how close it is. Being able to predict missing node-pair distances from

partially observed distances enables us to sample and store smaller parts of vast networks and even

make informed estimates about immeasurable distances such as probable distance between two

terrorists.

The future of social and spatial networks is considered vast and distributed. We imagine an

easy transfer, storage, convenient backups, and processing of such large networks with ease and

speed at any point in the Internet of Things. Link dimension, predicting missing network dis-

tances, and being able to train a neural network to process real-world graphs even when complete

networks are not sampled can help us achieve that. The concept of link dimension can facilitate

data transfer in distributed systems with required low latency. Several existing analytics techniques

rely on knowing all the entries. This either keeps us from analyzing networks that are only partially

known or ignoring features that are not completely observed. Our techniques solve this problem by

proposing a way to estimate missing entries that are in line with the network’s originally assumed

characteristics.
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We would like to conclude this thesis with several open problems.

(a) Link Dimension: Modeling link dimension for other graph families would be an add-on

to the exiting literature. Computing the construction set for large real-world networks using the

proposed algorithm and analyzing its effect on existing storage techniques. We believe that the

effectiveness of link dimension will be the largest for dynamic networks as the space saved for

network storage will be multiplied by the number of frames required to store the evolution of the

dynamic network. It would be interesting to see how network algorithms such as routing can be

benefitted from such compact yet lossless network representation of spatial IoT networks.

(b) Low-rank Matrix Completion based Prediction: One can think of how can distance

prediction be applied to dynamic networks. While we rely on the sparse decomposition of a given

matrix H as L and S where L is the Low-rank component and S is the error, one can think of

identifying anomalies from S and incorporating them to improve prediction as our given matrix

H might not be exactly low in dimension. Extending the model for weighted graphs is also an

interesting problem.

(c) Neural Network-based Prediction: Extending the proposed neural network model to di-

rected networks would be the closest extension of the proposed scheme. An important improve-

ment over the existing autoencoder based prediction model would be to remove the dependency of

network architecture on the size of the network. We want to be able to fix the number of neurons in

the input layer while being able to feed data from networks with different values ofN , i.e., number

of nodes on the networks. This can be achieved by: (a) feeding data in the format of N × f where

f Is the number of features of the given node or (b) feeding data in the form of smaller square

matrices of size n× n where n << N . We also imagined making a neural network black box that

is trained for a certain family of graphs and can be used to predict missing network measurements

for any graph that falls in that graph family. The black box could be available online for users

to download and predict missing network measurements for the network of their choice without

having the code or know the complexities of selecting the training parameters. This would provide

a well-trained architecture for the given graph family and save the training process and time for
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users. Furthermore, the scheme of pre-training neural networks to predict missing distances in

networks can be investigated for its applicability to other social networks, and even other classes

of networks that do not classify as scale-free.
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Appendix A

Tools and datasets

1. Extracting information from partial data

Tools: MATLAB , Python

Dataset: SNAP dataset

2. Link prediction using Virtual Coordinates

Tools: MATLAB, Python

Dataset: CNRL dataset, KONECT dataset, SNAP dataset
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Appendix B

License

Colorado State University LaTeX Thesis Template

by Elliott Forney – 2017

This is free and unencumbered software released into the public domain.

Anyone is free to copy, modify, publish, use, compile, sell, or distribute this software, either in

source code form or as a compiled binary, for any purpose, commercial or non-commercial, and

by any means.

In jurisdictions that recognize copyright laws, the author or authors of this software dedicate any

and all copyright interest in the software to the public domain. We make this dedication for the

benefit of the public at large and to the detriment of our heirs and successors. We intend this

dedication to be an overt act of relinquishment in perpetuity of all present and future rights to this

software under copyright law.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EX-

PRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MER-

CHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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